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Simulating the interplay between atmospheric, ocean, and overland
physics is often too complicated for any single model to handle due to lim-
itations on developmental and computational costs. A variety of models that
specialize in specific physics exist, such as 2D and 3D shallow water and trans-
port models in ADvanced CIRCulation (ADCIRC) and Adaptive Hydraulics
(AdH) for ocean and estuarine dynamics, Gridded Surface Subsurface Hydro-
logic Analysis (GSSHA) and Hydrologic Engineering Center’s (HEC) River
Analysis System (HEC-RAS) for 2D/1D overland flow, and Global Forecast
System (GFS) and North American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) for
atmospheric physics. This dissertation explores strong and weak coupling be-
tween different models to simulate complex phenomena that they cannot indi-
vidually handle. One-way weak coupling from atmospheric models to ocean or
overland flow models is already ubiquitous in the form of usage of meteorolog-
ical forcing on the flow models. Coupling between 2D and 3D shallow water
viii
models including baroclinic transport, and between shallow water and overland
flow models remain relatively unexplored. Strong coupling between 2D and
3D shallow water and baroclinic transport models is the major focus of this
work. On studying multiple verification and validation cases, and applications
testing the limits of 2D-3D coupling, it is concluded that strongly coupled 2D
and 3D shallow water and transport models are conservative, stable, accurate,
and convergent in line with theory, and are able to simulate physics that solely
2D or 3D models cannot in general. They also enable building computation-
ally cheaper 3D models by enabling replacement of non-critical 3D regions
with 2D subdomains. The second focus of this work is weak one/two-way cou-
pling between 2D shallow water and 2D/1D overland flow models, which are
in turn driven by one-way coupling from an atmospheric model. Two-way cou-
pled models are shown to be conservative and capable of simulating compound
flooding effects. An application of the coupled models to simulate flooding in
Houston, Texas, due to Hurricane Harvey of August 2017 is presented, the re-
sults of which demonstrate the suitability of the models for use in high-fidelity
forecasts of flooding during hurricanes, after some improvements.
Keywords: 2D-3D coupling, strong and weak coupling, shallow water
equations, diffusive wave equations, primitive equations, wetting and drying,
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Scientific high-performance computing software are often designed to
model specific physics since speed and accuracy in simulating particular phe-
nomena are a greater priority for such codes, in contrast to general purpose
engineering software that focus on applicability to a diverse set of problems.
When it comes to simulating events beyond their existing capabilities, such
models often lack flexibility in expanding their domain of applicability under
the strict constraint of maintaining performance. The restrictions are even
stricter for simulating extreme atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and hydrologic
events such as floods from hurricanes and tsunamis, which require a quick turn-
around time of a day or less for chalking out an emergency response, with many
lives at stake. Beyond the often-impractical possibility that new capabilities
be added to existing scientific codes without adversely affecting performance,
coupling well-validated models is an obvious option for enabling simulation
of complex physical phenomena. The concept of multi-physics multi-software
coupling is already used in a variety of different fields, including Earth system
models, global climate models, and fluid structure interaction.
Coupling atmospheric and ocean models is common in Earth system
1
models in particular. The primitive equations, which are partial differential
equations, are commonly used in these cases. In the context of ocean mod-
els, these equations, also known as the 3D shallow water equations, are often
coupled to transport equations to account for baroclinicity induced by the de-
pendence of density of water on temperature and salinity. The 2D shallow
water equations, obtained by depth-integrating the 3D shallow water equa-
tions, are simpler to solve. They may also be coupled to transport equations
to track constituents, but they are not suitable for use in baroclinic scenarios
that quickly result in stratification of flow. The use of 3D shallow water models
is unavoidable in such cases. However, for baroclinic flows in estuaries where
frequent wetting and drying over land occurs due to tides and wind, a 3D
shallow water model that can handle wetting-drying is needed. Although it is
possible, in theory, to allow meshes to move in horizontal directions in an ar-
bitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework to allow wetting-drying in 3D models,
it is extremely complicated and computationally costly. On the other hand,
most 2D shallow water models have wetting-drying capabilities without having
to move the mesh. Hence, implementing and using non-overlapping coupled
2D-3D shallow water and transport models, explored herein, for leveraging
well-tested 2D wetting-drying and 3D baroclinic transport capabilities may
be a practical and viable alternative to implementing wetting-drying in 3D
shallow water models. Coupled shallow water models may even allow building
significantly cheaper computational models in cases where a large domain must
be modeled in 3D to study a small region of interest, by allowing replacement
2
of non-critical areas with 2D subdomains. The theory, verification, validation,
and applications of strongly coupled 2D and 3D shallow water models is the
primary focus of this work.
Although the 2D-3D coupled models can additionally be driven by one-
way coupling from an atmospheric model, the test cases presented herein are
meant to isolate the behavior of 2D-3D coupling and hence do not include
atmospheric forcing. The atmospheric model is instead included in the second
focus of this work on exploring weak coupling between atmospheric, shallow
water and diffusive wave equation based overland flow models. The study of
compound flooding phenomena, which are exacerbated floods due to occur-
rence of at least two of coastal, pluvial, or fluvial flooding effects simulta-
neously in a given area, is becoming increasingly important given the recent
occurrences of extreme events. An example of that is Hurricane Harvey of
August 2017, one of the costliest hurricanes to hit the United States. Com-
putational models designed to handle such extreme events are often designed
to focus on only one aspect of flooding and not others. Since expanding the
applicability of existing models to simulate compound flooding events is not
an easy task, coupled models taking advantage of existing software may be
a possible solution. Accordingly, shallow water and overland flow models are
coupled one-way and two-way herein, driven by one-way meteorological forcing
from an atmospheric model.
3
1.1 Literature review
The shallow water equations are partial differential equations that gov-
ern flows in rivers, lakes, estuaries, and oceans. These equations are typi-
cally applicable in scenarios where horizontal scales are much larger than the
vertical one, allowing scaling approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations.
Although analytical solutions to these equations exist in specific cases [87],
it is difficult to find them in the general. Numerical methods are therefore
employed to solve the equations approximately. Various finite difference mod-
els [9, 15, 16, 46], finite volume models [2, 7, 18, 58], continuous Galerkin finite
element models [6, 10, 44, 50, 64, 85, 89, 90], discontinuous Galerkin finite ele-
ment models [21, 22, 72], and hybrid models such as [57] have been used over
the years to solve these equations for studying ocean and estuary dynamics.
Either 2D or 3D shallow water models may be used to study ocean dynam-
ics, with the choice dependent on computational cost and physical phenomena
under consideration. 2D shallow water models are computationally cheaper
as well as easier to implement, whereas 3D shallow water models can pro-
vide more accurate information about the variation of flow in the vertical
direction. Most 3D shallow water models use natural 𝑧 coordinates, trans-
formed 𝜎 coordinates [68], or transformed 𝑝 (pressure) coordinates [84] in the
vertical direction. 3D models using 𝑧 coordinate must be treated in an arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) framework [38,39,41] to keep track of mesh
movement in the vertical direction. The 𝜎 coordinate used in 3D models is
essentially equivalent to the ALE method [24].
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It is common for estuary and ocean models to include effects of wind,
pressure, temperature, salinity, sedimentation, wetting and drying, or other
relevant governing physics. Constituent transport is particularly important in
ocean dynamics, since flow in oceans is baroclinic, i.e., the density of the water
depends on salinity and temperature. Such flows cannot be modeled using 2D
shallow water models since they cannot capture vertically varying horizontal
pressure gradients arising from spatial density differences. 3D shallow water
models, on the other hand, can handle baroclinicity accurately. However, it
is challenging to implement wetting-drying in 3D models, which is movement
of water over dry land due to wind and tides, for example. Wetting-drying
in 2D shallow water models can be dealt with using a variety of methods [3,
30, 37, 40]. One way of dealing with wetting and drying is to use an ALE
framework to move the mesh horizontally, possibly re-meshing the models on-
the-go. A more common way is to use an Eulerian approach, with a fixed mesh
covering even dry regions that are either excluded during calculations or are
kept wet numerically with a thin layer of fluid [12]. 3D shallow water models
on the other hand, generally do not use horizontal mesh movement for wetting
and drying due to the complexity in implementation and high computational
cost. Only a few 3D shallow water models with meshes fixed in the horizontal
plane can handle 3D wetting and drying, and these are mainly geared at 𝜎
coordinate based models [47, 98]. Wetting-drying for 3D 𝑧-coordinate based
models remains a challenge.
Flows in estuaries, which is where a river meets the ocean, is generally
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baroclinic due to mixing of fresh river water and saline sea water, resulting
in salinity shocks moving out into the ocean [35] or up rivers. 3D models are
needed to simulate the flow in such cases. Since wetting and drying in estuar-
ies due to tides and winds, or inundation due to extreme events like hurricanes
and tsunamis poses a challenge for 3D models, coupled 2D-3D models may
be a way around implementation of wetting-drying in 3D models. Related
past coupling efforts involve weak coupling of 1D and 2D shallow water mod-
els [19], and weak coupling between 2D shallow water models and 3D Navier
Stokes equations [59], with both works focused on the finite volume method.
The foundations of 2D-3D strongly coupled shallow water models which form
the basis of this work were laid in [20] against a backdrop of the stabilized
continuous Galerkin finite element framework. CG FEM has been success-
fully applied to efficiently solve the shallow water equations over domains
with complex boundaries and bathymetry in a high-performance computing
setting. Multiscale computational models involving unstructured meshes with
element sizes varying from a few meters near the coast to a few kilometers in
deep oceans have been used in the past to simulate complex phenomena such
as hurricane storm surge [77], oil spills [26], and tsunamis [49].
Although shallow water models help in predicting coastal flooding dur-
ing hurricanes, they may not be enough since many of the models do not
account for flooding from inland precipitation [61]. The number of extreme
rainfall events along the coast of Gulf of Mexico are on the rise [91]. The
number of compound flooding events, which are incidents characterized by
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coastal inundation combined with pluvial flooding from inland precipitation
during hurricanes, have also increased at many of the coastal cities in the
United States over the last century [94]. Hurricane Harvey, which made land-
fall along the coast of Texas, United States, in August 2017, was accompanied
by a record amount of rainfall [76]. The compound flooding during Hurri-
cane Harvey [99] was a factor in making it one of the costliest hurricanes on
record to hit the US [17]. A possible way to predict overland flooding during
such extreme events may be to couple shallow water models that can handle
storm surge simulations with surface/subsurface flow models that can han-
dle pluvial/fluvial flooding. These models may additionally be supplied with
wind and precipitation forcing via one-way coupling from atmospheric mod-
els in order to enable high fidelity actionable forecasts of compound flooding
events. Preliminary work on coupling a 2D shallow water model and a 2D/1D
overland flow model based on diffusive wave equations, driven by one-way cou-
pling from an atmospheric model, is presented to hindcast the flooding due
to Hurricane Harvey. Several improvements are still needed in the coupled
models, including additional boundary condition coupling options, before the
model can be used for real-world scenarios. The lessons learned in coupling
the models, however, are important for future work.
The first and major focus of this dissertation is on strongly coupled 2D-
3D shallow water and transport finite element models. This is done to enable
simulations simultaneously incorporating wetting-drying as well as baroclinic-
ity, and to enable selectively replacing non-critical regions of 3D models with
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2D subdomains for reducing computational cost. The second part of this work
touches upon beginnings of multi-software multi-physics weak coupling be-
tween atmospheric, hydrodynamic (shallow water) and hydrologic (overland
flow/diffusive wave) models in order to enable quick turn-around forecasts
during extreme events.
1.2 Approaches to coupling models
As is the case with domain decomposition problems, models may be
coupled by having them interact with each other over either a shared boundary
between non-overlapping regions, or through shared elements over an overlap-
ping region. There are two broad categories of coupling 2D and 3D shallow
water models, viz., algebraic/strong coupling [20], or flux/weak coupling mo-
tivated by the additive Schwarz method [75]. A general discussion of methods
of strong and weak coupling of multi-physics models wherein different types
of partial differential equations are being solved, for instance in the case of
fluid-structure interaction, is given in [97]. In the former approach, a mono-
lithic, coupled system of equations is built, which must be solved once per
time step. In the latter approach, separate systems corresponding to each of
the component models are solved iteratively at each time step by exchanging
information of solution and boundary conditions till some condition is satis-
fied, which may be convergence of the interface solutions as well as fluxes,
or a limit on the maximum number of iterations. At least in case of 2D
and 3D shallow water finite element models, strong coupling in a conform-
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ing continuous Galerkin setting mathematically guarantees that the solution
variables as well as fluxes are continuous, and hence mass and momentum are
conserved across the interface at each instant in time [20]. Weak coupling
can further be classified into two categories of iterative methods based on the
way information is exchanged between models. Gauss-Seidel iterative method
solves the models serially within each time step, whereas Gauss-Jacobi itera-
tive method allows models to be solved simultaneously in parallel within each
time step [97]. Gauss-Seidel iterations use the latest available solutions of
submodels/subsystems to set appropriate interface conditions on the current
subsystem, which prevents models from being solved simultaneously in paral-
lel. Gauss-Jacobi iterations use solutions of all subsystems from the previous
Gauss-Jacobi iterations to set interface conditions of all subsystems in the cur-
rent iteration, allowing parallel solution. Gauss-Seidel iterations are observed
to have a better convergence behavior than Gauss-Jacobi iterations [80, 97].
Weak coupling can be advantageous in a practical scenario if the subsystems
involved are solved in parallel, with a limit on the number of iterations al-
lowed within each time step instead of indefinitely iterating till convergence
is achieved. They can also be useful over strong coupling due to the key pos-
sibility of subcycling, in which the models can run for multiple time steps or
cycles before exchanging information. However, in weak coupling, using fewer
iterations results in truncation errors, leading to a discontinuity in either the
solution or the fluxes at the interface, and even instabilities.
In the context of coupling 2D and 3D shallow water models imple-
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mented in a single computational software using similar methodologies, strong
coupling makes more sense due to compatibility, and since multiple iterations
for solving a time step are not required. In case of multiphysics coupling of
atmospheric, shallow water and overland flow models which may be part of dif-
ferent software, using different programming languages, and solving different
sets of equations with distinct methods for spatial and temporal discretiza-
tion, however, weak coupling appears to be the better, if not the only, way to
go. Also factored into the choice is that the software source codes must be
accessible and significantly modifiable in case of strong coupling, whereas for
weak coupling, the source codes may need relatively less modification and the
new coupling code that must be written can be kept separate from them.
As mentioned previously, the mathematical foundations of 2D-3D cou-
pled shallow water models were laid in [20], which presented the theory and
two simple verification test cases. This dissertation revisits the coupling the-
ory in new light of conformity, presents improvements to some of the previous
shortcomings by correcting vertical velocities at the interface through addi-
tion of a vertical velocity coupling stage, and builds upon the past work to
include 2D-3D transport coupling in order to enable simulation of baroclinic
flows. Many examples testing the limits of baroclinic 2D-3D coupling are pre-
sented, along with a comparison of solutions against those of usual 2D-only
or 3D-only models. Numerical temporal and spatial convergence analysis are
performed. Two validation test cases are included and lastly, two applications
of 2D-3D coupled models are demonstrated, involving baroclinicity as well as
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wetting-drying. For the sake of completeness, however, some of the work pre-
sented in [20] is reproduced in this work, and every effort is made to cite that
past work. Lastly, although the concept of multi-physics weak coupling itself
is nothing new, its application in the context of atmospheric, shallow water,
and overland flow coupling for simulating extreme flooding events such as that
from Hurricane Harvey appears to be the first.
Coupled 2D-3D shallow water models are implemented in Adaptive
Hydraulics (AdH) [5,6,89], a multi-physics software suite comprised of 2D and
3D shallow water (SW) and constituent transport models, among others. The
models use a CG FE engine with streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
stabilization [11]. As the name suggests, AdH supports adaptivity in both
space and time. AdH shallow water models use triangular meshes in 2D, and
tetrahedral or prismatic meshes in 3D. First and second-order implicit time-
stepping are supported. 2D SW models in AdH are based on an Eulerian
treatment of physics on an unstructured mesh, including wetting and drying.
AdH 3D SW models use the natural 𝑧 coordinate in an ALE framework to
move the mesh only in the vertical direction. They can handle baroclinic flows
including vertical mixing, but they cannot handle wetting and drying at this
time. 3D meshes are generated by extruding the 2D unstructured meshes in
the vertical direction, so that they are semi-structured with nodes aligned in
the vertical direction into what are referred to as ‘node columns’ hereafter.
These node columns are useful for coupling with 2D shallow water models as
they allow preserving conformity.
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For coupling atmospheric, shallow water, and surface/subsurface flow
models, different codes are used. The atmospheric model is the North Ameri-
can Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM), run daily by the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), United States [45]. The 2D shallow water
model from AdH is utilized, and the diffusive wave equation based coupled
1D channel and 2D overland flow models from Gridded Surface Subsurface
Hydrologic Analysis (GSSHA) [31, 32] are used. GSSHA uses a finite volume
method for overland flow and channel routing, with Manning’s formula being
used to relate depth to discharge. GSSHA also has 1D infiltration and 2D
groundwater simulation capabilities, with full coupling between groundwater,
infiltration, streams and overland flow. Specifically, for this work, AdH 2D
shallow water models are weakly coupled to GSSHA watershed models at a
connected portion of the AdH domain boundary and a single GSSHA water-
shed 1D channel outlet cell, which is coupled to the 2D overland flow model.
AdH and GSSHA model domains are assumed to be non-overlapping. Weak
coupling is used in this case, with options of unidirectional as well as bidi-
rectional information exchange between AdH and GSSHA. The case of zero
Gauss-Seidel iterations is currently used for coupling the models, with plans to
allow multiple Gauss-Seidel iterations in the future. Since the coupling from
NAM to AdH and NAM to GSSHA is one-way, and since NAM is run daily
by NCEP, producing new forecasts every six hours, the NAM code itself is not
coupled to AdH and GSSHA, and instead, the publicly available NAM output
files are used to obtain relevant data for coupling with AdH and GSSHA. AdH
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uses winds, and GSSHA uses precipitation forecasts from NAM output files.
The NAM-AdH-GSSHA coupling presented herein is only preliminary
and should be considered as a proof-of-concept, with many improvements still
possible. In particular, overland flow coupling over multiple GSSHA domain
boundary cells, which would be important for practical use in compound flood-
ing predictions, is currently pending and may be pursued in the future. Im-
plementing complicated coupled models such as 2D-3D strongly coupled AdH
models coupled to GSSHA watershed models with full internal coupling of
groundwater, infiltration, stream, and overland flow, all of which are driven
by atmospheric forcing from NAM, is also straightforward with the present
work in place, but has not been pursued due to time constraints.
The remainder of this dissertation is arranged as follows. Table 1.1
gives the terminology used herein. Chapter 2 introduces the shallow water
equations and gives an overview of the SUPG FE methodology used in AdH
for numerical solution of the shallow water equations. Chapter 3 revisits the
theory behind 2D-3D strong coupling from [20], improves it, and adds trans-
port coupling considerations to it. Chapter 4 gives four verification test cases,
chapter 5 gives two validation test cases, and chapter 6 gives two large-scale
applications of 2D-3D shallow water coupling. Chapter 7 touches upon the
weak coupling between atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and hydrologic models
in order to produce forecasts requiring quick turn-around times. NAM, AdH,
and GSSHA are respectively the candidates for coupling in this case. Lastly




(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) Cartesian coordinates and time
𝑏 Bed coordinates, assumed fixed
𝜂 Water surface elevation
ℎ = 𝜂 − 𝑏 Water depth
𝑢 = {𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤} Velocity vector
?̄? = {?̄?, 𝑣} Depth-averaged horizontal velocities
𝜌, 𝜌0 Density of fluid (water)
𝑆 = {𝑆𝑥, 𝑆𝑦} Horizontal bottom friction and wind stress
𝑇𝑥,𝑇𝑦,𝑇 𝑥,𝑇 𝑦 Reynold’s stresses
𝜇 Dynamic viscosity
𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑥𝑦, 𝜎𝑦𝑦, 𝜎𝑥𝑧, 𝜎𝑦𝑧 Eddy viscosity coefficients
𝑔 Acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2)
𝑓 Coriolis parameter
𝑝, 𝑃 Pressure
𝑝𝑎 Atmospheric pressure, assumed constant
Ω2D,Ω3D 2D and 3D domains
𝜕Ω2D, 𝜕Ω3D 2D and 3D domain boundaries
𝑅* Global weak residual vector, continuous in time
𝑅 Global weak residual vector, discrete in time
𝑟𝑖 Weak residual vector at node 𝑖, discrete in time
𝑟𝑚𝑥,𝑖, 𝑟𝑚𝑦,𝑖 Discrete horizontal momentum residuals at node 𝑖
𝑟𝑐,𝑖 Discrete continuity residual at node 𝑖
𝑠 Global solution vector of the model
𝑠𝑖 Solution vector at node 𝑖
N2D, N3D Sets of all nodes in the 2D and 3D models
I2D Set of interface nodes that belong to the 2D model
I3D Set of interface nodes that belong to the 3D model
Γ2D 2D model interface (1D curve)
Γ3D 3D model interface (2D surface)
𝑁 Number of nodes in the model (2D or 3D)
𝑀 Number of elements in the model (2D or 3D)
∆𝑡 Time step size
h Mesh size (not to be confused with the depth, ℎ)
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Chapter 2
2D and 3D shallow water models
Shallow water (SW) equations are coupled nonlinear partial differential
equations, first order in time and second order in space. The primitive equa-
tions for the ocean, or the 3D SW equations as they are referred to herein,
can be derived directly from conservation principles or from the Navier-Stokes
equations under scaling, hydrostatic, and Boussinesq assumptions [93]. The
2D SW equations can be derived from the 3D SW equations by integrating
them over the fluid depth. A brief introduction on the theory relevant to this
work is presented.
Let 𝑡 denote the time and (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) denote the position of a point in
the usual three-dimensional mutually orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system.
The 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions are often referred to as horizontal directions and the 𝑧
direction as the vertical one. Since this work is mainly concerned with large
water bodies on the Earth’s surface like lakes and oceans, consider an analogous
water body (or fluid) with a freely moving surface contained in a connected
domain Ω. The boundary 𝜕Ω of the domain has two to three parts: the top,
bottom, and side portions. The top boundary 𝜕Ωs corresponds to the freely
moving water surface, the bottom part 𝜕Ωb is called the bed or bathymetry,
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and the side portion 𝜕Ωv, which is optional for 2D models and required for
3D models used herein due to lack of wetting-drying implementation in 3D,
is a boundary aligned vertically, connecting the surface and the bed. The
assumptions or approximations leading to the shallow water equations are as
follows.
1. The flow is isochoric (i.e., incompressible), with density possibly allowed
to vary spatially with dependence on salinity and temperature.
2. Reynold’s time averaging is performed, which results in Reynold’s stress
and the standard turbulence closure problem. The eddy viscosity model
is used for closure. The eddy viscosity may be specified as a constant
or may be calculated using the Smagorinsky-Lilly model [81], with the
Smagorinsky coefficient 𝐶𝑠 being specified.
3. Horizontal scales are assumed to be much larger than vertical scales of the
problem. This is the basic scaling assumption that leads to shallow water
equations. In particular, vertical accelerations are negligible, resulting
in pressure being hydrostatic.
4. Boussinesq approximation is made, which assumes density variations
(due to salinity and temperature) to be small enough to not affect the
flow field, except for giving rise to buoyancy forces. Hence for all equa-
tion terms containing the density, a constant density 𝜌0 is used, except
for terms involving acceleration due to gravity 𝑔, for which spatially
varying density 𝜌 is used.
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Additional assumptions not related to the shallow water ones given
above are also made. The bathymetry is assumed to vary over space, but is
fixed in time, and sedimentation is not considered. Precipitation and evapo-
ration are not included. The water can move under different possible forces,
which include gravity, wind, friction, and atmospheric pressure. Coriolis force
is also included since the Earth is a rotating frame of reference, but for the
scale of the models considered herein, the Coriolis parameter is considered
constant at 𝑓 = 2𝛼 sin𝜑, where 𝛼 is the rotation rate of the Earth, and 𝜑
is the latitude of the domain location. A detailed derivation of the shallow
water equations from the Navier-Stokes equations is given in [93]. Lastly, if
the density depends on salinity and/or temperature resulting in baroclinicity,
then transport equations must be additionally included for tracking salinity
and/or temperature, and a state equation is used to relate density with them.
The following sections give a short, informal mathematical description of the
shallow water and transport equations, along with the numerical scheme used
for solving them.
2.1 Shallow water equations
The 3D and 2D shallow water equations are respectively explained in
the following sections.
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2.1.1 3D shallow water equations
The solution variables for the 3D shallow water equations are the depth,
ℎ, and the velocity, 𝑢 = {𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤}. The equations are comprised of conservation
of mass, horizontal momentum in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, and (simplified) vertical
momentum in the 𝑧 direction, respectively given by,
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∇ · 𝑇𝑦 = 0, (2.3)




Here, ∇ = {𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦, 𝜕/𝜕𝑧} represents the gradient operator and 𝐷/𝐷𝑡 =
(𝜕/𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢 ·∇) represents the total derivative operator. The Reynold’s stress












, 𝑖 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦}, 𝑗 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}, no sum,
where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 are eddy viscosity coefficients for turbulence closure and 𝜇 is the
dynamic viscosity. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 may be specified as constants or may be calculated
with the Smagorinsky-Lilly scheme [81], not covered herein.
There are kinematic boundary conditions on the free surface and the
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bed, respectively given by,
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜂, 𝑡)
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜂, 𝑡)
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑦
− 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜂, 𝑡) = 0, (2.5a)
𝜕𝑏
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑏, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑏
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑏, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑏
𝜕𝑦
− 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑏, 𝑡) = 0, (2.5b)
which state that water cannot cross the surface and bed boundaries, 𝜕Ωs and
𝜕Ωb. The vertical side boundaries 𝜕Ωv may have one of Dirichlet/Neumann
elevation or normal flow boundary conditions specified. Bottom friction and
wind may also be specified as boundary conditions and enter the numerical
scheme in the weak form. Wall friction, however, is currently not considered
herein. Initial conditions on the solution variables {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤} are also required.
Note that an additional equation for tracking the free surface is needed,
which is usually obtained by depth-integrating (2.1). In this work, however,
the depth-integrated equation is not directly used; instead, a different method
is employed to obtain a ‘numerical water surface equation,’ explained in sec-
tion 2.3.4.2. This equation and the horizontal momentum equations together
form a prognostic set for predicting {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣} first, after which the continuity
equation (2.1) is used as a diagnostic equation to calculate 𝑤. These two stages
of solving for the water depth and horizontal velocities first followed by finding
the vertical velocity are respectively referred to as HVEL and WVEL stages
herein.
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2.1.2 2D shallow water equations
Depth-integrating (2.1)–(2.3) leads to the 2D shallow water equations.
The solution variables for these equations are the depth, ℎ, and the depth-
averaged velocity, ?̄? = {?̄?, 𝑣}. The conservation equations are comprised of a
depth-integrated continuity equation, hereafter referred to as the water surface









































































+ 𝑆𝑦 = 0.
(2.8)
In the above equations, turbulence and dynamic viscosity effects are repre-















, {𝑖, 𝑗} ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦}, no sum,
with the eddy viscosities 𝜎𝑖𝑗 specified as constants or calculated using the
Smagorinsky-Lilly model [81]. 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦, represent forces due to wind and







𝑐𝑑|𝑈 |𝑈𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦}, (2.9)
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where 𝑐𝑓 is the coefficient of bottom friction calculated as given in [89], 𝜌air =
1.225 kg/m3 is the density of air, 𝑈 = {𝑈𝑥, 𝑈𝑦} is the wind velocity close to the
water surface (generally obtained from an atmospheric model or observations),
and 𝑐𝑑 is the wind drag coefficient calculated according to [86].
In case of 2D shallow water equations, the boundary conditions for the
surface and bottom (2.5) are already built into the water surface equation.
The 2D domain may have wetting-drying fronts in part of or the entire bound-
ary or may have boundary edges corresponding to vertical side boundaries
of 3D models 𝜕Ωv, with Dirichlet/Neumann boundary conditions specified on
the elevation or velocity, similar to the 3D shallow water equations. Initial
conditions on {ℎ, ?̄?, 𝑣} are also specified.
The 2D shallow water equations have no dependence on the vertical
velocity 𝑤. Unlike in the 3D shallow water models, solving for the vertical
velocity after solving the 2D shallow water equations is not required, so the
2D models generally do not have a WVEL stage. However, in past work
on 2D-3D coupling [20], problems were encountered when solving for vertical
velocities in the WVEL stage for coupled models, in which equations were
only available on the 3D side and not the 2D side. In order to alleviate the
problem, it is proposed herein that the 2D models also be allowed to have a
WVEL stage. On solving the 2D shallow water equations in the HVEL stage,
the kinematic boundary conditions (2.5) are used as diagnostic equations in
the WVEL stage to calculate the vertical velocity at the surface and the bed,
assuming that the horizontal velocities are constant along the depth. This
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allows a 2D-3D coupled WVEL stage, in which the equations on the 2D side
are also available, avoiding the ambiguity explained in [20].
2.2 Transport equations
In many situations, particularly in estuaries, the transport of sediments,
contaminants, salinity, or temperature is of importance. The constituents may
be dilute with concentrations small enough to not alter the density of water,
or they may affect it as in the case of salinity and temperature. Regardless
of the case, additional equations must be included to track the constituents.
The conservation statement for constituents leads to the classic advection-
diffusion equation (assuming non-reactive constituents). The equation for each
constituent is given by,
𝜕𝑐
𝜕𝑡





in case of 3D models. For 2D models, depth-integration of the above equation









Here, 𝑐 and 𝑐 are respectively 3D and depth-averaged constituent concen-
trations, 𝑢 and ?̄? are 3D and depth-averaged 2D velocities of water, ∇ =
{𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦, 𝜕/𝜕𝑧} and ∇2D = {𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦} represent the 3D and 2D gradi-
ent operators. 𝐷3D and 𝐷2D are 3D and 2D eddy diffusivity tensors of the
constituent, in which off-diagonal terms are zero, and only 𝐷3D𝑖𝑖 and 𝐷2D𝑗𝑗 (no
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sum), for 𝑖 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} and 𝑗 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦} may be user specified. Boundary and
initial conditions on the constituent concentrations must be specified.
Note that although the 2D transport equation can be used to trans-
port salinity and temperature, only the 3D equations are accurate for such
baroclinic transport. This is because in case of 2D models, depth-integration
leads to differential advection terms which are ignored assuming the flow to be
barotropic (i.e., not baroclinic), which is obviously invalid if salinity or temper-
ature transport are involved, whereas in the 3D models, no such assumption
is made; see [93] for a discussion on differential advection terms.
In case of baroclinic transport, an equation of state must be included
to calculate the density from the concentrations. Only baroclinicity due to
temperature and salinity is included in the current work. The equation of
state taken from [69,89] is given by,
𝜌(𝑆, 𝑇, 0) = 𝜌𝑤 +
(︀













where 𝜌(𝑆, 𝑇, 0) is the density of water at a salinity of 𝑆 g/kg, temperature of
𝑇 ∘C, and pressure of 0 bars. The reference density 𝜌𝑤 of pure water is given
by,





The empirical constants in the above equations are given by,
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𝑎0 = 9.998 425 94 × 102, 𝑏0 = 8.244 93 × 10−1, 𝑐0 = −5.724 66 × 10−3,
𝑎1 = 6.793 952 × 10−3, 𝑏1 = −4.0899 × 10−3, 𝑐1 = 1.0277 × 10−4,
𝑎2 = −9.095 290 × 10−3, 𝑏2 = 7.6438 × 10−5, 𝑐2 = −1.6546 × 10−6,
𝑎3 = 1.001 685 × 10−4, 𝑏3 = −8.2467 × 10−7,
𝑎4 = −1.200 83 × 10−6, 𝑏4 = 5.3875 × 10−9,
𝑎5 = 6.536 332 × 10−9, 𝑑0 = 4.8315 × 10−4.
2.3 Numerical solution
Although known analytic solutions to the shallow water equations do
exist in some cases [87], they must be solved numerically for all realistic
scenarios. The streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) finite element
method [11] is employed for the numerical solution of these equations in the
Adaptive Hydraulics software suite, which has been used in the present work.
The weak formulation, numerical schemes, and other details about the theory
implemented within AdH are given in [4–6] for its 2D shallow water model
and [89] for its 3D one. As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the shallow water equa-
tions are solved in two stages, HVEL and WVEL. In the HVEL stage, depth
and horizontal velocities are solved for. In the WVEL stage, the vertical ve-
locities are obtained. In case of constituent transport, the advection-diffusion
equations given in the previous section are solved thereafter. If salinity and/or
temperature are being transported, then the equation of state is used after that
to calculate the density of water for the next time step. Instead of solving all
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the equations in a monolithic manner, the equations are solved one after the
other in a split-operator fashion. Since the SUPG formulation in AdH is nei-
ther a contribution, nor a focus of this work, the derivation is not included
herein, but is given in [89].
An overview of the solution methodology for the finite element method
is given in Figure 2.1. A semi-discrete continuous Galerkin formulation with
streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization is used to first dis-
cretize the equations in space. This leads to a set of coupled first order
nonlinear ordinary differential equations in time. These equations are then
discretized in time using first or second order backward difference formulas,
leading to a system of nonlinear equations represented abstractly as 𝑅(𝑠) = 0,
which must be solved at each time step. Newton-Raphson iterations are used
to solve the nonlinear equations.
2.3.1 Spatial discretization
For spatial discretization, the standard space of continuous piecewise
linear polynomials is chosen as the trial space 𝑈h, with the well-known La-
grange ‘hat’ functions being a basis. The resulting discretization is hence
triangular in 2D, and tetrahedral in 3D. In the usual SUPG method, the test
functions are basis functions of the trial space plus an additional term de-
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the semi-discrete finite element method.




𝜑𝑖(𝑥)𝑠𝑖(𝑡), ∀𝑥 ∈ Ωh, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇 ], (2.12)
where 𝑁 is the number of nodes, 𝜑𝑖 ∈ 𝑈h are the piecewise linear basis
functions, 𝑠𝑖 are temporally varying nodal unknowns, 𝑇 is the final time, 𝑥
is {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} for 3D models and {𝑥, 𝑦} for 2D models, and 𝑠h ∈ 𝑈h × [0, 𝑇 ]
is a solution variable representative of each of {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑐} for 3D models
and {ℎ, ?̄?, 𝑣, 𝑤s, 𝑤b, 𝑐} for 2D models. For convenience in notation, 𝑠h =∑︀𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜑𝑖(𝑥)𝑠𝑖(𝑡) ∈ 𝑈 h × [0, 𝑇 ] is used to represent the solution variables of the
equation being solved, where 𝑠𝑖 is used to represent the 𝑛 degrees of freedom
at a given node 𝑖, and 𝑈 h = (𝑈h)𝑛 is the trial space of appropriate dimensions.
In the HVEL stage, each node has three degrees of freedom, viz., {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣} in
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3D models and {ℎ, ?̄?, 𝑣} in 2D models. In the WVEL stage, each node has one
degree of freedom, 𝑤. Note that for the WVEL stage of 2D models, the vertical
velocities {𝑤s, 𝑤b} at the surface and the bed correspond to different locations
and are technically calculated as if there were a mesh each on the surface and
the bed. In case of constituent transport, the advection-diffusion equation is
solved for each constituent separately using a single degree of freedom each
time, which is 𝑐 for 3D models and 𝑐 for 2D ones. In case of baroclinic trans-
port, the density 𝜌 is also interpolated linearly within the domain, although
it does not have to be solved for using FEM given the split-operator strategy
and availability of the equation of state. Lastly, the nodal unknowns, which
are a function of time, are represented as 𝑠(𝑡) = {𝑠𝑖(𝑡)}𝑁𝑖=1, not to be confused
with the spatiotemporal solution, 𝑠h(𝑥, 𝑡).
In the classical continuous Galerkin FE method, the semi-discrete weak
form in the HVEL, WVEL, and transport stages is to find 𝑠h ∈ 𝑈 h × [0, 𝑇 ] ⊂(︀
𝐻10 (Ω
h)
)︀𝑛 × [0, 𝑇 ] (assuming zero Dirichlet BCs for simplicity,) such that,









, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇 ],
where 𝑛 is the number of degrees of freedom per node, which are 3, 1, and
1 respectively in the HVEL, WVEL, and transport stages, and 𝑏CG : (𝑈 h ×
[0, 𝑇 ]) × 𝑈 h ∋ (𝑠h,𝜑𝑖) → 𝑏CG(𝑠h,𝜑𝑖) = 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)) ∈ IR𝑛 represents the final
semi-discrete weak form of the partial differential equations. Due to the semi-
discrete nature, the result 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)), referred to as the continuous-in-time weak
residual, is a system of first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Ob-
taining this form involves steps shown in Figure 2.1, which are multiplying the
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differential equation(s) under consideration with a test function, integrating
over the domain, integrating relevant terms by parts, applying boundary con-
ditions, and finally, restricting the infinite dimensional trial and test spaces,(︀
𝐻10 (Ω
h)
)︀𝑛, to finite dimensional ones, 𝑈 h. 𝑏CG is linear in its second argument
and nonlinear in its first one.
The test and trial spaces are the same in case of the classical continu-
ous Galerkin FEM, but when using SUPG stabilization, additional terms are
added to the weak form. An excellent review of the method is given in [42].
SUPG terms perturbing the test space, depending on the local velocity, gradi-
ent of the test function, and an element-dependent stabilizing parameter, are
added. Complete details of the added terms for the 2D and 3D shallow wa-
ter as well as transport models used herein are given in [89] and are omitted
here for brevity. The terms are represented abstractly as 𝑏PG (𝑠,𝜑𝑖). This
appropriately modifies the finite element statement, which now states: Find
𝑠 ∈ 𝑈 h × [0, 𝑇 ] such that,
𝑅*𝑖 (𝑠) = 𝑏SUPG (𝑠,𝜑𝑖) = 𝑏CG (𝑠,𝜑𝑖) + 𝑏PG (𝑠,𝜑𝑖) = 0, ∀𝜑𝑖 ∈ 𝑈 h, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇 ],
where 𝑏SUPG still remains linear in the second argument and nonlinear in the
first, and 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)) = {𝑟*𝑖 (𝑠)}𝑁𝑖=1 is still the continuous-in-time weak residual
vector corresponding to a system of first order nonlinear ordinary differential
equations. 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)) is thus, a function of time alone, with all the spatial vari-
ables removed through integration. The next step is to discretize the equations
in time, covered in the next section.
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2.3.2 Temporal discretization
Spatial discretization using the semi-discrete formulation results in the
weak residual 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)), which is continuous in time and contains first order
time derivatives of the solution vector 𝑠(𝑡). Backward difference formulas















where 𝜃 is a user-specified parameter for choosing the time stepping order, ∆𝑡
is the time step size, 𝑠 is the solution vector, 𝑠𝑘+1 = 𝑠(𝑡𝑘+1) is the unknown
being solved for at time 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑘+1, and 𝑠𝑘 = 𝑠(𝑡𝑘) and 𝑠𝑘−1 = 𝑠(𝑡𝑘−1) are
known solutions of previous timestamps 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑘 and 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑘−1. Note that
𝜃 = 0 and 𝜃 = 1 respectively correspond to first order backward Euler and
second order time stepping methods. Here, the time range [0, 𝑇 ] has been
divided into equally sized time slabs for illustration, {[𝑡𝑘−1, 𝑡𝑘]}𝑘=𝑇/Δ𝑡𝑘=1 . In
actual simulations, however, the time step size may change adaptively for
the first order time stepping, but for second order time stepping, the current
implementation requires a constant time step. It is also noted that using
the second order time stepping procedure requires two initial conditions, or
if one is unavailable, then it must be approximated by using first order time
stepping with a much smaller time step size (O(∆𝑡2)). The BDF convert
the nonlinear ordinary differential equations, 𝑅*(𝑠(𝑡)) = 0, to a system of
nonlinear equations, 𝑅(𝑠(𝑡𝑘+1)) = 0, that must be solved at each time step,
which is explained next.
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2.3.3 Solution of nonlinear equations
The nonlinear equations obtained after spatial and temporal discretiza-







where 𝑟𝑗 is the nodal residual at node 𝑗. The Newton-Raphson method used















𝑘+1 + ∆𝑠. (2.14b)
being solved repeatedly (over the index, 𝑖, with an initial guess, say, 𝑠(𝑖=0)𝑘+1 =
𝑠𝑘), until either (2.13) is satisfied to some user defined ‘nonlinear residual’
tolerance, or the maximum change in the solution vector over an iteration
falls below a user specified ‘solution increment’ tolerance. If the solver fails to
converge within a third user specified limit on the number of solver iterations,
then the time step is reduced to one-fourth of its value, and the solution is
reattempted. If the solver is successful, the time is incremented, the time step
size may possibly be doubled, and the entire process is repeated, thus marching
forward in time till the user specified final time 𝑇 is reached.
2.3.4 Special considerations
In this section, some topics relevant to the numerical solution of the
equations are covered.
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2.3.4.1 Meshes, node columns, and depth-summing
Due to the choice of continuous piecewise linear polynomials as the trial
space, the resulting meshes used herein have 3-noded triangular elements in 2D
models, and 4-noded tetrahedral elements in 3D ones. Support for 6-noded
bilinear wedge elements for 3D models has also been added, and although
it is not covered herein, the 2D-3D coupling theory given in the next chapter
remains completely unchanged even with the bilinear elements. The 3D meshes
used in this work are extruded from 2D unstructured meshes, resulting in
meshes that are unstructured horizontally, but have nodes aligned vertically
into what are referred to hereafter as ‘node columns.’ An example is shown in
Figure 2.2, which shows a Galveston Bay 2D mesh and a 3D mesh extruded
from it. An important feature of such 3D meshes is depth-summability of
the basis functions 𝜑𝑖 of the trial space. This property is used not only in
deriving a numerical water surface equation for 3D models as explained in the
next section, but also for proving discrete mass and momentum conservation
node-column-wise across a 2D-3D interface in case of 2D-3D strongly coupled
models. The depth-summability and a reduction operator is explained next.
Consider a 2D mesh in the 𝑥-𝑦 plane, Ω2D, and a 3D mesh Ω3D obtained
from extrusion of Ω2D. Continuous piecewise linear polynomial trial spaces 𝑈h2D
and 𝑈h3D from section 2.3.1 are defined on the domains, with basis functions
𝜑𝐼 ∈ 𝑈h2D and 𝜑𝑖 ∈ 𝑈h3D defined classically such that they have a value of
1 at the location of nodes 𝐼 and 𝑖 respectively, and 0 at all other nodes in
the meshes. Each node 𝐼 in the 2D mesh generates a corresponding column of
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3D mesh 2D mesh
Figure 2.2: 2D Galveston Bay mesh (right) and the 3D mesh (left) extruded
from it. (Figure not drawn to scale)
nodes in the 3D mesh, denoted as the set C(𝐼). The following is formally stated
without proof as it is obvious to see but perhaps tedious to prove rigorously,∑︁
𝑖∈C(𝐼)
𝜑𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝜑𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) . (2.15)
This states that for the column of nodes 𝑖 ∈ C(𝐼) of the extruded 3D mesh,
the result of summing the corresponding 3D basis functions 𝜑𝑖, referred to
as ‘depth-summing’ herein, is a function independent of 𝑧, and is equal to
𝜑𝐼 ∈ 𝑈h2D formally (since technically these are defined on two different do-
mains). This also applies to the respective gradients. Therefore, if two inter-
related sets of operators are defined, O3D = {𝑖𝑑, 𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦, 𝜕/𝜕𝑧,∇}ᵀ and
O2D = {𝑖𝑑, 𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦, 0,∇}ᵀ, acting on basis functions in the respective
spaces, where 𝑖𝑑 is the identity operator, and ∇ is the 3D gradient opera-






Now, consider any continuous function, 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), over Ω3D, with its






𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 𝑑𝑧. (2.17)































where the 𝑖-independence of 𝑓 is used to obtain (2.18a), followed by depth-
summing property (2.16) and 𝑧-independence to get (2.18b), and lastly, the
definition of depth-averaged value (2.17) to get (2.18c). An analogous result
involving the exact same steps is also available for depth-summing integrals
over the vertical boundaries 𝜕Ω3Dv of the 3D domain (comprising of 2D element
faces), which correspond to the boundary 𝜕Ω2D of the 2D domain (comprising
of 1D edges) since the 3D mesh is extruded from it. The two results hold im-
portance particularly in proving discrete consistency in the HVEL and WVEL
stages through the use of a numerical water surface equation and proving mass
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and momentum conservation across the 2D-3D interface in 2D-3D strong cou-






















2.3.4.2 Numerical water surface equation for 3D models
As noted in section 2.1.1, the 3D shallow water equations (2.1)–(2.4)
need an additional equation to allow the 3D mesh to track the water surface.
Although one possibility is to use the 2D water surface equation (2.6) for that
purpose, a different approach is adopted, as given in [20, 89]. A numerical
water surface equation is used to maintain discrete consistency between the
HVEL and WVEL stages. In particular, the discrete consistency between the
numerical water surface equation used in the HVEL stage and the weak form
of the 3D continuity equation (2.1) used in the WVEL stage is maintained
by employing the depth-summing property to arrive at the numerical water
surface equation. The continuous-in-time weak residual of the 3D continuity
equation (2.1), 𝑅*𝑐,𝑖3D,WVEL, used in the WVEL stage, is depth summed over
node columns to obtain continuous-in-time weak residual, 𝑅*𝑐,C3D,HVEL, used as
the numerical water surface equation in the HVEL stage. For the classical
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where 𝑛 is the normal to the boundary pointing out of the domain, and the




𝑛s𝑧 − 𝑢 · 𝑛s = 0, (2.21a)
−𝜕𝑏
𝜕𝑡
𝑛b𝑧 + 𝑢 · 𝑛b = 0, (2.21b)
























(𝜕𝑏/𝜕𝑥)2 + (𝜕𝑏/𝜕𝑦)2 + 1
]︀1/2 .
Only one of the boundary conditions (2.21a) has been used in (2.20) since
the 3D continuity equation (2.1) is a first order equation, which allows using
only one of the BCs to keep the problem well-posed. In this case, the surface
kinematic BC is used in (2.20), whereas the other boundary condition at the
bed should automatically be satisfied in the WVEL stage if all calculations
are correct and the code is working properly.
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In the HVEL stage of 3D models, the water depth is an unknown at
any given horizontal location, i.e., for any given column of nodes C(𝐼), where
𝐼 follows the definition from the previous section of being the node in the 2D
mesh from which the column of nodes has been generated through extrusion.
There are as many depth unknowns as there are node columns in the 3D mesh,
which is the same as the number of nodes on the surface or bed boundaries
of the 3D model. The WVEL continuity residual (2.20) is used in conjunction
with the depth-summing property (2.19) from the previous section to define
























𝜑𝑖𝑢 · 𝑛 𝑑𝜕Ω3Dv ,
(2.22)
in which the boundary condition at the bed (2.21b) has also been substituted
along with the relation, 𝑛s𝑧 𝑑𝜕Ω3Ds =−𝑛b𝑧 𝑑𝜕Ω3Db = 𝑑Ω2D. This equation is the
discrete analog to depth integration of the strong form of the 3D continuity
equation (2.1) used to obtain the 2D water surface equation (2.6) and is re-
ferred to as the numerical water surface equation herein. It can be shown that
it is equivalent to the weak form of the water surface equation (2.6), at least in
case of CG FEM [20]. For SUPG FEM, both (2.20) and (2.22) have additional
PG terms, and care has been taken to check that this depth-summing equiv-
alence also holds for the SUPG terms [89]. In the code implementation, the
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numerical water surface equation is assigned to the surface node as the third
equation (apart from momentum). The third equation for sub-surface nodes
enforces accordion-like mesh movement in the vertical direction, so that the
ratio of the depths between nodes in a node column remains the same as the
initial one, throughout the simulation. These sub-surface displacement equa-
tions are additionally eliminated by hand in advance since they have a simple
linear for, and are replaced with dummy equations. This is done because of the
use of ALE method for tracking mesh movement; the surface nodes must move
with the surface, whereas the movement of the sub-surface nodes is specified







where 𝑧 is the elevation of the node, and 𝑧, 𝑏, and ℎ all correspond to the
same horizontal location (𝑥, 𝑦). In fact, in the code, the nodal unknowns are
changed from the depth ℎ to displacement 𝑑 of mesh nodes in the 𝑧 direction
with respect to their initial locations at time 𝑡 = 0, using the simple linear
transformation, 𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧(0) + 𝑑(𝑡), which for the surface nodal unknown ℎ
translates to,
ℎ(𝑡) = ℎ(0) + 𝑑(𝑡).
Summarizing, in the HVEL stage of the 3D shallow water models used
herein, the final set of unknowns in the code are {𝑑, 𝑢, 𝑣} instead of {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣}.
All nodes have horizontal momentum equations, but the third equation is the
numerical water surface equation (2.22) in case of surface nodes, and dummy
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equations (𝑅𝑐,𝑖3D,HVEL(𝑠(𝑡)) = 𝑑𝑖(𝑡) = 0) in case of sub-surface nodes. The nu-
merical water surface equation used in the HVEL stage is discretely consistent
with the residuals used in the WVEL stage. Lastly, it is noted that since using
{ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣} and {𝑑, 𝑢, 𝑣} are equivalent through a simple linear transformation,
the 2D-3D coupling theory explained in the next chapter is explained in the
context of using {ℎ, 𝑢, 𝑣} as the solution variables.
2.3.4.3 WVEL stage of 2D shallow water models
In past work [4–6,20,89], 2D shallow water models only had the HVEL
stage and did not solve for vertical velocities. As a result, for coupled 2D-
3D shallow water models, there was ambiguity at the 2D-3D interface in the
coupled WVEL stage, which involved a non-unique way of distributing the
2D side HVEL residuals among the 3D side nodes [20] in order to maintain
discrete consistency. The present work alleviates the problem by adding a
WVEL stage in 2D shallow water models, which is explained next.
After the HVEL stage of 2D models, the depth-averaged horizontal
velocities and water surface elevations are known (whereas the bathymetry 𝑏 is
already known since sedimentation is not considered herein). Using this known
HVEL solution, denoted by ?̄?HVEL and 𝜂HVEL in this section, the weak form of
the kinematic boundary conditions (2.5) are used as equations in the WVEL
stage to obtain vertical velocities at the surface and bed. The calculated
depth-averaged horizontal velocity ?̄?HVEL is used instead of the 3D velocities 𝑢
contained in (2.5). The assumption here is that the 2D horizontal velocities are
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nearly constant down the water column, which, if invalid, makes the 2D shallow
water equations themselves inapplicable anyway. Moreover, the 2D WVEL
stage only matters for coupled 2D-3D models, since in solely 2D simulations,
the vertical velocities are not used anywhere.
The weak formulation of the kinematic BCs states: Find 𝑤s, 𝑤b ∈ 𝑈h








+ ?̄?HVEL ·∇2D𝜂HVEL − 𝑤s
)︂








𝑑Ω2D = 0. (2.23b)
Equations (2.23a) and (2.23b) are solved together in spite of being decoupled
systems. Although the implication for code implementation is that there are
two degrees of freedom on each node, theoretically they are still treated as
if there were two separate meshes on the surface and bed with corresponding
single degrees of freedom 𝑤s and 𝑤b, respectively. Since 𝜂HVEL and 𝑏 are known
in the WVEL stage, the above equations essentially act like Dirichlet BCs on
the surface and bed vertical velocities. At the 2D-3D interface in 2D-3D strong
coupling, the theoretically different nodes for the surface and bed on the 2D
model side are coupled with the surface and bed nodes on the 3D model side.
More on coupling is explained in the next chapter on 2D-3D strong coupling.
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Chapter 3
Strongly coupled 2D and 3D shallow water
models
Consider a scenario being simulated using the shallow water equations,
in which the 3D solution is of interest in a relatively small region, but a large
domain is needed for accuracy. For example, in order to study the 3D effects
of hurricanes hitting a coastal region like Galveston Bay, a much larger region
containing at least the track and extent of the hurricane, along with surround-
ing areas must generally be modeled, which in this case would be the entire
Gulf of Mexico. 3D models are significantly computationally expensive. A
2D-3D coupled model can save computational cost by enabling simulations in
which only the region of interest is modeled as 3D with the rest of the region
modeled as 2D. Another possible use of 2D-3D coupled models is to combine
the strengths of 2D wetting-drying and 3D baroclinic transport, which 3D
and 2D models alone respectively cannot handle in most cases, into a single
model that is able to handle both. Coupled 2D-3D shallow water models could
possibly be explored for studying baroclinic flow in estuaries, or for studying
the combined effect of hurricane storm surge and torrential coastal rainfall
on salinity and temperature distribution, which are of importance to coastal
ecosystems [56].
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As explained in section 1.2, there are two broad approaches to coupling
2D and 3D shallow water models, viz., strong and weak coupling. Although
both ways were initially pursued and a basic setup of weak coupling was also
completed, only strongly coupled 2D-3D models, which were tested extensively,
are presented herein. Another reason for that was that the 2D and 3D shallow
water models used herein are highly compatible in their formulation, making
2D-3D strong coupling the natural course to pursue. Limited work on coupled
2D and 3D shallow water models was presented in past work [20], but did not
include transport coupling, convergence studies, validation, and applications,
all of which are presented herein. There were also unresolved problems in
vertical velocity coupling in the past work that have now been alleviated.
One way to approach 2D-3D coupled models in terms of coding imple-
mentation is to directly support mixed 2D and 3D meshes such that full-2D or
full-3D meshes would follow the 2D and 3D shallow water formulations touched
upon in the previous chapter, whereas mixed meshes would follow a coupled
formulation. However, due to several reasons, it is saner, more practical, and
much cleaner to build finite element engines for 2D and 3D models separately,
and then couple 2D and 3D models through the engines while keeping the
models and all their data separate. This is because although it is theoretically
possible have 2D and 3D elements mixed randomly in the domain for the sake
of having a mixed grid, such grids would only serve an academic purpose, and
practical problems would seldom, if at all, warrant the use of a complicated
mixed grid. Therefore, strong 2D-3D coupling is introduced in the context
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of a single 2D and a single 3D model, although they would be applicable, in
theory, to any reasonable mixed grids satisfying the restrictions given in this
chapter. The 2D and 3D model grids are thus stored separately even when
coupling them. Each model can run its own functions relevant to building 2D
and 3D systems of equations respectively. The models are non-overlapping,
sharing a boundary with no gaps in between. Even at the shared boundary,
called the 2D-3D interface herein, each model has its own sets of nodes and
elements. Each model calculates its own residuals and Jacobian and sends
its own contributions in assembling the monolithic coupled system, which is
solved using Newton-Raphson iterations explained in section 2.3.3. In terms
of coding implementation, strong coupling occurs at the level of residuals and
Jacobian. All that is needed to build a monolithic system is to send the resid-
ual and Jacobian contributions of 2D-3D interface nodes to the right locations,
requiring minimal intrusion into and changes in the original implementation
of the coupled 2D and 3D shallow water models. That is why, strong cou-
pling may also be referred to as algebraic coupling. Theoretically, however,
the coupled models are a natural outcome of a correct choice of trial and test
spaces for the coupled models. In the theory presented in this chapter, an
attempt has been made to balance explanation between theory and coding
implementation with the hope that a clear picture of both is available. The
following sections lay down the background definitions, give the assumptions
of the 2D-3D coupled models, build the coupled system, and give the key steps
for proving conservation of mass and momentum across the 2D-3D interface.
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Lastly, a brief note on the relation between 2D-3D strong coupling to 2D-2D
or 3D-3D strong coupling is given.
3.1 Background definitions
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a coupled 2D-3D model. Recall that
the 3D shallow water models used herein are necessarily surrounded by vertical
boundaries 𝜕Ωv between the surface and the bed ones since they are generated
by extruding 2D meshes (see section 2.3.4.1). The 2D and 3D domains are non-
overlapping but share a share a common boundary without gaps in between in
the sense that the intersection of the projections of the 3D and 2D models on
the 𝑥-𝑦 plane is a continuous curve. Another way to look at it is that elements
in selective regions of an entirely 2D mesh are extruded to form a 3D mesh,
creating two coupling-ready meshes that satisfy the conformity requirement
explained in the next section. The partial extrusion process also results in an
appropriate ‘shared’ boundary, Γ = Γ3D ∪ Γ2D, as shown in the figure.
Let N2D and N3D respectively denote the sets of all nodes in the 2D
and 3D submodels. The sets of nodes lying on the 2D-3D interface on the
2D and 3D sides as are denoted as I2D and I3D, respectively. The sets of
non-interface nodes of the models are therefore given by the set difference
N𝑛D − I𝑛D, 𝑛 ∈ {2, 3}. In Figure 3.1, for example, the set of 2D model
interface nodes is I2D = {1, 2, 3}, whereas the set of 3D model interface nodes
is I3D = {4, 5, . . . , 12}. For maintaining conformity explained in the next

































Figure 3.1: Example of a coupled 2D-3D model.
the sense that they have the same horizontal locations. This also results in 1D
boundary edges constituting Γ2D being perfectly aligned with columns of 2D
boundary faces constituting Γ3D.
In the example shown in Figure 3.1, the plan is to couple node 1 to node
column C(1) = {4, 5, 6}, node 2 to node column C(2) = {7, 8, 9}, and 3 to node
column C(3) = {10, 11, 12}. Thus, in terms of coding implementation, the idea
is to couple 2D nodes 𝐼 with corresponding 3D node columns C(𝐼) by enforcing
specific relations between solution variables among the coupled nodes. This
is done in HVEL, WVEL as well as transport solution stages mentioned in
the previous chapter. The relations enforced between the solution variables
within coupled node columns are mutual equality in case of coupled HVEL
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and transport solution stages, whereas in the coupled WVEL stage, they are
equality only at the bed and surface nodes with linear variation in between.
For example, for the 3D nodes C(2) = {7, 8, 9} coupled to the 2D node 2, the












7 , with 𝑤8 chosen so that the vertical velocity is
linear over the node column. With these key ideas in place, the assumptions of
and restrictions on 2D-3D strongly coupled models are explained in the next
section.
3.2 Model requirements for 2D-3D coupling
Strong coupling between non-overlapping 2D and 3D models sharing a
common boundary is the focus of this work. Continuity of the solution, mass
flux, horizontal momentum fluxes, and constituent fluxes across the 2D-3D
interface are enforced at all times in a conforming continuous Galerkin FE
setting. Two requirements are imposed on the models, one is on the applica-
bility of the 2D-3D coupled model to enforce its sensible use, and another is a
conformity requirement to ensure discrete conservation of mass and momen-
tum across the 2D-3D interface. The qualitative applicability requirement is
a caution on the possible pitfalls of incorrectly using 2D-3D coupled models
(irrespective of the type of coupling, strong or weak,) whereas the conformity
requirement naturally leads to a monolithic 2D-3D coupled system (irrespec-
tive of its applicability). The two requirements complement each other.
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3.2.1 Applicability
In order to be on the safer side, coupled 2D-3D models should only be
used where they are applicable and would likely be accurate. Therefore, an
obvious restriction on 2D-3D coupled models is that the 2D region and the
2D-3D interface should be placed in a region where 2D models may be used
to capture relevant physics. It is necessary to use engineering sense before
deciding on the location and arrangement of the 2D and 3D models since it
is just as easy to combine the worst of both worlds as it is to incorporate
the best of both. Placing either the 2D subdomain or the 2D-3D interface
in a location where a 3D region is needed for capturing physics would result
in an inaccurate solution, at least close to the 2D-3D interface. In case of
baroclinic transport simulations, for example, the 2D subdomain and the 2D-
3D interface should be placed in a region in which the water is well-mixed not
only vertically, but also horizontally throughout the duration of the simulation.
Nevertheless, it may be still possible that users of 2D-3D coupled models are
forced to place the 2D-3D interface in a baroclinic region due to lack of any
other option, which would violate the restrictions placed in this section. That
is why, in the numerous test cases given herein, many are baroclinic test cases
specifically meant for testing the limits of 2D-3D strong coupling by violating
the applicability recommendation in order to understand the solution behavior
in such scenarios. Since this condition on applicability does not prevent one
from coupling 2D and 3D models, it is more of an engineering guideline than
an assumption of or restriction on 2D-3D coupling.
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3.2.2 Conformity
Discrete mass and momentum conservation across element boundaries
in classical 1D, 2D, and 3D continuous Galerkin FEM is a natural outcome
of conformity. The definition of conformity over a mesh essentially requires
that the trial space 𝑈h be a subspace of 𝐻1(Ω), which is the space of square
integrable functions in 𝐿2(Ω) such that their first order derivatives are also in
𝐿2(Ω). In most cases, however, by approximating domain boundaries, ‘varia-
tional crimes’ are committed in that 𝑈h ends up being a subspace of 𝐻1(Ωh)
on the discretized domain Ωh instead of the actual domain Ω; these are ignored
herein. The conditions for conformity in relation to the 𝐻1 space is stated in
the following lemma taken from [82].
Lemma 3.2.1 (Conformity requirements of the Sobolev space 𝐻1). If Th
represents the triangulation of the domain Ωh, i.e., the set of element domains




∈ 𝐻1(Ωel), for each element Ωel ∈ Th, and
2. For each common face 𝜕Ωel = Ωel1 ∩ Ωel2 , where Ωel1 ,Ωel2 ∈ Th and (·)















(𝑥) 𝑎.𝑒. on 𝜕Ωel,
vanishes, i.e., J𝑓K𝜕Ωel(𝑥) = 0 𝑎.𝑒. on 𝜕Ωel.
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In case of solely 2D or 3D meshes that use the classical space 𝑈h of
continuous piecewise linear polynomials as the trial space, the conformity con-
ditions in the above lemma are satisfied by the manner of construction of basis
functions 𝜑𝑖 ∈ 𝑈h. The 2D-3D strong coupling approach proposed in [20] and
carried forward herein requires conformity in the coupled models as well. This
requirement itself hints at the choice of trial space that naturally leads to a
monolithic strongly coupled system. It is unknown if there are multiple ways
to satisfy the above conformity requirement in the context of 2D-3D coupling,
but at least one known way is presented herein. The next section presents
strong coupling for the HVEL and transport stages, whereas the section after
that presents strong coupling for the WVEL stage.
3.3 HVEL and transport stage coupling
By starting with a fully 2D mesh and extruding different regions of the
mesh into 3D domains, a coupling-ready, part-2D, part-3D mesh is created, in
which nodes at the 2D-3D interface are aligned into node columns without any
gaps between (the 𝑥-𝑦-plane projections of) the 2D and 3D models. With the
3D model being a result of extrusion, there are exactly as many nodes 𝐼 lying
on Γ2D as there are node columns C(𝐼) lying on Γ3D, as shown in Figure 3.1.
As noted in the previous section, the classical trial space of continuous
piecewise linear polynomials satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 by con-
struction of a particular basis to define the space. An appropriate basis is
constructed for the trial space 𝑈h2D-3D 2D-3D strongly coupled models as well,
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starting with the classical trial spaces of the 2D and 3D regions of the hybrid
mesh, denoted as 𝑈h2D and 𝑈h3D, respectively.
To that end, let Ω2D and Ω3D respectively denote the 2D and 3D regions
of the hybrid 2D-3D domain Ω2D-3D = Ω2D ∪Ω3D. The sets N2D, N3D, I2D and
I3D are defined as given in section 3.1. Let 𝜑2D𝑖 and 𝜑3D𝑖 respectively be the
original, classical ‘hat’ basis functions of 𝑈h2D(Ω2D) and 𝑈h3D(Ω3D), defined as
continuous piecewise linear functions with 𝜑𝑖(𝑥𝑗) = 𝛿𝑖𝑗, where 𝑖 is the node
corresponding to the basis function 𝜑𝑖, 𝑥𝑗 is the location of any node 𝑗 in the
respective mesh, and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kröenecker delta function with value 1 if 𝑖 = 𝑗
and 0 otherwise. The basis functions for 𝑈h2D-3D(Ω2D-3D) are constructed as
follows.
First off, intermediate functions 𝜄2D𝑖 , 𝜄3D𝑖 : Ω2D-3D → IR are defined as
possibly discontinuous trivial extensions of 𝜑2D𝑖 and 𝜑3𝐷𝑖 corresponding to all
nodes 𝑖 ∈ N2D and 𝑖 ∈ N3D of the parent meshes onto the entire coupled
domain Ω2D-3D, written as,
𝜄2D𝑖 (𝑥) =
{︃
𝜑2D𝑖 (𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ Ω2D
0, 𝑥 ∈ Ω3D
, ∀𝑖 ∈ N2D
𝜄3D𝑖 (𝑥) =
{︃
0, 𝑥 ∈ Ω2D
𝜑3D𝑖 (𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ Ω3D
, ∀𝑖 ∈ N3D
(3.1)
Note that the intermediate functions corresponding to the non-interface nodes
𝑖 ∈ N2D − I2D or 𝑖 ∈ N3D − I3D in the coupled domain are continuous through-
out, and satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 by default. It is the intermediate
functions at the 2D-3D interface nodes 𝑖 ∈ I2D or 𝑖 ∈ I3D that are discontinu-
ous. Using these intermediate functions, however, functions continuous across
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the 2D-3D interface, to be included in the basis, are constructed. The number
of basis functions at the 2D-3D interface is the same as the number of sets
of coupled nodes at the interface, which is |I2D|. The final basis functions
𝜑2D-3D𝑖 ∈ 𝑈h2D-3D(Ω2D-3D) can be defined as,
𝜑2D-3D𝑖 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝜄2D𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ N2D − I2D




𝜄3D𝑗 , ∀𝑖 ∈ I2D
(3.2)
where continuity of 𝜑2D-3D𝑖 is guaranteed by the depth-summability property of
the basis functions (2.15). This is because according to (3.1) and (2.15), depth-
summing 𝜑3D𝑗 over coupled node columns C(𝑖) would result in the function 𝜑𝐼
on the 3D side, where 𝐼 is the 2D node that generates the node column C(𝐼)
on extrusion, which is the 2D interface node 𝑖 itself. The function 𝜑𝐼 ∪ 𝜑2D𝑖 ,
obtained by joining 𝜑𝐼 and 𝜑2D𝑖 , is a basis function of the original full-2D











(𝑥), ∀𝑖 ∈ I2D,∀𝑥 ∈ Γ. (3.3)
Thus, the functions 𝜑2D-3D𝑖 satisfy the second condition of Lemma 3.2.1 by
construction. They also satisfy the first condition by construction, since the
restriction of the functions 𝜑2D-3D𝑖
⃒⃒
Ωel
to any 2D or 3D element Ωel is ultimately
either 𝜑2D𝑖 or a linear combination of 𝜑3D𝑖 , all of which satisfy the lemma. The
test spaces are defined analogously as in (3.2), with the trial functions replaced
with test functions.
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Further arguments may be required to prove that the basis functions
defined in (3.2) do, in fact, form a basis on the space 𝑈h2D-3D(Ω2D-3D), and
that the space is complete. The analysis, however, has not been performed
at present, and it is assumed that the rest of the things fall into place with
these definitions of trial and test spaces. The functions in (3.2) satisfy both
the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1, and under the conjectures that they do also
form a basis on the space 𝑈h2D-3D and that the space is complete, all functions
𝑓 in the constructed space satisfy the conformity conditions of Lemma 3.2.1.
Hence, the 2D-3D strongly coupled models presented herein and in [20] are
conforming. The above steps apply for HVEL and transport stages of the
2D-3D strongly coupled models. The solution variables {ℎ3D, 𝑢3D, 𝑣3D, 𝑐3D}
on the 3D side and {ℎ2D, ?̄?2D, 𝑣2D, 𝑐2D} on the 2D side are defined according
to (2.12), using the trial basis (3.2). Note that there is no ambiguity at the
2D-3D interface due to conformity, which ensures that the solution there is




















The system is square since the trial and test space dimensions are equal by
construction. Due to the nature of the trial functions, the HVEL/transport
solution variables on the 2D and 3D sides of the interface are effectively set to
be equal, as given by (3.4). Theoretically, the degrees of freedom for the entire
column of nodes are the same. In a code, however, as is explained later in the
comments in section 3.6, the 2D and 3D meshes may be using different degrees
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of freedom on both sides of the interface and calculating their own residual and
Jacobian contributions to build the system of equations. In terms of the code,
then, coupling involves setting those extra degrees of freedom per coupled set
of nodes to be equal to those of one of the nodes.
3.4 WVEL stage coupling
In order to maintain discrete consistency between HVEL and WVEL
stages, the 3D models used herein generate a numerical water surface equation
for the HVEL stage by depth-summing the WVEL residuals. The individual
continuity equation residuals that have been depth-summed for the HVEL
stage are driven to zero in the WVEL stage. In the past work on 2D-3D strong
coupling [20], however, 2D models did not have a WVEL stage, so the WVEL
stage in coupled models was effectively a 3D-only WVEL stage. Attempts were
made to maintain the same discrete consistency between the coupled HVEL
stage and the 3D-only WVEL stage, but that brought in ambiguity in the
residual calculations in the WVEL stage.
The 2D WVEL stage introduced herein allows a coupled 2D-3D WVEL
stage instead of the 3D-only WVEL stage of past work [20]. The WVEL stage
coupling is slightly different compared to HVEL and transport coupling stages,
because in this stage, using the same trial functions from the previous section
would mean that on the 3D side, the vertical velocity is constant along the
𝑧-direction, which in turn creates flow across the bed and surface, violating
the kinematic boundary conditions (2.5).
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Moreover, since two equations per node are available on the 2D side for
the WVEL stage given by (2.23), enforcing linear variation of 𝑤 along the 𝑧
direction becomes possible. Since the coupling idea is still similar to that of
the HVEL stage, mathematical analysis for the WVEL stage is not presented
herein. For clarity in the proceeding explanation, however, recall that the weak
forms used in the 2D WVEL stage given by (2.23a) and (2.23b) respectively for
the vertical velocities at the surface and the bed are theoretically considered
to be over two separate meshes for the surface and the bed, although they are
actually on the same 2D mesh. The key ideas in case of a coupled WVEL
stage can then be stated as follows, noting that the coupled HVEL solution is
known at this stage.
1. The surface and bed nodes on the 2D side of the interface are coupled
respectively to the surface and bed nodes on the 3D side of the interface.
This means that the vertical velocities at the surface on the 2D and 3D
sides of the interface are set to be equal, and likewise in the case of bed
velocities, as explained with an example at the end of section 3.1. The
trial functions restricted to the surface and bed are continuous in a 2D
sense.
2. Equations (2.23a) and (2.23b) from the 2D WVEL stage are used for ob-
taining residual/Jacobian contributions from the 2D side of the surface
and bed nodes, respectively. At the surface and bed nodes on the 3D
side of the interface, the WVEL residual/Jacobian contributions are cal-
culated using a weak form analogous to the 2D WVEL stage (2.23). The
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usual WVEL residuals (2.20) are not used for the 3D interface surface
and bed nodes. This effectively enforces a Dirichlet boundary condition
at the surface and bed.
3. On the 3D side of the interface, the residuals for the vertical velocities
for all nodes between the surface and bed (exclusive) are replaced with
equations enforcing linear variation from the bed to the surface. The
equation for enforcing this linear variation of vertical velocities between
the bed and surface is given by,










𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜂, 𝑡), (3.5)
and is implemented in a Dirichlet manner.
3.5 Conservation across the 2D-3D interface
Due to the nature of the defined basis functions, conservation across any
two 2D or two 3D elements in a coupled 2D-3D model is already guaranteed;
what remains is to prove that mass, horizontal momentum, and transported
constituents are conserved on crossing the 2D-3D interface. As in the case of
solely 2D or 3D models, discrete conservation even in strongly coupled 2D-
3D models across the 2D-3D interface is a natural consequence of conformity.
Since the meshes on the sides of the 2D-3D interface are of different dimensions,
the strictest level of conservation of quantities in the continuous sense would be
column-wise, i.e., vertically integrated quantities would have to be conserved
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⎞⎟⎟⎠𝑢3D · 𝑛3D 𝑑𝑧, (3.6)
for all (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ Γ2D, which are four different equations written in short-hand,
with the first one being, for example,
ℎ2D?̄?2D · 𝑛2D = −
𝜂3D∫︁
𝑏3D
1 · 𝑢3D · 𝑛3D 𝑑𝑧.
Here, each solution variable has been tagged as 2D or 3D to make it clear
which side of the 2D-3D interface it comes from. It can also be shown using

















⎞⎟⎟⎠𝑢3D · 𝑛3D 𝑑𝑧, (3.7)
for all (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ Γ2D and 𝐼 ∈ I2D. This gives conservation on the discrete level,



















⎞⎟⎟⎠𝑢3D · 𝑛3D 𝑑Γ3D.
(3.8)
These are four equations as well, corresponding to mass, horizontal momen-
tum, and constituent conservation across the interface. The following facts
ensure that all the above conservation conditions are satisfied in case of the
strongly coupled models presented herein.
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1. For all points 𝑥 on the 2D-3D interface Γ, 𝑛3D(𝑥) = −𝑛2D(𝑥) holds for
the outward pointing normals independent of 𝑧 since there are no gaps
in the 2D-3D interface.
2. The solution variables 𝑢3D, 𝑣3D, and 𝑐3D are independent of 𝑧 at the
2D-3D interface by the choice of the trial function.
3. Although 𝑤3D is 𝑧-dependent, its contribution in 𝑢3D · 𝑛3D is zero since
the normal at the 2D-3D interface is orthogonal to the 𝑧 direction.











3.6 Code aspects of strong coupling
Although the coupled system is a natural consequence of the right
choice of trial and test spaces, the actual coupling in a code can be imple-
mented directly in the Newton-Raphson iteration stage (2.14) by monolithi-
cally building the residual and solution vectors as well as the Jacobian matrix.
The number of coupled basis functions defined in (3.2) for the HVEL and
transport stages, and in section 3.4 for the WVEL stage, which is also the
effective number of nodes for those stages, is given by,
𝑁2D-3Deff =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
|N2D| + |N3D − I3D|, HVEL stage,
2|N2D − I2D| + |N3D|, WVEL stage,
|N2D| + |N3D − I3D|, Transport stage.
(3.9)
The size of the coupled system is this effective number of nodes times the
number of degrees of freedom per node, which are 3, 1, and 1 respectively
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in case of HVEL, WVEL and transport stages. However, as noted in the
beginning of this chapter, the 2D and 3D models are stored separately, and
a monolithic coupled system must be built from them. This means that at
the 2D-3D interface, each model has its own set of nodes, and each of those
nodes has its own degrees of freedom, even though from the theory presented
in section 3.3, there is supposed to be just one set of degrees of freedom
per coupled node column in HVEL and transport coupling. This discrepancy
between the code and theory must be circumvented. It would be good to allow
the functions of the 2D and 3D models to be called independently and in any
order to build the final monolithic system of equations. That way, the coupling
can be made agnostic, allowing an array of not only 2D-3D coupled models,
but also 2D-2D and 3D-3D coupled ones, in which each submodel would be
called within a loop to assemble the monolithic system of equations. To that
end, instead of the 2D and 3D models building separate systems of equations
and then assembling a monolithic system from that, all memory accesses to
the Jacobian, residual, and solution vectors pass through a mask vector 𝜇
that maps each node simultaneously to an equation and its set of degrees of
freedom. Thus, instead of accessing, say, the continuity residual at node 𝑖 as
𝑟𝑐𝑖 , the residual is accessed as 𝑟𝑐𝜇(𝑖), and instead of accessing some Jacobian
row/column as 𝜕𝑅𝑚𝑥𝑖 /𝜕𝑣𝑗, it is obtained as 𝜕𝑅𝑚𝑥𝜇(𝑖)/𝜕𝑣𝜇(𝑗). Using the mask 𝜇,
minimal modifications to the existing 2D and 3D finite element engines are
required. The major effort in coding then goes into adding support for input
and output of arrays of 2D and 3D models, their coupling interfaces, redefining
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the memory used by the monolithic system of equations, and creating the mask
vector 𝜇.
The mask vector maps each node to its degrees of freedom or equiv-
alently, its set of equations. In case of solely 2D or 3D models, it is just an
identity map. In case of multiple 2D and 3D models being solved together
without any coupling, it maps each node successively to a distinct number
from 1 to the total number of nodes across the models. In case of 2D-3D cou-
pled models, the mask vector maps all the 2D and 3D non-interface nodes to
distinct numbers, but the mapping for the interface nodes must be dealt with
separately, with some nodes having a common number that they are mapped
to. The sets of coupled nodes are the same in case of HVEL and transport,
so they use the same mask vector, 𝜇HVEL. The coupled nodes in the WVEL
stage are different from those in HVEL and transport stages, so a second mask
vector 𝜇WVEL is required. The definitions of the two mask vectors given below
are valid irrespective of whether a single, multiple non-coupled, or an array of
2D-3D coupled models are being run.
An HVEL ‘equation map,’ given by 𝜀HVEL : N2D ∪ (N3D − I3D) →
{1, 2, . . . , |N2D| + |N3D − I3D|}) is defined first, which maps all nodes in the
2D model, and all non-interface nodes in the 3D model to distinct numbers
between 1 and N2D-3Deff , given by (3.9). These effectively act like equation
numbers (triplets in case of HVEL stage and single in case of transport stage).
Since any ordering is possible, the map 𝜀HVEL itself is not unique, but any given
choice must be a bijection by construction. Next, define 𝜉HVEL : I3D → I2D,
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which maps each node on the 3D interface node to the 2D node it must be
coupled with. This means that 𝜉HVEL(𝑖) = 𝐼, for all 𝑖 ∈ C(𝐼), where 𝐼 ∈ I2D.
This map is obviously not a bijection since all nodes in a 3D node column
C(𝐼) are mapped to a single 2D node 𝐼. The HVEL/transport mask map,
𝜇HVEL : N2D ∪N3D → {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁2D-3Deff }, can then be defined as,
𝜇HVEL(𝑖) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝜀HVEL(𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ N2D − I2D,
𝜀HVEL(𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ N3D − I3D,





, 𝑖 ∈ I3D.
(3.10)
Likewise, for the WVEL mask vector, a different WVEL equation map
is first defined, 𝜀WVEL : (N2Ds − I2Ds ) ∪ (N2Db − I2Db ) ∪N3D → {1, 2, . . . , 2|N2D −
I2D|+ |N3D|}), which maps all nodes in the 3D submodel and all non-interface
nodes in the (hypothetically different) 2D submodels for the surface and the
bed to distinct numbers from 1 to N2D-3Deff , given by (3.9). Like 𝜀HVEL, the map
𝜀WVEL is also not unique, but any choice is a bijection by construction. Next,
𝜉WVEL : (I2Ds ∪ I2Db ) → I3D is defined, which maps the 2D interface surface and
bed nodes to the 3D interface surface and bed nodes, respectively. The WVEL
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mask vector, 𝜇WVEL : N2D ∪N3D → {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁2D-3Deff }, can then be defined as,
𝜇WVEL(𝑖) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝜀WVEL(𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ N2Ds − I2Ds ,
𝜀WVEL(𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ N2Db − I2Db ,










, 𝑖 ∈ I2Db ,
𝜀WVEL(𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ I3D.
(3.11)
With these masks in place, all the residual and Jacobian contributions,
and solution accesses pass through the mask vector, resulting in a correctly
built monolithic system of equations (2.14). In the coupled HVEL and trans-
port stages, calling the 2D and 3D model functions in a loop in any order to
build the system of equations automatically results in a correctly built mono-
lithic system. For the coupled WVEL stage, however, the following slightly
different steps are carried out.
1. Only the 3D model(s) are called first to assemble their contributions into
the system of equations. Once all the 3D models have assembled their
contributions, the interface node contributions are all zeroed out.
2. All the 2D models are then called to assemble their contributions into
the system of equations according to (2.23).
3. The contributions of the 3D model surface and bed nodes are reassembled
into the system of equations using the weak form of the kinematic BCs
on the surface and bed, on the lines of the 2D WVEL equations (2.23).
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4. The contributions of all the 3D interface nodes between the surface and
bed (exclusive) are assembled into the system of equations after relevant
manipulations to (3.5).
3.7 A note on 2D-2D and 3D-3D strong coupling
The theory for 2D-3D conforming strong coupling can be modified ap-
propriately for non-overlapping 2D-2D and 3D-3D conforming strong coupling
as well. Once again, conformity requires the interface nodes and edges to be
aligned in case of 2D-2D coupling, and the interface nodes and faces to be
aligned in case of 3D-3D coupling. The trial and test spaces for 2D-2D and
3D-3D coupled models then happen to be exactly the same as the full-2D and
full-3D counterparts, where full-2D model is one obtained by taking the union
of the two 2D models, and the full-3D model is created by taking the union
of the two 3D models. 2D-2D and 3D-3D strong coupling are nothing but the
usual 2D and 3D finite element method in disguise. Strong 2D-3D coupling
in a conforming framework can be thought of as a generalization of the usual
finite element method for mixed dimension models. Although there seems no
benefit in implementing 2D-2D and 3D-3D coupling, these are obtained prac-
tically for free when implementing 2D-3D coupling, and more importantly,
they are an intermediate step in the verification of the coupling methodology,
explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Verification of 2D-3D coupling
Verification is an important step in the development of any scientific
software. It ensures that the theory has been correctly implemented in a
computer code. For the finite element method, verification involves comparison
of finite element solutions against analytic ones where available, comparing
spatial and temporal convergence rates with theoretical estimates, and so on.
Particularly in case of 2D-3D coupling, one of the first steps to confirm the
correctness of the method and its code implementation would be to compare
2D-2D and 3D-3D strong coupling solutions with those of full-2D and full-3D
models. This allows verifying that the coupling approach is agnostic and that
the code modules relevant to coupling are working properly. Since 2D-2D and
3D-3D coupled models are equivalent to full-2D and full-3D models, the node
numbering in the models can be done in a manner that ensures that for even
the most general simulations, the system of equations generated by the 2D-2D
and 3D-3D coupled systems respectively matches those of the full-2D and full-
3D models to near machine precision. In such a case, the solutions must also
match for all time steps to machine precision. It was verified that the code
satisfied the above criteria. The results for 2D-2D and 3D-3D strong coupling
have not been presented, however, since no new information is obtained.
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The second stage in verification of 2D-3D coupled models is comparing
their results to their full-2D and full-3D counterparts (or equivalently, 2D-2D
and 3D-3D coupled counterparts), keeping the common parameters between
all the models the same wherever possible. For test cases in which a full-2D
model would generally suffice, it is expected that the solution of full-3D and
2D-3D coupled models would be similar to (and possibly lie ‘between’) that
of full-2D and full-3D models. Verifying this would be in support of the claim
that 2D-3D coupling is a generalization of the finite element method for mixed
dimension grids.
To that end, four verification test cases that include the results of
full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and full-3D models are presented, viz., small- and
large-amplitude slosh, baroclinic flume, and baroclinic lock-exchange. For the
slosh test cases, the analytical solution for the linearized shallow water equa-
tions for small-amplitude case is known. For the flume test case, the steady
state solution is known. The lock-exchange test case is a part-verification,
part-validation test case. The flume and lock-exchange test cases also help
in observing the behavior of baroclinicity in the vicinity of the 2D-3D inter-
face. Although section 3.2.1 recommends that the 2D-3D interface be placed
in a region far away from baroclinicity, it may not always be possible to do
so in practical scenarios. Understanding the effect of baroclinicity near 2D-
3D interfaces is therefore important, which is why the baroclinic flume and
lock-exchange test cases have been included. Past work on 2D-3D strong cou-
pling [20], which did not include transport coupling and had problems in the
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coupled WVEL stage, presented results of a simple flume test case and the
small-amplitude slosh test case. The simple flume test case has not been re-
peated herein for brevity, but the slosh test case is revisited, and extensive
analysis is performed on it herein, which was not done in [20]. The test cases
and results are described in the following sections.
4.1 Small-amplitude slosh test case
Conservation, accuracy, and convergence are important considerations
for any FEM-based code. A detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal
convergence rates of 2D, 3D, and 2D-3D coupled models is given this section.
Mass conservation across the 2D-3D interface is tested for the 2D-3D coupled
model.
In the small-amplitude slosh test case, water is filled in a rectangular
domain given by Ω = (0, 𝐿) × (0,𝑊 ), where the length 𝐿 and width 𝑊 are
25.6 km, 6.4 km, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.1 later in section 4.1.3.
The bed elevation is 𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝐻 = −82.5 m, and the at-rest water depth is
𝐻, corresponding to a water surface elevation of 0 m. Density is constant at
990 kg/m3 throughout the domain, and the total volume of fluid contained in
the domain is 𝐿×𝑊 ×𝐻 = 13.5168 km3. The boundary conditions specified
on all vertical boundaries are no-normal-flow, i.e., 𝑢 · 𝑛 = 0. The water is
initially at rest throughout the domain. An initial condition on the depth is
specified, given by,
ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 0) = 𝐻 + 𝑎 cos(𝜋𝑥/𝐿), (4.1)
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which is an east-west varying perturbation in the form of a cosine wave of
amplitude 𝑎 = 0.01 m and wavelength 2𝐿. There is no viscosity, bottom
friction, wind, or air pressure. Under these conditions, the 2D SWE (2.6)–

























































































𝑝 = 𝜌0𝑔(𝜂 − 𝑧)
(4.3)
The analytical solution to the above equations is unknown in most
cases, including this one. However, the analytical solution for linearized SWE
with advection terms neglected is available. Small perturbations are assumed
when linearizing the SWE about the steady state solution (ℎ = 𝐻,𝑢 = 0).















































The boundary conditions on the surface (2.5a) and the bed (2.5b) must also
be linearized, and are given by,
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡
− 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜂, 𝑡) = 0,
− 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑏, 𝑡) = 0.
(4.6)
The 2D as well as 3D linearized systems (4.4)–(4.6) have the same analytical
solution,

































𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 0,

























as given in [95], which can be verified by substituting (4.7) in (4.4)–(4.6).
Note that the above analytical solution (4.7) is not the analytical solution
to the full nonlinear SWE, (4.2) and (4.3), that are effectively being solved
herein, which can also be verified by substituting (4.7) in (4.2) and (4.3).
Assuming that the FE method used converges to the true solution upon mesh
refinement and time step reduction, the finite element solution of a model
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with sufficiently small mesh size and time step can be considered to be an
approximation to the unknown analytical solution of the full nonlinear SWE.
In this case, the solution of the finest mesh with the smallest time step is used
as an approximation. Hereafter, the unknown analytical solution of the full
nonlinear SWE (4.2) and (4.3) is referred to as the ‘true solution’, the finest
mesh, smallest time step FE solution is called the ‘approximate true solution’,
the solution (4.7) to the linearized SWE is the ‘analytical solution’, and any
other mesh/time step solution is referred to as a ‘finite element (FE) solution’,
in order to distinguish between them. The true, approximate true, analytical,
and FE solutions are denoted by 𝑠 = (ℎ,𝑢), 𝑠 = (ℎ̃, ?̃?), 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 = (ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛,𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛), and
𝑠h = (ℎh,𝑢h), respectively.
4.1.1 Error definitions
In order to analyze the error plots and convergence results, additional
terminology is introduced. The temporally varying spatial 𝐿2 norm for a scalar








(𝑣 · 𝑣) 𝑑Ω.
(4.8)
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The FE solution errors are defined as,
𝑒h = {𝑒hℎ , 𝑒h𝑢 } = {ℎ− ℎh ,𝑢− 𝑢h } = 𝑠− 𝑠h, (4.9a)
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h = {𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ , 𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
𝑢 } = {ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛 − ℎh,𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 − 𝑢h} = 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠h, (4.9b)
𝑒h = {𝑒hℎ , 𝑒h𝑢 } = {ℎ̃− ℎh , ?̃?− 𝑢h } = 𝑠− 𝑠h, (4.9c)
and it is noted that these functions depend on h and ∆𝑡. On the other hand,
the (unknown) method-, h- and ∆𝑡-independent difference between the true
and analytical solutions is defined as,
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 = {𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ , 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 } = {ℎ− ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛 ,𝑢− 𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 } = 𝑠− 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛. (4.9d)
Although the approximate true solution 𝑠 depends on the mesh and time step
sizes, it can be considered as h- and ∆𝑡-independent for a sufficiently fine
mesh using a sufficiently small time step. Therefore, the error between the
true solution and the approximate true solution is defined as,
𝑒 = {𝑒ℎ , 𝑒𝑢 } = {ℎ− ℎ̃ ,𝑢− ?̃? } = 𝑠− 𝑠, (4.9e)
and is treated as if it is h- and ∆𝑡-independent. Lastly, the error (4.9d) be-
tween the analytical solution and the true solution can be approximated using
the error between the approximate true solution and the analytical solution,
defined as,
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 = {𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ , 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 } = {ℎ̃− ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛 , ?̃?− 𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 } = 𝑠− 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛. (4.9f)
In general, convergence behavior should be analyzed by calculating 𝑒h,
which is unknown in this case since the true solution 𝑠 is unknown. The
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quantities that can be calculated are 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h, 𝑒h, and 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛. 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h and 𝑒h are
approximations to 𝑒h, whereas 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 approximates 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛, as is explained later.
For both temporal and spatial convergence analyses, the maximum-over-time












‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖, ?̃?h𝑢 = max
𝑡∈[0,𝑇 ]




Instead of performing the exact integration in (4.8) to calculate the
𝐿2 norm of errors, the root mean square (RMS) value is used, which is an
approximation to the 𝐿2 norm up to a constant multiplier dependent upon
the area and volume of the 2D and 3D domains, respectively. The integral
can be approximated by using the simplest Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule for
integrating linear polynomials, given by,∫︁
Ωel
𝑓 𝑑Ωel = (𝑓1 + 𝑓2 + 𝑓3)|Ωel|/3,
For example, in case of the uniform, structured, 2D triangular meshes used
in this test case with each interior node attached to 6 elements as shown in









































Here, |Ωel| and |Ω| are the element and domain areas, and 𝑀 and 𝑁 are
respectively the number of elements and nodes (with 𝑀 ≈ 2𝑁). Note that
the boundary errors, introduced by assuming that each node is attached to 6
elements even at the boundary instead of just the interior, have been ignored










The |Ω|1/2 factor does not matter for getting the convergence rates, so the RMS
error (RMSE) suffices for analysis. With this notation in place, the behavior
of errors and simulation results are analyzed in the following sections.
4.1.2 Convergence behavior of errors
The optimal convergence rate of the 𝐿2 norm of the error 𝑒h at the
final time for parabolic equations for the case of piecewise linear polynomials
and second order time stepping is O(ℎ2 + ∆𝑡2) [96], i.e., second order in space
and time in general. The spatial convergence rate in 𝐻1 norm for SUPG
FEM applied to SWE is first order [23], but the error estimate in the 𝐿2
norm for SUPG FEM applied to SWE appears to be unexplored in literature.
The convergence rate for SUPG FEM applied to the advection-dominated
case of the advection-diffusion equation, using continuous, piecewise linear
polynomials is 1.5 [4,48,65]. The optimal convergence rate in the 𝐿2 norm for
linear elements and second order time stepping is generally second order for
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the finite element method, i.e.,
‖ℎ− ℎh‖(𝑇 ) ≤ 𝐶1h2 + 𝐶2∆𝑡2,
‖𝑢− 𝑢h‖(𝑇 ) ≤ 𝐶3h2 + 𝐶4∆𝑡2,
(4.13)
where 𝑇 is the final time, and 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶3, and 𝐶4 are constants independent
of the mesh size h and time step ∆𝑡. Since 𝑒h is unknown here, convergence
analysis must be performed using 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h and 𝑒h which can both be calculated. In
the next two sections, the convergence behavior using 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h and 𝑒h is analyzed.
4.1.2.1 Using the analytical solution to linearized SWE
For coarse meshes with small time step size in case of spatial conver-
gence analysis, and fine meshes with large time step size in case of temporal
convergence analysis, 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h is a good approximation to 𝑒h. Specifically, the ap-
proximation holds when the error ‖𝑒h‖ dominates the error ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛‖, or in other
words using their approximations, when ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛‖ ≈ ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛‖. This is
because,
𝑒h = 𝑠− 𝑠h
= 𝑠− 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠h
= 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
≈ 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h, if ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛‖.
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Since 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 is unknown, 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 can be used as an approximation to 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 for a
sufficiently accurate 𝑠, since
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 = 𝑠− 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛
= 𝑠− 𝑠 + 𝑠− 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛
= 𝑒 + 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛
→ 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛, since 𝑒 → 0 as (h,∆𝑡) → 0.
On the other hand, 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h is not a good approximation to 𝑒h for sufficiently fine
meshes with a small time step size, since 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h → −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 and 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h 9 𝑒h. This
is because 𝑠h 9 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 and 𝑠h → 𝑠 =⇒ 𝑒h → 0 as h → 0, so that,
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h = 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠h
= 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠 + 𝑠− 𝑠h
= −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 𝑒h
→ −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛, since 𝑒h → 0 as (h,∆𝑡) → 0.
In the convergence plots, the expected behavior of 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ and 𝐸
𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
𝑢 is that
convergence could possibly be seen initially for coarser meshes or larger time
steps specifically if ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛‖, which are both calculable. However,
successive refinements leading to a sufficiently small mesh or time step size
would result in those values becoming nearly a constant, given approximately
by ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ and ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 , since 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h → −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 → −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛. This is verified in the con-
vergence plots for 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ and 𝐸
𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
𝑢 versus either h or ∆𝑡, given later. Thus,
although an analytical solution is available, extracting the asymptotic spatial
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or temporal convergence rates for the models using 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h as the approximation
to the true error 𝑒h might not be straightforward as 𝑠h 9 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 =⇒ 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h 9 0
as (h,∆𝑡) → 0. This is precisely the reason why further analysis using the
approximate true solution 𝑠 instead of the analytical solution 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 becomes
necessary.
4.1.2.2 Using the approximate true solution
Under the assumption that 𝑠h → 𝑠, it is seen that 𝑒h is an approxi-
mation to 𝑒h for any mesh or time step size, so long as a sufficiently accurate
approximate true solution 𝑠 is chosen using small enough time step and mesh
sizes for the calculation of 𝑒h in (4.9c). Specifically, this approximation holds
when ‖𝑒h‖ dominates ‖𝑒‖, or in other words, when ‖𝑒h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒‖, since,
𝑒h = 𝑠− 𝑠h
= 𝑠− 𝑠 + 𝑠− 𝑠h
= 𝑒 + 𝑒h
≈ 𝑒h, if ‖𝑒h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒‖.
Convergence guarantees that sufficiently small mesh and time step sizes can
be used for choosing 𝑠 arbitrarily close to the true solution 𝑠, so that the
errors of coarse meshes result in an error ‖𝑒h‖ ≈ ‖𝑒h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒‖. However,
how fine a mesh or how small a time step results in this condition is not
straightforward to calculate. Moreover, unlike in the case of the analytical
solution where the approximation 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 to 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛 is straightforward to calculate,
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the approximation to the unknown 𝑒 is not available with any of the previously
defined calculable errors. In this work, it was assumed that the finest mesh
with the smallest time step satisfies the requirements for it to be considered
as the approximate true solution. The results given in the following sections
indicate that this may not be the case. It appears in this case that the errors
of at least the second finest mesh should be excluded in obtaining spatial
convergence rates, and those of the smallest and second smallest time steps
should be excluded in obtaining the temporal convergence rates. This also
relates to the above condition ‖𝑒h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒‖ required for ‖𝑒h‖ ≈ ‖𝑒h‖ to hold,
which is likely invalidated if the mesh and time step sizes are close to those used
for obtaining the approximate true solution 𝑠. Lastly, since 𝑠 can be chosen
so that 𝑒h is an approximation to 𝑒h, it is expected that the convergence plots
using ?̃?hℎ and ?̃?h𝑢 versus either h or ∆𝑡 can be used to extract asymptotic
convergence rates, unlike in the convergence plots of 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ and 𝐸
𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
𝑢 wherein
the graphs flatten out to a constant.
4.1.3 Model parameters
The results of the 2D-3D coupled model are compared with equivalent
full-2D and full-3D models defined in section 3.7. In the 2D-3D coupled model,
the eastern model is the 3D model and the western model is the 2D model,
with the 2D-3D interface located at 𝑥 = 𝐿/2 = 12.8 km. The total simu-
lation time is set to 3 hours, corresponding to 6 oscillation cycles, since the
time period of sinusoidal oscillations in the domain, according to the analyt-
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ical solution (4.7) with 𝑔 = 9.81 m/s2 is 2𝐿/
√
𝑔𝐻 = 1799.7 s, which is nearly
0.5 hours. Simulation output is written at 30 s intervals to preserve computer
memory, since the solution output files with that interval are already over 2
gigabytes in size for the finest mesh. The error norm time series are calcu-
lated at these intervals. The approximate true solution 𝑠 is set to be the FE
solution of a model with mesh size 50 m and time step 1 s, which is the finest
mesh and smallest time step chosen for this test case since the simulation run
time for this model running on 10 processors in parallel is more than 2 days.
For spatial convergence, the FE solutions 𝑠h of seven coarser meshes with hor-
izontal node spacing h = ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = {6400, 3200, 1600, 800, 400, 200, 100}m
are used. The full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and full-3D meshes are shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 for the case of h = 1600 m. In case of all 3D models, a single layer
of elements is used in the vertical direction, and the meshes are refined only
in the horizontal plane. For spatial convergence analysis, second order time
stepping is used with a time step of 1 s determined after temporal conver-
gence analysis in order to reduce time discretization errors. This means that
the errors are predominantly due to mesh discretization according to (4.13),
allowing the extraction of the spatial convergence rate. For temporal conver-
gence, the second finest mesh (∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 100 m) is used, with time step
sizes ∆𝑡 = {30, 15, 10, 6, 3, 1} s, so that time discretization errors dominate the
mesh discretization errors, allowing extraction of temporal convergence rates.
As explained in the previous section, however, for temporal convergence, it
appears that for this test case, the results of simulations using 3 s and 1 s time
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steps might need to be excluded for obtaining temporal convergence rates as
the approximate true solution should have been obtained using an even smaller








Figure 4.1: Slosh test case meshes, ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 1600 m (scaled by a factor of
50 in the 𝑧 direction).
For spatial convergence analysis, two sets of simulations are run, one
excluding the SUPG terms, and one including the SUPG terms. For low
amplitudes, the simulations excluding SUPG terms still run successfully with-
out resulting in typical node-to-node oscillations usually seen in advection-
dominated problems. The maximum-over-time errors with respect to the an-
alytical and approximate true solutions, i.e., {𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ , 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 } and {?̃?hℎ, ?̃?h𝑢} are
used for convergence analysis, and the units of the errors are dropped. Be-
fore proceeding with the convergence analysis, the maximum-over-time value
of the error norm of the analytical solution with respect to the approximate
true solution, ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ and ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 are obtained. For full-2D, 2D-3D coupled and
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full-3D model simulations, both with and without SUPG terms, ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ and ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢
are observed to be approximately (1.4 ± 0.2) × 10−5 and (5 ± 1) × 10−6, re-
spectively. If 𝑠 is sufficiently accurate, then it is expected that in both spatial




ℎ ≈ (1.4 ± 0.2) × 10−5,
𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 → ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 ≈ (5 ± 1) × 10−6.
(4.14)
Obviously, the above numbers only hold for the chosen parameters such as
domain dimensions, perturbation amplitude, simulation duration, and so on.
4.1.4 Temporal convergence
For temporal convergence analysis, the errors 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h and 𝑒h of the finite
element solutions 𝑠h of the second finest mesh of size 100 m and time steps
∆𝑡 = {30, 15, 10, 6, 3, 1} s are used. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 plot the RMS errors of
depth and velocity versus time step for the full-2D, 2D-3D and full-3D models,
with the top and bottom subfigures respectively corresponding to simulations
excluding and including SUPG terms. The dashed lines in the figures corre-
spond to errors with respect to 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛, and the solid lines are for comparison
against 𝑠. In case of comparison against the analytical solution 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛, the errors
flatten out to the values given by (4.14) on time step refinement, as expected.
Excluding two of the leftmost points in the figures for reasons explained in the
section 4.1.2.2, the temporal convergence rate using comparison with 𝑠 is seen
to be second order as expected.







































































(b) Depth errors in simulations including SUPG terms
Figure 4.2: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal convergence of depth using







































































(b) Velocity errors in simulations including SUPG terms
Figure 4.3: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal convergence of velocity using
mesh 7, h = 100 m.
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suring that the mesh discretization errors are small compared to time dis-
cretization errors. This means that a fine mesh should be used for temporal
convergence analysis, since for coarse meshes, time step refinements beyond a
certain limit result in no improvement in the accuracy due to dominating mesh
discretization errors, as seen in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b, which show temporal
convergence plots for the fourth mesh of size 800 m. The errors with respect
to both the analytical as well as the approximate true solution are seen to
flatten out, attributable to mesh discretization errors. In fact, the results of
temporal convergence analysis should be used to determine the time step to be
used for spatial convergence analysis. This is because the time step in spatial
convergence analysis must be small enough so that mesh discretization errors
dominate. From the figures, it is deduced that for a time step of 1 s, the mesh
discretization errors dominate temporal ones in case of the fourth (and any
coarser) mesh, so that this time step is sufficient for use in spatial convergence
analysis at least for the coarser meshes. However, from Figures 4.2 and 4.3
for the seventh mesh, h = 100 m, it is seen for the full-2D and 2D-3D coupled
models that the mesh discretization errors are just beginning to become com-
parable with the time discretization errors, whereas in the full-3D model, the
mesh discretization errors are either still insignificant in comparison, or that
the approximate true solution needs improvement. In particular, the condition
‖𝑒h‖ ≫ ‖𝑒‖ required for ‖𝑒h‖ ≈ ‖𝑒h‖ to hold, as explained in section 4.1.2.2,
is likely not satisfied, so that for the seventh mesh at least, 𝑒h may not be a







































































(b) Velocity errors in simulations excluding SUPG terms
Figure 4.4: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal convergence of depth (top)
and velocity (bottom) using mesh 4, h = 800 m, excluding SUPG terms.
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gence results given in the next section, the rates obtained around the seventh
mesh for a time step of 1 s are not representative of the true convergence rate
for any of the models, but the results have still been presented for complete-
ness. The slopes around the errors of the fourth mesh of size h = 800 m
are taken to be representative of the expected asymptotic convergence rates.
If a better approximate true solution would have been used, then the slopes
around the errors of the finer meshes in the convergence plots would represent
the asymptotic convergence rates. However, since the simulation time became
prohibitively large, a finer mesh and a smaller time step required for a better
approximate true solution were avoided.
4.1.5 Spatial convergence
In case of comparison with the approximate true solution corresponding
to the mesh size 50 m and time step 1 s, the errors ‖𝑒h‖ of seven meshes against
the approximate true solution 𝑠 are obtained and ?̃?hℎ and ?̃?h𝑢 are calculated.
For comparison with respect to the analytical solution to the linearized SWE
(4.7), all eight meshes are used to calculate 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ , and 𝐸
𝑙𝑖𝑛,h
𝑢 , noting that for
the eighth mesh with mesh size 50 m, these are respectively ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛ℎ and ?̃?𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑢 given
by (4.14).
Spatial convergence plots for depth and velocity magnitude are shown
in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The dashed and solid lines in the figures
respectively correspond to comparison with analytical and approximate true
solutions, and the subfigures on the top and bottom respectively correspond
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to simulations with SUPG terms excluded and included during simulations.
Following are the observations from the four convergence plots:
∙ The errors of the 2D-3D coupled models are seen to lie between those of
the full-2D and full-3D models for all mesh sizes.
∙ From Figures 4.5a and 4.6a for simulations excluding SUPG terms, the
spatial convergence rates for all three models are observed to be second
order for depth as well as velocity, with the exception of depth in the
full-3D model which converges at an even higher rate of 2.5.
∙ From Figures 4.5b and 4.6b for simulations including SUPG terms, the
spatial convergence rates for all three models are observed to be nearly
second order for depth as well as velocity, with the exception of depth
in case of the full-3D model. The convergence rate for depth in the
full-3D model is initially seen to be 2.5 but drops to 1.5 from the fifth
mesh onward (∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 ≤ 400 m), even though the velocity maintains a
second order convergence rate. Further analysis is required to determine
the reason for this behavior, which has not been done in this work since
full-3D models are not the focus herein. It is interesting, however, that
the depth in the 2D-3D coupled model maintains a nearly second order
convergence rate, even though the rate in the full-3D model is seen to
drop to 1.5.
Next, the temporal variation of the error norms is considered. The time-











































































(b) Depth errors in simulations including SUPG terms
Figure 4.5: Small-amplitude slosh test: Spatial convergence of depth using







































































(b) Velocity errors in simulations including SUPG terms
Figure 4.6: Small-amplitude slosh test: Spatial convergence of velocity using
∆𝑡 = 1 s.
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Figure 4.7, and those for simulations including SUPG terms are shown in Fig-
ure 4.8. The velocity errors without and with SUPG terms are likewise shown
in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Each figure contains two subfigures that show error
norm time series for the fourth and seventh meshes with mesh sizes 800 m
and 100 m, respectively. Comparison against analytical as well as approxi-
mate true solutions is shown. It is evident from the top subfigures that the
analytical solution is good enough to approximate the errors in case of coarse
meshes, since the errors ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h‖ and ‖𝑒h‖ are nearly indistinguishable. It is
also seen, as expected, that comparison with the analytical solution for finer
meshes becomes misleading, since 𝑠h 9 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑛 and 𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h → −𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛, as explained
in section 4.1.2.1. The error norms for the 2D-3D coupled models are seen
to lie between the full-2D and full-3D models for most of the duration of the
simulations in this case.
4.1.6 Solution behavior
Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show the comparison of surface elevation, 𝑥-velocity
and surface 𝑧-velocity against the analytical solution along the length of the
models for the third mesh, h = 1600 m. The last 0.5 hours of the simulations
are shown at 450 s intervals, corresponding to the final oscillation cycle. The
𝑥-velocity is depth-averaged in case of 2D submodels, and at the surface in case
of 3D submodels. From the figures, it is seen that the results of all three models
agree well with the analytical solution and each other, as expected from the































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖





























2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
(b) Temporal variation of ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖ and ‖𝑒hℎ‖ in mesh 7, h = 100m
Figure 4.7: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal variation of depth errors































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖





























2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖
(b) Temporal variation of ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,hℎ ‖ and ‖𝑒hℎ‖ in mesh 7, h = 100m
Figure 4.8: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal variation of depth errors

































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
(b) Temporal variation of ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖ and ‖𝑒h𝑢‖ in mesh 7, h = 100m
Figure 4.9: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal variation of velocity errors

































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
































2D-3D: 2D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
2D-3D: 3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
Full-3D ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖
(b) Temporal variation of ‖𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛,h𝑢 ‖ and ‖𝑒h𝑢‖ in mesh 7, h = 100m
Figure 4.10: Small-amplitude slosh test: Temporal variation of velocity errors
with SUPG terms included, using ∆𝑡 = 1 s.
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velocity, according to the analytical solution, is 𝑎
√︀
𝑔/𝐻 = 3.448 × 10−3 m/s,
and that of the 𝑧-velocity is 𝑎𝜋
√
𝑔𝐻/𝐿 = 3.491 × 10−5 m/s. The observed
























































(d) 𝑡 = 10 800 s
Figure 4.11: Small-amplitude slosh test: Surface elevation comparison at dif-
ferent times in mesh 3, h = 1600 m.
Next, the temporal behavior of the solutions at two particular locations
in the third mesh, h = 1600 m, are compared. Surface nodes at the horizontal





































































(d) 𝑡 = 10 800 s
Figure 4.12: Small-amplitude slosh test: Surface 𝑥-velocity comparison at





































































(d) 𝑡 = 10 800 s
Figure 4.13: Small-amplitude slosh test: Surface 𝑧-velocity comparison at
different times in mesh 3, h = 1600 m.
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former node is located right at the 2D-3D interface, whereas the latter node is
away from the interface at three-quarters of the domain length 𝐿. Figure 4.14
shows the temporal variation of the surface elevation, 𝑥-velocity, and 𝑧-velocity
in the three models, as well as comparison with the analytical solution. The
results are seen to agree well with each other. Note the 𝑧-velocity solution
behavior at the 2D-3D interface at 𝑥 = 12.8 km, shown in Figure 4.14c on the
left. Although the analytical solution is constant at 0 m/s and the solutions
are close to that, the 3D model captures non-linear effects showing regular
oscillations right from the beginning, the full-2D model solution remains nearly
zero, whereas the 2D-3D model oscillates irregularly with an amplitude less
than that of the full-3D model.
4.1.7 Mass conservation across the 2D-3D interface
A straightforward way to verify mass conservation across the 2D-3D
interface in this test case is to calculate the mass of water in each of the two
models and check if the sum stays constant in time since there are no sources
or sinks. Since the density is constant in this test case, the volume of the water
in the mesh can also be used alternatively. Figure 4.15 shows the volume of
water in the individual 2D and 3D submodels and their total over the period
of 3 hours for the sixth mesh of size h = 200 m. It is seen from the figure that
the individual volumes change with time as expected, but the total volume of
water remains constant at 13.5168 km3, verifying global mass conservation, and




























































































(c) 𝑧-velocity, 𝑤 (m/s)
Figure 4.14: Small-amplitude slosh test: Nodal solutions at (12.8, 3.2, 0) km























2D 3D Sum 2D+3D
Figure 4.15: Small-amplitude slosh test: Verification of conservation of mass
in 2D-3D coupled models using the sixth mesh, h = 200 m.
4.2 Large-amplitude slosh test case
Next, the same slosh test case from the previous section is considered
with two changes, the initial amplitude of depth is increased to 𝑎 = 10 m from
its previous value of 0.01 m, and the simulation ending time is decreased to
0.5 hours from 3 hours, which corresponds to 1 oscillation cycle instead of the 6
in the previous case. For this test case, SUPG stabilization becomes necessary
since the simulations turn unstable if the SUPG terms are excluded.
Figure 4.16 shows plots of depth and velocity errors against mesh size
for this test case. The analytical solution (4.7) is no longer an acceptable
approximation to the true solution, since the amplitude of oscillations is not
small and advection can no longer be neglected, preventing linearization of
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the SWE. This is evident from the figures as well, wherein the errors with
respect to the analytical solution are seen to be flat for almost all mesh sizes.
Unlike in the small-amplitude case where the temporal errors were reduced
for spatial convergence analysis by systematically choosing a time step from
temporal convergence analysis, however, no temporal convergence analysis was
performed for this test case. As a result, the spatial convergence rates cannot
be definitively determined from the convergence plots shown in Figure 4.16.
It is likely that a much smaller time step (or an earlier simulation ending
time) is required to allow mesh discretization errors to dominate the temporal
discretization errors. The convergence rates of the models are seen to be sub-
optimal, between 1.25 to 1.5. It is noted that the convergence rates for SUPG
are 2 and 1.5 for diffusion-dominated and advection-dominated scenarios of
advection-diffusion equations, respectively [4, 48, 65], so it is not surprising
that the convergence rates for the shallow water models used herein are sub-
optimal. Lastly, it is also noted that unlike in the case of small-amplitude
slosh given in section 4.1, only the depth errors of 2D-3D coupled models are
seen to exceed both the full-2D as well as full-3D models, but not by a signif-
icant amount. The final thing to note is that it may be important for the 3D
submodels to have mesh refinements in the vertical direction as well, and not









































































(b) Velocity errors in simulations including SUPG terms
Figure 4.16: Large-amplitude slosh test: Spatial convergence of depth (top)
and velocity (bottom) using ∆𝑡 = 1 s, including SUPG terms.
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4.3 Baroclinic flume test case
In this test case, baroclinic flow in a rectangular domain is simulated.
This test case violates the recommendation of keeping the 2D-3D interface
away from baroclinic regions, explained in section 3.2.1. The purpose of this
test case is to observe the behavior of baroclinicity close to the 2D-3D interface,
since it may not always be possible in a practical scenario to keep the 2D-3D
interface away from baroclinic regions.
The rectangular domain used in this test case is a channel given by
Ω = (0, 3.2) km × (0, 0.2) km. The bed elevation is 𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝐻 = −10 m.
The water is initially at rest with a constant depth of 𝐻 = 10 m and salinity
of 0 g/kg. The north and south boundaries of the models, 𝑦 = {0, 0.2} km,
have a no-normal-flow boundary condition. An inflow of 𝑄 = 400 m3/s with a
salinity of 1 g/kg is specified on the western boundary at 𝑥 = 0 km. The water
surface elevation at the eastern boundary, 𝑥 = 3.2 km, is fixed at 0 m. There
is no bottom friction, wind, or air pressure.
In this case, the solutions of two 2D-3D coupled models are compared
against those of full-2D and full-3D models for verification. The meshes are as
shown in Figure 4.17. The first 2D-3D coupled model has the 2D subdomain
located on the left/western side and the 3D subdomain on the eastern side.
The second 2D-3D coupled model has the opposite placement of the 2D and 3D
subdomains as compared to the first 2D-3D coupled model. The two coupled
models are respectively referred to as 2D-3D and 3D-2D coupled models in this
section. For both the models, the coupling interface is placed midway along
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the length at 𝑥 = 1.6 km. The horizontal node spacing is ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 50 m,
and in case of all 3D submodels, the vertical node spacing is ∆𝑧 = 2.5 m,
corresponding to a vertical resolution of 4 element layers. The Smagorinsky
coefficient is set to 0.2. A time step of 300 s is used for the simulation, and





Figure 4.17: Baroclinic flume test case meshes, ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 50 m, ∆𝑧 = 2.5 m
(scaled by a factor of 20 in the 𝑧 direction).
Since the water is initially at rest whereas the boundary inflow is a
non-zero constant right from 𝑡 = 0, transient oscillations are expected in the
water depth and velocity, which are damped quickly due to the use of first
order time stepping, a larger time step, and viscosity. Also, since the domain
initially has fresh water and the water flowing in is saline, a salinity shock
travels across the domain from west to east. The steady state solution is a
constant water depth of 10 m, uniform horizontal velocity of 0.2 m/s in the 𝑥
direction, and a uniform salinity of 1 g/kg. The 𝑥-velocity and salinity shocks
in the solutions are observed, and the steady state values are verified.
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Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the 𝑥-velocity and salinity in the models
at hourly intervals. These are depth-averaged values in case of 2D submodels,
and surface (solid) and bed (dashed) values in case of 3D submodels. Due to
baroclinicity, the denser saline water sinks, and salinity and 𝑥-velocity shocks
travel along the bed in the full-3D and coupled domains, seen by a separation
of the dashed and solid lines in all the figures. It is observed that in case
of the full-3D and 3D-2D coupled models, the salinity overshoots from what
should be its maximum value of 1 g/kg. Some more work is needed to improve
the salinity transport in the 3D models, which is out of scope of the current
work since it is not a problem pertaining to 2D-3D coupled models. The
observations from Figures 4.18 and 4.19 can be divided temporally into three
stages.
∙ Initial stage: This is when the salinity front has just entered the domains
and is still far away from the coupling interface. From Figures 4.18a
and 4.19a, it is observed that the 2D-3D coupled model initially behaves
like the full-2D model, whereas 3D-2D coupled model initially behaves
like the full-3D model.
∙ Intermediate stage: This is when the salinity front is in the vicinity
of the coupling interface, before, during, and after crossing it. From
Figures 4.18b, 4.18c, 4.19b and 4.19c, it is observed that the coupled
models are in a state of transition. In the 2D-3D coupled model, the





















































(b) 𝑡 = 2hours
Figure 4.18: Baroclinic flume test: 𝑥-velocity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled,





















































(d) 𝑡 = 4hours
Figure 4.18: (Cont.) Baroclinic flume test: 𝑥-velocity in the full-2D, 2D-3D



















































(b) 𝑡 = 2hours
Figure 4.19: Baroclinic flume test: Salinity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled,



















































(d) 𝑡 = 4hours
Figure 4.19: (Cont.) Baroclinic flume test: Salinity in the full-2D, 2D-3D
coupled, 3D-2D coupled, and full-3D models at different timestamps.
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smooth. In the 3D-2D coupled model, however, the movement of the
stratified salinity and 𝑥-velocity front from the 3D domain into the 2D
domain results in temporary oscillatory behavior in the velocity (but not
in the salinity, or the depth which is not shown here). This is precisely
the reason why it is important to place the coupling interface away from
baroclinic areas. In a practical scenario, however, that may not always
be possible, in which case the oscillations can be damped by increasing
stabilization in the 3D elements close to the 2D-3D interface. When
the salinity front reaches the interface, the salinity near the surface is
about 0 g/kg, whereas that near the bed is close to 1 g/kg. Likewise,
the 𝑥-velocity is also stratified. 2D-3D coupling forces the solution to
be constant down a node column, which prevents the salinity and 𝑥-
velocity front from staying stratified while crossing the interface. This
results in a change in the velocities and salinity close to the interface,
and as observed here, may lead to oscillations.
∙ Final stage: This is when the salinity front has fully crossed the cou-
pling interface and is reasonably far away from it. From Figures 4.18d
and 4.19d, it is observed that the situation has flipped in comparison
with the initial stage, i.e., the 2D-3D coupled model now behaves like
the full-3D model, whereas the 3D-2D model behaves like the full-2D
model. Also, all the models attain the correct steady state solution on
running them for a longer time, which is not shown here. The oscilla-
tions in the 3D-2D coupled model are also gone once the salinity front
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crosses the coupling interface.
4.4 Lock-exchange test case
Another extreme case of baroclinicity, the lock-exchange experiment,
is used to observe the behavior of coupled models with respect to full-2D and
full-3D models. As is the case with the baroclinic flume test case, this case
also violates the recommendation of placing the 2D-3D interface away from
baroclinic areas. Theoretical and experimental investigations of this test case
are available in literature [79] but have not been used for comparison herein.
In the lock-exchange experiment, a rectangular tank is filled with water to
some height. A thin, impermeable membrane is inserted in the middle of the
tank vertically to separate the domain into two halves. Different amounts of
salt are added on both sides of the membrane, and the water is mixed and
allowed to come to rest. A few drops of dilute coloring agent are generally
added on one of the sides to allow tracking the movement of the water. This
sets up the experiment. On lifting the membrane quickly, the water in the two
halves starts mixing due to pressure gradients resulting from density variations
in the domain. The difference in salinity in the two halves of the tank results
in two salinity and velocity shocks each, traveling in opposite directions along
the surface and the bed. Denser water sinks below, and less saline water floats
above. The shocks are internal in that the water surface elevation remains
constant in the entire domain throughout the experiment, although there is
movement of water underneath the surface.
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For this test case, the rectangular domain is given by Ω = (−1, 1) m ×
(−0.1, 0.1) m × (−0.2, 0.0) m. The initial condition is water at rest with a
constant water depth of ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 0) = 𝐻 = 0.2 m, and initial salinity of 30.0 g/kg
for 𝑥 ∈ (−1, 0) m and 10.0 g/kg for 𝑥 ∈ (0, 1) m. All the vertical boundaries
have a no-normal-flow Neumann boundary condition, 𝑢·𝑛 = 0. The horizontal
spacing of nodes in the meshes is ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 0.05 m, and in case of 3D
submodels, the vertical node spacing is ∆𝑧 = 0.025 m, corresponding to a
vertical resolution of eight element layers. The results of a 2D-3D-2D coupled
model are compared to those of full-2D and full-3D models. The 2D-3D-
2D coupled model contains one 3D submodel coupled to two 2D submodels
on its sides. The 3D submodel corresponds to three-quarters of the domain
length, 𝑥 ∈ (−0.75, 0.75) m, and the two 2D submodels correspond to 𝑥 ∈
(−1.0,−0.75) m and 𝑥 ∈ (0.75, 1.0) m, respectively. The meshes of the models
are shown in Figure 4.20.
Manning’s bottom friction coefficient is set to 0.0015. The Smagorinsky
coefficient is set to 0.2. The salinity diffusivity constant is set to 1 × 10−5 m2/s.
The salinity drops from 30 g/kg on the left to 10 g/kg on the right across 2 ele-
ment layers around 𝑥 = 0 m in the numerical models, as shown in Figure 4.21.
A time step of 0.5 s is used, and the simulation is run for 48 s. Mesh adaptivity
is turned on, allowing maximum of 2 levels of mesh refinement.
Figures 4.22a to 4.22l show the variation of 𝑥-velocity and salinity in
the models at time intervals of 8 s. In case of 2D submodels, the plots show

































Figure 4.21: Lock-exchange test: Initial condition on salinity in the full-2D,
2D-3D-2D coupled, and full-3D models.
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surface (solid) and bed (dashed) solutions. The subfigures on the top of each
page show the 𝑥-velocity, and those on the bottom show the salinity. Following
are the observations from the plots.
∙ The first observation is that the full-2D model fails to capture baroclin-
icity, as expected. 2D models cannot simulate pressure gradients arising
from density differences down a column, so the solution in the full-2D
model stays nearly the same as the initial condition throughout the sim-
ulation.
∙ Initially, when the velocity and salinity shocks are a still far away from
both the 2D-3D interfaces, the full-3D and the 2D-3D-2D coupled solu-
tions are nearly identical as they should be, as observed in Figures 4.22a
and 4.22b.
∙ When the stratified shocks reach the 2D-3D interfaces in the 2D-3D-2D
coupled models, they cannot pass through since 2D-3D coupling enforces
constant solution down a column of nodes, preventing stratification at
the interface. It is observed from Figures 4.22c and 4.22d that the 2D-
3D-2D coupled solution now lies ‘between’ the full-2D and the full-3D
solution (in say, the 𝐿2 sense and not point-wise).
∙ In Figures 4.22e to 4.22h, the shocks are observed to be in the process
of getting reflected at the domain boundary in case of the full-3D model
and at the 2D-3D interfaces in case of the 2D-3D-2D coupled models,






















































(b) Salinity at 𝑡 = 8 s
Figure 4.22: Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-2D, 2D-






















































(d) Salinity at 𝑡 = 16 s
Figure 4.22: (Cont.) Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-






















































(f) Salinity at 𝑡 = 24 s
Figure 4.22: (Cont.) Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-






















































(h) Salinity at 𝑡 = 32 s
Figure 4.22: (Cont.) Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-






















































(j) Salinity at 𝑡 = 40 s
Figure 4.22: (Cont.) Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-






















































(l) Salinity at 𝑡 = 48 s
Figure 4.22: (Cont.) Lock-exchange test: Comparison of solutions in the full-
2D, 2D-3D-2D coupled, and full-3D models at different timestamps.
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∙ In Figures 4.22i to 4.22l, the shocks are seen to have reflected, as evident
from the bumps in salinity graphs near the domain boundary in case of
the full-3D model and the 2D-3D interfaces in case of 2D-3D-2D coupled
model.
∙ It is noticed from the salinity plots that the salinity discontinuity at the
2D-3D interfaces is maintained there in the 2D-3D-2D model, and from
the 𝑥-velocity plots that the 𝑥-velocity in the 2D subdomains remains
relatively close to zero. It appears that for this test case, the 2D-3D
interfaces effectively act as walls where the velocity and salinity shocks
get reflected from instead of passing through. This contrasts with the
baroclinic flume test case from the previous section, in which the salinity
front is forced to cross the interface due to the general non-zero average
horizontal flow of water across the 2D-3D interface.
Having observed the behavior of the models in this test case, the im-
portance of using engineering sense when building coupled models can be seen,
since it is as easy to combine the weaknesses of 2D and 3D models as it is to
combine their strengths. Instead of a 2D-3D-2D coupled model used here, if a
3D-2D-3D coupled model would have been used with a 2D submodel located in
the center and containing the salinity discontinuity, then the solution of that
model would remain same as that of the full-2D model. Moreover, this would
come at an increased computational cost compared to same solution obtained
using the full-2D model. On the other hand, assuming the region and time
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range of interest to respectively be the center of the domain and 𝑡 ∈ (0, 16) s,
the 2D-3D-2D coupled model used here gives results similar to the full-3D
model at a reduced computational cost. If, for example, the region of interest
would have been the eastern end of the domain, then a 2D-3D coupled model
with a 2D model on the (opposite) western end would give acceptable results
at a reduced cost. If the time range of interest would have been less than 8 s,
then larger 2D regions could have been used in the 2D-3D-2D coupled model.
On the other hand, if the time range of interest would have been 48 s, then the
results show that the 2D-3D-2D coupled model used here is not an appropri-
ate choice because the coupled solution eventually becomes different from the
full-3D solution. Thus, it is important to consider the time range and region
of interest when building coupled models and analyzing their solutions.
This concludes the verification of 2D-3D coupled models. The next




Validation of 2D-3D coupling
Once verification of a computational code is completed, the next step is
to validate it. Validation is important for any scientific software to be used for
real-world applications. It ensures that the relevant physics have been included
and the correct equations are being used to model the phenomenon under con-
sideration. For the finite element method, validation involves comparison of
finite element solutions against real-world experimental or observed data. Val-
idating 2D-3D coupled models in an ocean dynamics setting is a difficult task
since building an ocean model for a real-world application involves a lot of
complicated steps, such as estimating bottom friction, bathymetry smoothing
for maintaining stability, and obtaining atmospheric forcing and tidal data in
the right format. The model must be calibrated, which involves trial and error
through multiple simulations, given that an inverse modeling framework is cur-
rently not implemented in this work. Hence, it is difficult to set up test cases
involving real-world measurements, in which 2D-3D coupled models are shown
to capture physics that full-2D or full-3D models alone are not able to. On the
other hand, it is difficult to find small-scale experimental data for scenarios in
which both full-2D and full-3D models are inadequate in some way even where
the shallow water equations are applicable, but where 2D-3D coupled models
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succeed. As a result, comparison with small-scale experimental data becomes
more of a full-2D or a full-3D model validation problem. That is why, the test
cases presented in this chapter are only a partial measure of the performance
and suitability of 2D-3D coupled models in simulating real-world applications,
and validation is not a focus of this work. Instead, two applications are pre-
sented in the next chapter to highlight the key capability of coupled models in
being able to simulate baroclinic scenarios involving wetting and drying, and
in allowing computationally cheaper models in some cases. In this chapter,
comparison of results of 2D-3D coupled models with two experiments taken
from the literature are presented. The first test case is an experiment of flow
around an emergent spur dike [70, 95]. The second one is a partial-breach
dam-break experiment [34].
5.1 Emergent spur dike experiment
Spur dikes, also known as groynes, are obstructions constructed on the
bank of a river with one end inside the river and another on the bank. They
are of practical significance since they reduce the flow speed close to the bank,
protecting it from erosion. Multiple experiments of a scaled down model of a
channel with an emergent spur dike are given in [70, 95], one of which is used
as a validation test case in this section. In this experiment, a plate of width
𝐵 = 0.152 m and thickness 0.03 m is inserted in a rectangular channel. The
domain is given by (0, 37) m × (0, 0.92) m, and the channel has a flat bed at
an elevation of 𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 m. The dike is located at 𝑥 = 14.0 m, perpendicular
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to the southern boundary and the bed. It is tall enough for the water to
flow only around it and not over it. A constant inflow of 𝑄 = 0.0453 m3/s is
supplied from the western boundary at 𝑥 = 0 m. The measured water depth
in the experiment at steady state is 𝐻 = 0.189 m downstream at the eastern
boundary at 𝑥 = 37 m, where the water is allowed to flow out of. Figure 5.1






Figure 5.1: Coupled 2D-3D-2D mesh for the spur dike validation case.
3D submodel has a vertical resolution of four element layers. In this numerical
model, the boundary conditions are no-normal-flow on the north and south
boundaries along the length, inflow 𝑄 specified on the western boundary, and
water depth fixed at 𝐻 at the eastern boundary. Initial conditions on the
numerical model are water at rest with a constant water depth of 𝐻 = 0.189 m.
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First order backward Euler time stepping with a time step size of 50 s is used
to allow the model to reach steady state sooner. A fine mesh is used to keep
mesh discretization errors lower. The simulation achieves steady state at an
ending time of 350 s. An isotropic eddy viscosity of 0.001 is used in the 2D
submodels, whereas the Smagorinsky scheme is used in the 3D one with the
Smagorinsky coefficient set to 0.2. Manning’s bottom friction coefficient is set
to 0.015. Side-wall friction is ignored.
A vortex is seen downstream in the vicinity of the dike and the wall
during the experiment, and there is flow in the upstream direction along a
portion of the southern edge. This can be seen in Figure 5.2, which shows the
steady-state streamlines in the 3D submodel. There is a location along the
southern edge where the 𝑥-velocity changes sign, upstream and downstream
of which its value is respectively negative and positive. This location is called
the reattachment point, and the distance between the spur dike and the reat-
tachment point is called the reattachment length. The average value of the
reattachment length over multiple experiments with different inflow and depth
values was reported in [70] to be 12 times the width of the spur dike. For the
chosen model parameters, a reattachment length of 11.49 times the dike width
is obtained for the 2D-3D-2D coupled model.
The 𝑥-velocity profiles near the bed and the surface are also compared
at different cross-sections of the channel. The eight profile locations are given
by 𝑥′ = {2, 4, 6, 8}𝐵, and 𝑧 = {0.03, 0.85}𝐻, where 𝐻 is the water depth, 𝐵 is
the dike width, and 𝑥′ is the distance between the downstream cross-sections
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Figure 5.2: Spur dike test: Streamlines showing a vortex downstream of the
dike.
and the dike. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the comparison between the measured
and simulated 𝑥-velocity profiles near the bed and the surface, respectively,
along lines parallel to the 𝑦 axis. It is noted that the simulated velocity
profiles deviate from the measurements near the wall boundary due to the
lack of wall-friction in the current implementation of the shallow water models
used herein. The simulated velocity profiles close to the surface are in excellent
agreement with measurements, but those near the bed deviate slightly. This
could possibly be because the ad hoc value of 0.015 used for the Manning’s
coefficient may be inappropriate, or due to lack of enough vertical resolution.
It is highly unlikely that the problem here is with the coupled model given
that the 2D-3D interfaces are far away from the measurement locations.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, this test case is not

















































(d) 𝑥′/𝐵 = 8
Figure 5.3: Spur dike test: Measured [70] and computed 𝑥-velocity horizontal

















































(d) 𝑥′/𝐵 = 8
Figure 5.4: Spur dike test: Measured [70] and computed 𝑥-velocity horizontal
profiles near the surface, 𝑧 = 0.85𝐻 for different 𝑥′/𝐵 values.
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bottom friction and the Smagorinsky-Lilly turbulence closure methods used
in the 3D shallow water models. Nevertheless, this test case does serve an
example of how non-critical regions in a full-3D model can be replaced with
2D subdomains to obtain a computationally cheaper model.
5.2 Partial-breach dam-break experiment
Dam-break simulations are a common test to check the stability and
shock-capturing capability of shallow water models. In this case, experimental
data of a partial-breach dam-break experiment [34] are used for validation.
Figure 5.5 shows the full-2D and 2D-3D coupled models used in this test. A
full-3D model cannot be used for comparison here since the domain contains
a dry area. The domain Ω is a union of four rectangular parts, given by,
Ω1 = (−3.00,−0.10) m × (−2.15, 2.15) m,
Ω2 = (−0.10, 0.00) m × (−0.20, 0.20) m,
Ω3 = (0.00, 0.10) m × (−0.20, 0.20) m,
Ω4 = (0.10, 8.00) m × (−2.15, 2.15) m.
The positive 𝑥 axis points along the downstream direction. The gate is
located at the common boundary between Ω2 and Ω3, along 𝑦 ∈ (−0.2, 0.2) m
at 𝑥 = 0 m. This is seen in the 2D-3D coupled mesh in Figure 5.5 as an
apparent discontinuity that spans a width of one element layer in the numer-
ical model. Ω1 ∪ Ω2 is the upstream reservoir, Ω3 ∪ Ω4 is the initially dry
downstream area. There are walls all along the domain boundary. The up-
stream reservoir is filled with water to a depth of 0.5 m before conducting the
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3D submodel 2D-3D coupled model 2D submodel
Full-2D model
Figure 5.5: Partial-breach dam-break test: 2D-3D coupled (top) and full-2D
(bottom) models.
experiment by quickly lifting the dam gate to mimic a dam-break scenario.
In the 2D-3D coupled model, Ω1 is the 3D submodel, and Ω2 ∪ Ω3 ∪ Ω4 is
the 2D submodel. The simulation is run for a period of 10 s, using a time
step of 0.01 s that can change adaptively without exceeding it. Five levels of
mesh adaptivity are allowed downstream of the gate in the 2D subdomain.
The Smagorinsky coefficient is set to 0.2 in Ω1 and a high value of 1.0 in the
remaining regions, required for stability. Wetting and drying tolerance is set
to 0.03 m. Manning’s friction coefficient is set to 0.01. All boundaries have a
no-normal-flow Neumann boundary condition. The initial condition is water
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at rest, with depth specified as,
ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 0) =
{︃
0.5 m, if 𝑥 ≤ 0,
0.0 m, if 𝑥 > 0.
Figures 5.6a to 5.6d show the depth-averaged horizontal velocity mag-
nitude in the 2D domains and the 3D velocity magnitude in the 3D subdomain
at 1.5 s time intervals. The full-2D and 2D-3D coupled models appear to be in
good agreement with each other in the common 2D region of both the models.
In the figures, it is seen that the 3D and 2D submodels of the coupled model
show different colors on either side of the 2D-3D interface. This is because the
2D submodel shows only the horizontal velocities, whereas the velocity results
of the 3D submodel include a significantly high vertical velocity component
of approximately 3 m/s at the 2D-3D interface. In fact, this is an indication
that the vertical acceleration is non-negligible. This means that the full-3D
vertical momentum equation in the Navier-Stokes equations being reduced to
the hydrostatic equation (2.4) through scaling analysis is not an acceptable
approximation for this test case. Indeed, dam-break scenarios are often non-
hydrostatic and highly nonlinear in nature [13, 14]. The Serre equations [78],
also known as the Green-Naghdi equations [36], may be more appropriate for
modeling them [60] than the shallow water equations.
This is the reason why both the full-2D and 2D-3D coupled models
fail to correctly track the observed location of the flood wave front, which is
shown next in Figures 5.7a to 5.7d. The figures show the comparison between
the simulated and measured locations of the flood wave front traveling over
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2D-3D coupled modelFull-2D model
(a) 𝑡 = 1.5 s
2D-3D coupled modelFull-2D model
(b) 𝑡 = 3.0 s
Figure 5.6: Partial-breach dam-break test: Velocity magnitude comparison
between full-2D (left) and 2D-3D coupled (right) models.
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2D-3D coupled modelFull-2D model
(c) 𝑡 = 4.5 s
2D-3D coupled modelFull-2D model
(d) 𝑡 = 6.0 s
Figure 5.6: (Cont.) Partial-breach dam-break test: Velocity magnitude com-





























(b) 𝑡 = 1.0 s
Figure 5.7: Partial-breach dam-break test: Comparison of the location of the





























(d) 𝑡 = 2.0 s
Figure 5.7: (Cont.) Partial-breach dam-break test: Comparison of the location
of the flood wave front against observations [34] at different times.
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dry land downstream at 𝑡 = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} s. It is seen that the simulated
flood wave is initially faster than the actual flood wave in the experiment, but
as the simulation progresses, the simulated wave starts lagging behind the ex-
perimentally observed wave front. Trying different values for the Smagorinsky
coefficient (0.7, 0.75, 0.9, and 1.0), bottom friction (from 0.005 to 0.025), and
wetting-drying tolerance (from 0.001 m to 0.1 m) amounting to over 40 differ-
ent trial simulations still does not result in a simulation that is able to capture
the flood front with an acceptable degree of accuracy.
Lastly, the location of the hydraulic jump at time 𝑡 = 6 s, seen in Fig-
ure 5.6d, is compared against that observed during the experiment, extracted
by digitizing one of the figures given in [34] showing the average measured sur-
face 𝑦-velocity for the time interval 𝑡 ∈ (5, 6) s. The hydraulic jump observed in
the experiment occurs after the non-hydrostatic flood front has passed further
downstream, so that the hydrostatic assumption is likely valid in that region
of the domain. The locations of the hydraulic jump in the full-2D and 2D-3D
coupled simulations compare well with the experiment, as seen in Figure 5.8.
The validation test cases presented in this chapter are, to a significant
extent, just a validation of full-2D and full-3D models and are unable to address
the specific added capabilities of 2D-3D coupled models. The next chapter,
therefore, presents two applications demonstrating the capabilities of coupled















Figure 5.8: Partial-breach dam-break test: Comparison of the location of the
hydraulic jump in the full-2D and 2D-3D coupled models against measure-
ments [34] at time 𝑡 = 6 s.
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Chapter 6
Applications of 2D-3D coupled models
From the verification and validation tests given in the previous chapters,
it is seen that 2D-3D coupled models produce results similar to solely 2D or 3D
models in general. Thus, coupled models inherently satisfy all of the validation
cases of 2D models and some of the tests of 3D models. Some of the validation
tests of the 2D and 3D models used herein are given in [5,6,55,74,89]. How-
ever, as mentioned at the beginning of the previous chapter, it is difficult to
find small-scale experiments that allow validating the added capability of han-
dling baroclinicity as well as wetting-drying using coupled models. Real-world
measurements that would allow such validation in an ocean dynamics setting
may be available, but are time-consuming to set up. Therefore, this chapter
presents ad hoc applications of 2D-3D coupled models for demonstrating their
capabilities and providing valuable insight into what data would be needed to
enable their conclusive validation in the future. Separate 2D and 3D simu-
lations are also run to enable comparison, though they are not a substitute
for rigorous validation against real-world scenarios. Coupled models are used
to simulate flow in an idealized estuary and in Galveston Bay. Both the test
cases involve wetting-drying and baroclinicity with the density of water being
dependent on salinity. The 3D models involved cannot handle wetting-drying
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but can simulate vertical mixing due to baroclinicity, whereas the 2D mod-
els involved can handle wetting-drying but do not have vertical mixing. The
2D-3D coupled models can handle both in relevant regions.
6.1 Idealized estuary application
Consider an idealized estuary, with a river in the east flowing into an
ocean in the west. The 𝑦 axis is aligned with the north, and the domain
shown in Figure 6.1 (not drawn to scale) is symmetric about the 𝑥-𝑧 plane.
The bathymetry is divided into piecewise linear regions shown as triangles and
quadrilaterals in the figure. The domain is 300 km long and 100 km wide. The
bed elevation at the deep ocean boundary on the left (edge 𝐴𝐷 in the figure)
is −200 m. The ocean coastline initially corresponds to 𝑥 = 100 km (edges
𝐵𝐺 and 𝐸𝐼), and a portion of the riverbank corresponds to 𝑦 = ±1.51 km
(edges 𝐺𝑂 and 𝐼𝑄). The bed elevation at the river inflow end along 𝑦 ∈
(−1.49, 1.49) km at 𝑥 = 300 km on the right (edge 𝐿𝑁) is −5 m. The node
coordinates and bathymetry are given in Table 6.1.
The initial conditions are water at rest with a constant water surface
elevation of 0.0 m, and salinity of 35 g/kg in the entire domain. The north and
south boundaries (edges 𝐴𝐶 and 𝐷𝐹 in the figure) and the eastern boundary
except for the river (edge 𝐿𝑁) have no-normal-flow Neumann BCs. A constant
inflow of 29 800 m3/s with a salinity of 1 g/kg is specified as river inflow from
the east. An elevation time-series is specified at the deep ocean, given by,































Figure 6.1: The idealized estuary domain. (Figure not drawn to scale.)
Table 6.1: Node locations and bathymetry of the idealized estuary.
Point1 Location ( km, km, m )
𝐴 ( 0, 50 , −200 )
𝐵 ( 100, 50 , 0 )
𝐶 ( 300, 50 , 400 )
𝐺 ( 100, 1.51, 0 )
𝐻 ( 300, 1.51, 5 )
𝐾 ( 95, 1.49, −10 )
𝐿 ( 300, 1.49, −5 )
𝑂 ( 200, 1.51, 0 )
𝑃 ( 200, 1.49, −10 )
𝑆 ( 200, 50 , 200 )
𝑈 ( 95, 50 , −10 )
𝑊 ( 95, 1.51, −10 )
𝑌 ( 100, 1.49, −10 )
1 Symmetric about 𝑥-𝑧 plane; See
Figure 6.1.
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where the amplitude 𝑎 is 0.5 m and the time period 𝑇 is 1 day.
The results obtained from three models shown in Figure 6.2 are com-
pared. The first model is a full-2D model covering the entire domain. The
second one is a 2D-3D coupled model covering the entire domain, with the
3D submodel given by 𝐴-𝑈 -𝑊 -𝐾-𝑌 -𝑃 -𝑅-𝑍-𝑀 -𝑋-𝑉 -𝐷, and the 2D submodel
covering the remaining region, including all wetting-drying areas. The third
model can be considered equivalent to what would be a 3D-only model given by
𝐴-𝑈 -𝑊 -𝐾-𝑌 -𝑃 -𝐿-𝑁 -𝑅-𝑍-𝑀 -𝑋-𝑉 -𝐷, with no-normal-flow Neumann bound-
ary conditions on all boundaries except the deep ocean and river inflow ones.
However, it is actually another 2D-3D coupled model with the 3D region being
the same as that in the second model, and the 2D region given by 𝑃 -𝐿-𝑁 -𝑅.
The reason for using a 2D-3D coupled model instead of the aforementioned
3D-only model is to save computational cost since the river region has a very
fine mesh, and because the main region of interest in this application is where
the river meets the ocean, close to points 𝐾 and 𝑀 . With this understanding,
the third model is referred to as a 3D-only model for the rest of this section to
distinguish it from the second model which is referred to as the 2D-3D coupled
model. The 3D submodels have a vertical resolution of 3 element layers. A
10-day simulation is run with a time step of 0.5 hours.
Figures 6.3a to 6.3d show the surface and depth-averaged salinity in the
3D and 2D regions, respectively, at time intervals of 2.5 days. Since relatively
freshwater flows into an initially saline domain, it leads to shocks traveling
along the river. The shocks reach the ocean at 𝑡 ≈ 2.5 days as seen in Fig-
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Figure 6.2: Idealized estuary meshes: Full-2D (bottom), 2D-3D coupled (cen-
ter), and 3D-only (top) models. The 3D-only model is a 2D-3D coupled model
without wetting-drying areas, and is a computationally cheaper replacement
for an actual 3D-only model.
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ure 6.3a. After that, they travel along the ±𝑦 directions near the coast till
they reach the no-normal-flow BC on the north and south boundaries, as seen
in the remaining subfigures.
Vertical mixing is seen to occur close to the coast in the 3D submodels,
as shown in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b for two timestamps, 𝑡 = {5, 10} days. The
figures show the movement of salt using balls with trailing lines. The balls
represent the current position of salt, and the trailing lines represent the path
it has traveled over the preceding 9 hours. Vertical mixing close to the mouth
also relates with the 𝑥-velocity varying significantly over the depth, with neg-
ative values at the surface and positive values at the bed in this case. This
is shown in Figure 6.5 for two timestamps, 𝑡 = {5, 10} days. The top and
bottom subfigures respectively show the surface and bed 𝑥-velocities in the 3D
subdomains. The 𝑥-velocity shown in the 2D subdomains is depth-averaged.
The results of the 3D and 2D submodels in the coupled model are comparable
to the respective regions in the 3D-only and full-2D models.
Wetting-drying is seen in the full-2D and 2D-3D models. Figures 6.6a
to 6.6d show the comparison of the water surface elevation at four locations
in the models over time, two of which correspond to the horizontal locations
of points 𝐺 and 𝐾 in Figure 6.1. The top subfigures show the temporal
variation in the full-2D and 2D-3D models at two locations along 𝑥 = 100 km,
where the coastline initially lies; the 3D-only model does not extend to these
two locations. The bottom subfigures show the surface elevation in all three

















(d) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.3: Idealized estuary: Salinity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and
3D-only models.
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(a) 𝑡 = 5.0 days
(b) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.4: Idealized estuary: Movement of salt in the full-2D (bottom), 2D-

















(d) Bed 𝑥-velocity at 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.5: Idealized estuary: 𝑥-velocity at the surface (top) and the bed












𝜂(100 km, 1.51 km, 𝑡)
Full-2D 2D-3D











𝜂(100 km, 25 km, 𝑡)
Full-2D 2D-3D






























(d) Surface elevation at (95, 25) km
Figure 6.6: Idealized estuary: Surface elevation in the models at four different
locations, two close to the wetting-drying coastline (top) and two along the
2D-3D interface (bottom).
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3D interface location in the coupled model. The surface elevation results of
the models compare well with each other.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 respectively show the 𝑥-velocity and salinity along
𝑥 ∈ (80, 100) km at 𝑦 = 0 km. The location is along the centerline of the
model, close to the mouth of the river. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively show
the 𝑦-velocity and salinity along 𝑦 ∈ (−50, 50) km at 𝑥 = 92 km, which is
parallel to the 2D-3D interface location of 𝑥 = 95 km in the coupled model.
The results show surface and depth-averaged values respectively in the 3D and
2D submodels, as may be the case. The coupled model shows results that are
similar yet different compared to the full-2D and 3D-only models, as it should.
The presence of substantially large 2D and 3D subdomains allows the coupled
model to differentiate itself from the full-2D and 3D-only models.
That is not to say that the presented 2D-3D coupled solution is the
best one. For example, engineering sense would suggest that vertical mixing,
in reality, would extend right up to the coastline in this case, which cannot be
seen in the coupled model in Figure 6.4 since that region is a 2D subdomain.
Also, in Figure 6.5, the red and blue regions near the interface corresponding
to positive and negative bed and surface 𝑥-velocities would likely also extend
up to the coastline in a full-3D model with wetting-drying (if one could be
implemented), instead of ending at the 2D-3D interface as seen. A better
coupled model could be used to capture these effects to the maximum extent by
placing the 2D-3D interface as close to the coastline as possible while ensuring

























































(d) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.7: Idealized estuary: 𝑥-velocity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and

















































































(d) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.8: Idealized estuary: Salinity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and





















































(d) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.9: Idealized estuary: 𝑦-velocity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and

















































































(d) 𝑡 = 10.0 days
Figure 6.10: Idealized estuary: Salinity in the full-2D, 2D-3D coupled, and
3D-only models along 𝑦 ∈ [−50, 50] km at 𝑥 = 92 km.
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the simulation.
This test case demonstrates that coupled models can capture wetting
and drying as well as baroclinicity. Given the lack of availability of full-3D
models that can handle wetting-drying, coupled models would give the best
available solution in such scenarios when used properly. The results of the 3D-
only model, which is actually another 2D-3D coupled model here, demonstrate
how a coupled model may be used to selectively replace certain 3D regions with
2D subdomains to reduce computational cost. The next test case presents an
application of coupled models to Galveston Bay.
6.2 Galveston Bay application
An application of coupled models to an ad hoc baroclinic Galveston Bay
test case with wetting-drying is presented in this section. The results of a 2D-
3D coupled model are again compared with an equivalent full-2D model and
a 3D-only model. The bathymetry of Galveston Bay is shown in Figure 6.11,
and the meshes used in this application are shown in Figure 6.12.
The 3D submodels are extruded from a portion of the full-2D mesh
and have a vertical resolution of three element layers throughout the domain.
As was the case in the previous application, the 3D-only model does not have
wetting-drying areas. Moreover, the western branch of the bay has not been
modeled in the 3D-only model, as seen in Figure 6.12. Since it is a significant
area, the 3D-only model is not a good representative of an actual 3D model of
the bay. The 3D Galveston Bay model shown in Figure 2.2 is more appropriate
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Figure 6.11: Galveston Bay bathymetry (left) and 3D view (right). The 3D
view is scaled by a factor of 100 in the 𝑧 direction.
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
Figure 6.12: Galveston Bay meshes: Full-2D (left), 2D-3D coupled (center),
and 3D-only (right) models.
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but has not been used herein.
The initial conditions on the models are shown in Figure 6.13. The wa-
ter is initially at rest, and the water surface is flat at an elevation of 0 m. An
initial salinity distribution is specified in the three models, with the salinity
being constant along the depth in the 3D submodels. The boundary condi-
tions are no-normal-flow everywhere for all models, except at their south-east
deep-ocean boundary where the water surface elevation is specified as (6.1),
with amplitude 𝑎 = 0.5 m and time period 𝑇 = 1 day, same as that in the pre-
vious test case. The salinity at the deep ocean boundary is fixed at 35 g/kg.
Wind and air pressure are not included in this test case. An isotropic eddy
viscosity with a value of 0.01 is used in all the 2D subdomains, whereas the
3D submodels use a Smagorinsky coefficient of 0.2. Manning’s bed friction
coefficient is set to 0.025 throughout the domain. A time step of 0.5 hours is
used for the simulations, allowed to change adaptively. The simulation ending
time is set to 3 days.
Over the three-day duration, water repeatedly enters and leaves the bay
through the inlet, respectively in the first and second halves of each day. The
inlet area between the islands in the middle of the domain is observed to have
significant salinity-related activity. Since the interface passes right through it,
this application is an example of a real-world scenario in which the interface
must be placed in a baroclinic region due to lack of other alternatives.
Figures 6.14a to 6.14f plot the water surface elevation results at half-
day intervals. The surface elevation in the 2D-3D coupled model agrees well
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(a) Water surface elevation at 𝑡 = 0.0 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(b) Velocity magnitude at 𝑡 = 0.0 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(c) Salinity at 𝑡 = 0.0 days
Figure 6.13: Galveston Bay: Initial conditions (constant along the 𝑧 direction
in 3D submodels).
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with the full-2D model, including the wetting-drying pattern. In the 3D-only
model, the surface elevation in the bay appears to have been overestimated
compared to that seen in the full-2D and coupled models. This is because
the western area of the bay has not been modeled in the 3D-only model,
so the water piles up inside the bay instead of allowing some of it to enter
the western bay. Moreover, the 3D-only model has no-normal-flow boundary
conditions everywhere except for the deep ocean, so the water level inside the
bay builds up, whereas in the full-2D and 2D-3D models, the water is allowed
to move onto dry land, preventing the build-up to some extent. In order to
get better water surface elevation results with the 3D-only model, the domain
boundary must be moved closer to the coastline and the western bay must be
modeled.
Figures 6.15a to 6.15f plot the velocity magnitude results at half-day
intervals. The 3D submodels show the surface velocity, whereas the 2D sub-
models show the depth-averaged velocity. The surface velocities shown in the
coupled and 3D-only models at the inlet are more than double the depth-
averaged velocity computed in the full-2D model. If the depth-averaged veloc-
ities are calculated from the 3D velocities in the coupled and 3D-only models
(not shown for brevity), it is seen that the full-2D model underestimates even
the depth-averaged velocity at the inlet. The surface velocity results at the
inlet in the coupled and 3D-only models agree well with each other, although
the velocity jets that come out from the inlet are seen to have slightly different
orientations and extent in all the three models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(a) 𝑡 = 0.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(b) 𝑡 = 1.0 day
Figure 6.14: Galveston Bay: Comparison of surface elevation in the full-2D
(left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(c) 𝑡 = 1.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(d) 𝑡 = 2.0 days
Figure 6.14: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of surface elevation in the
full-2D (left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(e) 𝑡 = 2.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(f) 𝑡 = 3.0 days
Figure 6.14: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of surface elevation in the
full-2D (left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(a) 𝑡 = 0.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(b) 𝑡 = 1.0 day
Figure 6.15: Galveston Bay: Comparison of velocity in the full-2D (left), 2D-
3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(c) 𝑡 = 1.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(d) 𝑡 = 2.0 days
Figure 6.15: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of velocity in the full-2D
(left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(e) 𝑡 = 2.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(f) 𝑡 = 3.0 days
Figure 6.15: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of velocity in the full-2D
(left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Two eddies are generated in all the models on the sides of the inlet at the
deep-ocean end whenever water leaves the bay. This is seen in Figures 6.15b,
6.15d and 6.15f upon closer inspection. Similar eddies were also reported
in [51] for an idealized coastal inlet scenario.
Lastly, Figures 6.16a to 6.16f show the salinity results at half-day in-
tervals. The 3D submodels show surface salinity, whereas the 2D submodels
show depth-averaged salinity. Qualitatively, the results in the three models are
seen to agree reasonably well. The eddies on the deep-ocean side of the inlet
mentioned above are more visible in the salinity results. On post-processing
the results to observe the salinity behavior close to the inlet — similar to the
way Figures 6.4a and 6.4b were generated in the previous test case — vertical
mixing is also seen in the 3D submodels, although the mixing patterns are
complex and are not shown herein for brevity.
Through numerous test cases in this and the previous chapters, 2D-3D
strongly coupled models are observed to be conservative, stable, accurate, and
convergent, in line with the theory. They are seen to be capable of simu-
lating complex phenomena in scenarios where full-2D and full-3D models are
inadequate, but where the shallow water equations are still applicable. They
also enable computationally cheaper 3D models in certain scenarios when used
sensibly. The next chapter continues to demonstrate the benefits of coupling
models in a different context by presenting the results of weakly coupled at-
mospheric, hydrodynamic, and hydrologic models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(a) 𝑡 = 0.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(b) 𝑡 = 1.0 day
Figure 6.16: Galveston Bay: Comparison of salinity in the full-2D (left), 2D-
3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(c) 𝑡 = 1.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(d) 𝑡 = 2.0 days
Figure 6.16: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of salinity in the full-2D
(left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(e) 𝑡 = 2.5 days
Full-2D model 2D-3D model 3D-only model
(f) 𝑡 = 3.0 days
Figure 6.16: (Cont.) Galveston Bay: Comparison of salinity in the full-2D
(left), 2D-3D coupled (center), and 3D-only (right) models.
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Chapter 7
Weakly coupled atmospheric, hydrodynamic,
and hydrologic models
The majority of attempts at simulating compound flooding events re-
sulting from combined impacts of coastal and pluvial floods such as those
during Hurricane Harvey of 2017 [99] often leave out the effects of one of
them [61]. Both aspects contribute significantly in exacerbating the impacts of
such extreme events and cannot be ignored. Commonly used general-purpose
commercial finite element or other computational software are rarely suitable
for handling such extreme events, whereas specialized computational software
that do handle them are often designed with specific physics in mind. Addition
of new physics in such software is seldom easy. If, instead of pursuing that diffi-
cult option, the capabilities of multiple software designed to do their respective
jobs are leveraged, it may save significant effort in development, verification,
validation and testing. Shallow water models such as AdH or ADCIRC and
overland flow models such as GSSHA or HEC-RAS can be weakly coupled to
each other and driven by one way coupling from atmospheric models such as
NAM or GFS to simulate compound flooding events. This chapter presents
preliminary work in coupling AdH, GSSHA, and NAM.
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7.1 Python interface
While coupling multiple software, accommodations must be made for
the possibility that they may have been written using different programming
languages, or that the source codes may not be available or modifiable. A
framework that minimizes changes to existing software and instead adds a
separate layer of functions to access the software functionality must be built in
such scenarios. To that end, a programming language compatible with multiple
languages is important. The Python programming language is currently one
of the fastest growing in the world by several metrics [1, 67, 88]. Using an
application programming interface (API) or an application binary interface
(ABI), Python can be coupled to various other programming languages such
as Fortran, C, and C++, which most existing high-performance computing
codes use. Although Python is significantly slower in terms of performance, it
is much faster to set up a coupling software in Python than it is using any of C,
C++ or Fortran. Particularly since it is expected that minimal computation
time will be spent in Python and maximal in the software being coupled, a
small hit on the performance is acceptable compared to the significant amount
of development time that would otherwise be needed.
Having a Python interface for software can be especially advantageous
for users at any level of skill in the software being coupled and/or Python,
given the growing community of Python users and a rich set of freely available
libraries that are hassle-free to download and install. The interface of a (non-
Python) software is meant to allow users to run it through Python, giving
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them access to and control over its data structures and functions. Following
are some of the possible uses of a Python interface from the perspectives of
software developers and users.
∙ Software developers:
– Unit/integration testing of the software can be automated.
– Creating proof of concepts for addition of new functionalities to the
software is possible using a Python interface.
– Coupling to other software (whose source code may be available for
use but not for extensive changes) becomes easier with a Python
interface in place, as has been done in the work presented in this
chapter.
∙ Software users:
– Creating a pipeline for post-processing results after a simulation is
run becomes possible with a Python interface, as the simulation
results can be stored in Python memory for the user to manipu-
late after the simulation runs. This can be used to automate plot
generation, for example.
– A Python interface would also help in adding new I/O options, such
as reading in different mesh formats or writing output in different
formats. The eXtensible Data Model and Format (XDMF) and
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Visualization Toolkit (VTK) formats, for example, have Python
interfaces of their own, which can be taken advantage of for I/O.
– A Python interface can allow users to extend the capabilities of
software beyond those that are currently supported. For exam-
ple, a significant part of the convergence analysis of the slosh test
case presented in section 4.1 was done using the newly added AdH
Python interface, which was not something the AdH source code
had been designed for.
In the present work, ctypes [71, 92], which is part of the standard Python
library, was used to create Python interfaces for AdH and GSSHA. Python
can access most data structures and functions of AdH and GSSHA through
ctypes on compiling them as shared libraries. After building the respective
Python interfaces, a new coupling code was created. The code simply imports
the AdH and GSSHA python interfaces, calls their functions from Python,
allowing them to run, and performs in-memory modifications of the model
boundary conditions without using any sort of file input/output for exchang-
ing information. Unfortunately, the work gone into the Python interfaces and
the coupling code is more of software engineering than it is research, which is
why the numerous options for, and the process of building Python interfaces
are not discussed herein. Only the weak coupling between the atmospheric,
hydrodynamic, and hydrologic models — NAM, AdH, and GSSHA — is pre-
sented next.
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7.2 The atmospheric model – NAM
Before beginning the coupling between AdH and GSSHA, a source of
precipitation and wind datasets must first be chosen in order to drive the
models. Keeping in mind that short turn-around times of results are required
for actionable decision support during extreme events, typically within a 24-
hour time window, the North American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) [63]
is chosen in this work for obtaining meteorological forcing. NAM is a major
atmospheric model run by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP). It is based on [45, 73], and solves the primitive equations for the
atmosphere. It includes non-hydrostatic effects and temperature transport. It
produces analysis and forecast results over multiple grids at various horizontal
resolutions. NAM models are run 4 times daily at 00, 06, 12, and 18 hours
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). NAM creates forecasts for the following
domains in each execution of the production run:
∙ Full North American 12 km parent domain to 84 hours, and
∙ Four fixed nested domains run to 60 hours at 3 km resolution, which are
all one-way nested inside the parent 12 km domain:
– Contiguous United States (CONUS),
– Alaska,
– Hawaii,
– Puerto Rico, and
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– One very high-resolution nest run to 36 hours at 1.5 km horizontal
resolution that is placed at different locations each cycle.
In general, atmospheric models are run on supercomputers, and ob-
taining source code access is not easy. Since NAM forecasts to 84 hours are
available every 6 hours [63], and since only one-way coupling from NAM to the
hydrodynamic and hydrologic models is needed, the output files of NAM are
used to obtain forcing data. Additionally, NAM analysis files going back more
than a decade are also available at time intervals of 1, 2, 3, and 6 hours [63].
The gridded binary (GRIB2) [25] output files of the 12 km resolution CONUS
grid [62] shown in Figure 7.1 are used herein. Daily availability of NAM fore-
Figure 7.1: NAM 12 km CONUS domain (solid line) [62].
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casts is one of the reasons of choosing NAM as the atmospheric model herein.
The second reason for that is the availability of external libraries to inter-
pret the output files, such as the wgrib2 library [33] used in this work. The
sustained wind velocity 10 m above the surface, and the accumulated precipita-
tion datasets from the GRIB2 output files of NAM are used as forcing in AdH
shallow water and GSSHA diffusive wave models, respectively. The output
datasets over the NAM grid are interpolated onto AdH and GSSHA domains
using nearest-neighbor interpolation in space and linear interpolation in time.
7.3 Coupling hydrodynamic and hydrologic models
Weak coupling is generally software-dependent, and existing boundary
condition options must be worked with unless the source codes are available
and allowed to be significantly modified. It is also important to understand
the limitations of the software being coupled and the scenarios in which they
are applicable. As mentioned in section 1.2, AdH solves the 2D shallow wa-
ter equations and supports velocity/elevation Dirichlet/Neumann boundary
conditions. The equations are applicable for flow in the ocean and even water-
sheds. However, when used for overland flow routing in watersheds, shallow
water models are computationally expensive to solve since an extremely fine
mesh and small time step must be used. Neglecting the inertial accelera-
tion terms in the depth-averaged horizontal momentum equations (2.7) and
(2.8), instead, leads to the diffusive wave equations. These equations are only




GSSHA [31, 32] solves the diffusive wave equations, wherein the well-known
empirical Manning’s formula is used to relate the depth and discharge in the
equations with each other. It uses the finite volume method with explicit time
stepping to solve these equations. It also has options for coupling the overland
flow model with groundwater/infiltration, which has not been used herein.
The 2D watershed models in GSSHA support specification of depth on the
boundary of the domain to allow them to get flooded laterally. In case of cou-
pled 2D/1D diffusive wave simulations, the watershed empties from a single
1D stream outlet cell, which accepts either a hydraulic slope or a depth time
series specified as a boundary condition. For the preliminary work presented
herein, AdH and GSSHA domains are assumed to be non-overlapping except
for a shared boundary called the AdH-GSSHA interface. The 1D stream outlet
cell of a GSSHA watershed is weakly coupled to a connected boundary of an
AdH 2D shallow water model. Coupling using the first type of GSSHA bound-
ary condition, for which the water depth on the GSSHA 2D domain boundary
must be specified, is planned for future work. There are three main topics
that need to be considered when coupling AdH and GSSHA: type of weak
coupling and order of runs, time-stepping, and type of boundary conditions
being exchanged.
7.3.1 Types of weak coupling and order of runs
The current implementation of coupling is simple in terms of theory.
As mentioned in section 1.2, Gauss-Seidel and Gauss-Jacobi type iterations
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are two broad ways of weakly coupling models [97]. Gauss-Seidel iterations
are used in this case, although implementing Gauss-Jacobi iterations with
the current work in place is not too difficult. Using Gauss-Seidel style weak
coupling also means that the models are solved in a specific order every time
step. In the current case, since there are just two models involved, the model
that is being solved first is called the driving model and the model that is solved
second is referred to as the driven model. The driving model is so named since
it initiates the exchange of boundary conditions first. Modification of BCs
can be one-way, in which case only the driving model always modifies the
BCs of the driven model, or two-way, so that both driving and driven model
modify the BCs of each other. The driving model typically runs ahead in
time compared to the driven model, so the solution of the current time step
of the driving model always decides the BCs of the current time step of the
driven model. In case of one-way coupling, it is possible to essentially run the
driving model to completion first, apply boundary conditions on the driven
model next, and then run it to completion. In case of bi-directional exchange
of information, however, both models must be run in lock-step fashion. If at
least one Gauss-Seidel iteration is used in weak two-way coupling, then the
driven model also affects the BCs of the driving model for the current time
step, and the driving model must be solved again. However, at the end of the
Gauss-Seidel iterations, the final solution of the driven model always decides
the BCs of the driving model for the next time step. In the case of zero Gauss-
Seidel iterations as is used herein, resetting or backtracking the solutions of
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the models within the current time step is not required. This is of particular
importance when legacy codes are involved, which may or may not allow easily
resetting the solution. In summary, the case of weak two-way coupling with
zero Gauss-Seidel iterations used herein corresponds to the following steps
being undertaken every time step in the given order.
1. The driving model is solved first, which may be multiple times if the
time step sizes of the coupled models are different.
2. The current solution of the driving model is used to determine and apply
BCs on the driven model for the current coupling interval.
3. The current time interval of the driven model is solved next, which may
also be multiple times if the time step sizes of the coupled models differ.
4. The current time interval solution of the driven model is used to deter-
mine and modify the BCs of the driving model for the next coupling
interval.
5. The time step is incremented and the entire process is repeated.
Thus, in the current implementation of two-way coupling, the driven model
also drives the driving model but with the BC application lagged by a time
interval. Based on that, Table 7.1 summarizes the terminology for the four
types of coupling implemented, viz., gda, adg, gdadg, and adgda. The
types of coupling are one-way or two-way, with the driving model being AdH
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Table 7.1: Implemented types/modes of AdH-GSSHA coupling.
Coupling Coupling Meaning
Name Type
gda One-way GSSHA driving AdH
adg One-way AdH driving GSSHA
gdadg Two-way GSSHA driving AdH driving GSSHA
adgda Two-way AdH driving GSSHA driving AdH
Table 7.2: BC influence in different types of coupling.
Coupling Coupling BC Influence BC Influence from
Name Type AdH to GSSHA GSSHA to AdH
gda One-way None Current to current
adg One-way Current to current None
gdadg Two-way Current to next Current to current
adgda Two-way Current to current Current to next
or GSSHA. For example, gdadg mode is two-way coupling with GSSHA being
the driving model and AdH being the driven model. It is expected that the
results of adgda and gdadg coupling would be similar except for a time-lag.
Table 7.2 states how the solutions of one model influence the BCs of the other
with respect to coupled time intervals. For example, ‘current to current’ BC
influence from AdH to GSSHA in adg coupling means that the AdH solution
of the current interval defines GSSHA BCs for solving its current interval.
7.3.2 Time-stepping procedure
The models are allowed to start or end at different times and are allowed
to use different time step sizes. This allows subcycling, which means that one
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or both the models may be solved for multiple time steps before information
is exchanged between them. The models are run in lockstep fashion even in
one-way coupling so that the current times of both the models remain as close
to each other as possible while marching forward in time. The strategy for
developing the time-stepping algorithm is based on Table 7.2. Let A be the
driving model and B be the driven model. Let ∆𝑡A and ∆𝑡B be the time
step sizes of A and B. Let 𝑡0A and 𝑡0B be the starting times, and 𝑡𝑒A and 𝑡𝑒B be
the ending times of the whole simulation. Let 𝑡0𝑖A and 𝑡0𝑖B be the intermediate
starting times, and 𝑡𝑒𝑖A and 𝑡𝑒𝑖B be intermediate ending times of a coupling
interval, which must be calculated so that A and B run for the intervals
(𝑡0𝑖A , 𝑡
𝑒𝑖
A) and (𝑡0𝑖B , 𝑡𝑒𝑖B), respectively, at a time. The following conditions need to
be satisfied while time-stepping.
∙ Model A stays ahead of model B, i.e., 𝑡0𝑖A ≥ 𝑡0𝑖B for all timestamps 𝑖,
possibly except for the starting times, 𝑡0A and 𝑡0B. If 𝑡0B + ∆𝑡B ≤ 𝑡0A, then
B runs first with whatever BCs it has been supplied with, until it is one
time-step behind A, so that 𝑡B + ∆𝑡B > 𝑡0A ≥ 𝑡B. Although B runs first
in this case, it is still the driven model since it stays behind A.
∙ At the beginning of any coupling interval being solved for, model A must
take at least one time step forward, so that 𝑡𝑒𝑖A ≥ 𝑡0𝑖A + ∆𝑡A.
∙ In order to maintain lockstep time-stepping, 𝑡𝑒𝑖A and 𝑡𝑒𝑖B must be calculated
so that 𝑡𝑒𝑖B + ∆𝑡B > 𝑡𝑒𝑖A ≥ 𝑡𝑒𝑖B . This works irrespective of which model has
a larger time step or an earlier starting time.
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∙ If the ending time of one of the models, 𝑡𝑒A or 𝑡𝑒B, is reached, the choice
implemented herein is to set the BC of the remaining model to a constant
value for the remainder of the simulation. A no-normal-flow Neumann
BC is used in AdH, whereas in case of the GSSHA water depth BC, the
depth is set to its last encountered value at the interface.
Note that the mathematically rigorous way would likely be to force starting
and ending times of both the models to be the same. The above way of dealing
with starting and ending times is non-rigorous and debatable. All examples
presented later have the same starting and ending times but have different
AdH and GSSHA time step sizes. These conditions are used to design the
while loop that calls the AdH and GSSHA functions for running the models
and the Python functions for calculating and applying BCs.
7.3.3 Modification of boundary conditions
AdH currently allows time series of either water surface elevation or
velocity/flow to be applied as a BC on any portion of its model boundary.
GSSHA allows only a depth time series to be specified on the watershed outlet
cell as a Dirichlet boundary condition. Therefore, the straightforward way to
couple AdH and GSSHA is for the AdH model boundary to always supply
the GSSHA model outlet cell with depths, and for the GSSHA outlet cell to
always supply AdH with inflow/outflow. In one-way adg coupling, the BC
on the AdH side of the coupling interface must be specified by the user and
that on the GSSHA side is calculated from the AdH solution. In one-way
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gda coupling, the BC on the GSSHA side is user-specified and that on the
AdH model is calculated from the GSSHA solution. In two-way gdadg and
adgda coupling, the boundary conditions on both AdH and GSSHA domains
are calculated and cannot be user-specified.
An important consideration for deciding how to translate BCs between
the models is that the GSSHA model 1D stream outlet cell and the AdH
2D model coupled boundary cross-sections may not necessarily match. For
example, a GSSHA watershed stream may directly be emptying into an ocean
modeled in AdH, with different cross-sections on either side of the AdH-GSSHA
interface. It is also possible that the models do not even have the same depth
at the coupling interface. Therefore, the water surface elevations across the
interface are assumed to be continuous at the initial time 𝑡 = 0, even though
the depths may not be so. The change in the water depth in the AdH model
over a coupled time interval is added to the water depth of the outlet cell in
GSSHA for use as a boundary condition. Whether that change in depth should
be calculated as the maximum, minimum, or average change, or if some other
aggregation method should be used over the coupled AdH boundary portion









where 𝜕Ωcpl is the coupled boundary portion on the AdH side, is kept track
of and used to change the GSSHA outlet cell depth BC. On the other hand,
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Table 7.3: Continuity of water surface elevation and conservation of mass in
AdH-GSSHA coupling.
Coupling Continuity of Water Conservation
Name Surface Elevation of mass
gda Ignored/not possible Satisfied at all times1
adg Satisfied at all times1 Ignored/not possible
gdadg Satisfied in a time-lagged way Satisfied at all times1
adgda Satisfied at all times1 Satisfied in a time-lagged way
1 ‘All times’ here means over each coupled time interval.
to ensure mass conservation, the total outflow from the GSSHA model over
a coupled time interval is kept track of and is used to modify the interface
BC of AdH for the current or next time interval depending on the coupling
type. Lastly, since GSSHA and AdH can run at different time steps, the BCs
are interpolated linearly in time where required. Thus, in order to calculate
the actual values of the BCs that are applied on and exchanged between the
models, two key aspects of the solutions have been considered: continuity of the
water surface elevation and conservation of mass. Table 7.3 mentions which of
continuity and conservation are maintained in the different types of coupling.
Strictly speaking, ‘time-lagged’ continuity or conservation across the coupling
interface mentioned in the table is actually a small discontinuity. It is a result
of truncation errors arising from avoiding multiple Gauss-Seidel iterations.
Even if multiple iterations were to be used, either the mass flux or the water
surface elevation is bound to be discontinuous, although it is expected that
the discontinuity would be much smaller on using multiple iterations.
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7.4 Verification
Three verification test cases are presented in this section. The first
test case checks continuity of water surface elevation and conservation of mass
across the AdH-GSSHA coupling interface, and confirms the information given
in Table 7.3. The flood in this test case also happens to effectively act as a
compound flooding event. The second coupling test case gives an example of
stability problems that may arise in some cases. The third test case involves
an AdH model using a relatively large time step and having a wetting-drying
region close to the coupling interface. Test cases involving large GSSHA time
step sizes are not presented herein because even GSSHA-only 2D/1D overland
flow simulations using large time steps were found to be unstable, likely be-
cause GSSHA currently has only explicit time stepping options. It is noted
that more rigorous testing particularly for analyzing stability is needed, which
is left for future work.
7.4.1 Continuity, conservation, and compound flooding
An easy way to confirm that mass is being conserved is to let outflow
from any GSSHA watershed fill up a coupled AdH model that has no-normal-
flow boundary conditions on its entire boundary except for the portion cou-
pled to GSSHA. To that end, a simple 2D rectangular AdH domain is coupled
to a watershed taken from the GSSHA tutorial and test suite, available on-
line for download [54], shown in Figure 7.2. The AdH domain is given by
Ω = (0, 600) m × (0, 48) m and has a flat bed. The initial conditions on the
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(a) GSSHA 2D/1D diffusive wave model
(b) AdH 2D shallow water model
Figure 7.2: GSSHA and AdH coupled domains (shown at different scales).
The western/left edge of the AdH domain is coupled to the 1D stream outlet
cell of the GSSHA watershed in the south-west.
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domain are water at rest with a uniform initial depth of 20 m. Four levels
of mesh adaption are allowed. Manning’s bottom friction coefficient is set to
0.002 and the Smagorinsky coefficient is set to 0.25. There is no wind or at-
mospheric pressure in the AdH model. Its entire boundary has no-normal flow
BCs, except for its western edge at 𝑥 = 0 m, which is coupled to the GSSHA
watershed outlet cell. The watershed has an area of 22.39 km2 and is initially
dry. The initial condition on the GSSHA 1D channels is water at rest, with
a flat water surface such that the depth at the outlet cell is 2 m. Most of the
channel regions are initially dry. Manning’s bed friction coefficient is set to
0.03 in the watershed. All four types of coupling given in Table 7.1 are tested.
In gda coupling, the BC on the GSSHA outlet cell is a constant depth of
2.0 m and the depth on the AdH side is ignored. In adg coupling, the BC on
the coupled AdH edge is no-normal-flow, with the outflow from GSSHA being
ignored. In the two-way gdadg and adgda coupling modes, both the models
calculate the BCs to be applied on each other at the interface.
A uniform rainfall of 40 mm/hour is applied for a duration of 2 hours
over the domain. The simulations are run for a duration of 5 hours. The
time steps of GSSHA and AdH are set to 0.25 s and 100 s, respectively. As
mentioned in section 7.3.3, although the interface depths of 20.0 m at the AdH
boundary and 2.0 m at the GSSHA watershed outlet are different, the water
surface elevations are treated as continuous at the starting time 𝑡 = 0. The
initial water surface elevation 𝜂 at the interface is treated as 𝜂 = 0.
Two sets of coupled simulations are run, and the information given in
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Table 7.3 is tested. The first set of simulations excludes overbank flow physics
in GSSHA, and the second one includes it. When overbank flow physics in
GSSHA is turned on, it allows the water accumulating in the 1D streams to
spill back onto the 2D overland cells when the streams get flooded beyond a
specified limit on the depth. Incorporating this effect is generally important
for compound flooding events, which is why these results have been included.
The depth limit for the stream cells to be considered as flooded is different for
different streams in the watershed. It is 8.0 m close to the watershed outlet. For
this test case, it is found that in two-way coupled simulations with overbank
physics excluded, the water depth in the GSSHA outlet cell exceeds this value
by about 6 m, so the set of simulations including overbank flow physics is
important.
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the results of simulations excluding and includ-
ing overbank flow physics, respectively. The top subfigures show the variation
of the water surface elevation in GSSHA (solid lines) and AdH (dashed lines)
at the AdH-GSSHA coupling interface for gda, adg, gdadg, and adgda
runs. Likewise, the bottom subfigures show the cumulative volume of water
that flows out of GSSHA as calculated by GSSHA, and the same that flows
into AdH as calculated by AdH, for the four coupling types. In the graphs,
the water surface elevation is continuous, and mass is conserved across the
AdH-GSSHA interface in a given type of coupling if and only if the dashed
line with the corresponding marker is (nearly) coincident with the solid line



































































(b) Checking conservation of mass in AdH-GSSHA coupling
Figure 7.3: Verification of continuity of water surface elevation and conserva-



































































(b) Checking conservation of mass in AdH-GSSHA coupling
Figure 7.4: Verification of continuity of water surface elevation and conserva-
tion of mass for simulations including overbank flow physics in GSSHA.
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From Figures 7.3a and 7.4a, it is observed that the water surface eleva-
tion is discontinuous in gda coupling, and continuous in a time-lagged manner
in gdadg coupling. It is continuous for adg and adgda coupling. On the
other hand, from Figures 7.3b and 7.4b, it is seen that mass is not conserved
in adg coupling, and is conserved in a time-lagged sense in adgda coupling.
Mass is conserved in case of gda and gdadg coupling. Thus, the information
given in Table 7.3 is successfully verified using this test case.
The results of the simulations also indicate how a compound flooding
event would be captured using two-way coupled simulations. It is observed
from Figures 7.3b and 7.4b that the cumulative volume of water that flows
out of the GSSHA watershed is significantly lower in the two-way coupled
simulations than in the one-way runs. This is because in two-way coupling,
the rise in the water surface elevation in the AdH domain causes backwater
effects in the GSSHA domain. This results in water piling up in the watershed
instead of flowing out freely, effectively becoming a compound flooding event.
The compound flooding behavior in two-way coupling is further confirmed
from Figures 7.5a and 7.5b, which show the water depths over the watershed
at 𝑡 = {2.5, 5.0} hours in gdadg coupling. The results of simulations including
and excluding overbank flow physics are both shown in the figures. The water
is seen to remain collected in the watershed behind the outlet cell during the
second half of the simulation, even after the rainfall stops at 𝑡 = 2 hours. In
the one-way coupled simulations (not shown in the figures), the watershed is











(b) 𝑡 = 5.0 hours
Figure 7.5: Compound flooding effect in gdadg coupling: Comparison of 2D
overland and 1D stream depths in simulations including (top) and excluding
(bottom) overbank flow physics, at two different times.
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On comparing simulations excluding overbank flow physics with those
including it, significant differences are observed. As seen in the figures, in
two-way coupled simulations excluding overbank flow, the water depth at the
GSSHA outlet cell rises to 14 m. However, in simulations with overbank flow
included, the depth at the outlet cell rises to and stays around its overbank
flooding limit of 8 m. Moreover, as seen in Figure 7.5, the 2D overland cells
close to the outlet get flooded to a depth of over 4 m, which is not seen in
simulations excluding overbank flow physics. It is also noted that the cumu-
lative volume of water that flows out of GSSHA is lower for the simulation
including overbank flow physics. This indicates that more water remains piled
up in the watershed in that case, indicating that the flooding is worse in that
simulation. The final observation is that some oscillations are seen in two-way
coupled simulations when overbank effects are included, evident from Fig-
ure 7.4. The GSSHA manual [32] states that including overbank flow physics
can induce instabilities in the watershed models. Oscillations may also occur
due to other reasons, however, as seen in the next verification test case.
7.4.2 Test case with stability problems
A test case in which oscillations are seen even when overbank flow
physics is not in effect is presented in this section. The same GSSHA model
from the previous section with overbank flow physics turned on is used. A
different AdH model is utilized, given by Ω = (−12, 12) m × (0, 12) m, with a
flat bed and an initial depth of 2 m. The western boundary of the AdH model
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at 𝑥 = −12 m is coupled to the GSSHA watershed outlet cell. The eastern
boundary at 𝑥 = 12 m has a constant water depth of 2 m specified as a BC. The
north and south boundaries at 𝑦 = {0, 12}m have a no-normal-flow boundary
condition. Manning’s friction coefficient in the AdH domain is set to 0.002,
and the Smagorinsky coefficient is set to 0.25. Four levels of mesh adaption
are allowed. The time steps in GSSHA and AdH are respectively set to 0.5 s
and 30 s. The four types of coupled simulations are run for 5 hours again.
Figures 7.6a and 7.6b respectively plot the temporal variation of depth
and 𝑥-velocity in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface. One-way adg and gda
coupled modes are seen to be vastly different as expected, since nothing hap-
pens in the AdH model in adg coupling due to lack of any feedback to and
forcing on it. Both the two-way coupled models are seen to exhibit oscillatory
behavior. Even though overbank flow physics is turned on in the results shown
in the figures, the oscillations seen in them are not due to that. This is because
turning off the overbank flow effects does not remove the oscillations. More-
over, they are seen even at the beginning of the simulations when the depths in
the channels are much smaller than their flooding limits. Using a larger time
step of 300 s in AdH instead of 30 s used here removes the oscillations, although
the results are not shown here for brevity. In two-way coupling, it is seen that
when the outflow rate from GSSHA is relatively stable, small changes in the
outflow can cause immediate changes in the AdH depth, which can in turn
lead to increasingly larger feedback to both the models, resulting in oscilla-








































(b) 𝑥-velocity in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface
Figure 7.6: Depth and 𝑥-velocity in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface in all
four types of coupling, for a relatively small AdH time step size of 30 s.
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to get changed significantly in some direction in fewer (but larger) time steps,
essentially skipping the oscillations. Another possible reason in case of the sec-
ond set of oscillations during the peak outflow in this test case could be that





9.81 × 3.0 = 0.83. It even crosses the 1.0 threshold dur-
ing the oscillations, causing hydraulic jumps to momentarily appear in AdH,
characterized by short periods of decreased depth and increased velocity in the
figures. The oscillations stabilize when the GSSHA outflow drops significantly
and flow returns to being subcritical. As mentioned in section 7.3, it is impor-
tant to note that the diffusive wave equations are valid only for Fr ≪ 1, which
is violated in this test case. Given the high velocities, it is seen that using a
large value of 1.0 for the Smagorinsky coefficient also removes the oscillations.
Since there are multiple scenarios in which the oscillations are seen to go away,
the reason for the instability in this test case is currently unknown. More tests
are needed to understand the stability aspects of shallow water and diffusive
wave coupling.
Next, the outflow hydrograph of GSSHA in Figure 7.7a is compared to
the inflow hydrograph of AdH shown in Figure 7.7b to confirm mass conser-
vation. The AdH inflow hydrograph shown is only approximate, obtained by
multiplying the coupled boundary width of 12 m with the depth and velocity
shown in Figure 7.6. The depth and velocity vary along the coupled bound-
ary, so the approximate AdH inflow hydrograph does not exactly match the









































(b) AdH inflow hydrograph calculated approximately from Figure 7.6
Figure 7.7: Hydrographs at the AdH-GSSHA interface in all four types of
coupling for a relatively small AdH time step size of 30 s.
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conservation information given in Table 7.3. Note that unlike in the previous
verification test case, this simulation does not show compound flooding effects
because the water depth at the interface does not rise significantly, as seen in
Figure 7.6a. Another indicator is that the results of two-way coupled models
are unchanged as compared to those of the gda simulation, except for the
oscillations.
7.4.3 Test case with wetting-drying in the shallow water model
In this test case, the same GSSHA model from the previous section is
used, but a different AdH model that has wetting-drying is utilized. The AdH
domain is a channel given by Ω = (0, 40) m× (−8, 8) m, and has a trapezoidal
cross-section. The flat bed portion of the cross-section is 𝑦 ∈ (−4, 4) m, and
the sides have a slope of ∆y : ∆z = 1 : 2. The initial conditions are water at
rest, with a flat water surface such that the depth is 2 m along the centerline,
𝑦 = 0 m. Part of the western boundary, 𝑦 ∈ (−4, 4) m at 𝑥 = 0 m, is coupled
to the GSSHA watershed outlet cell. The boundary condition on the eastern
boundary at 𝑥 = 40 m is fixed water surface elevation such that the depth at
the centerline is 2 m, same as the initial condition. Manning’s bottom friction
coefficient is set to 0.03, up to 4 levels of mesh adaption are allowed, the
Smagorinsky coefficient is set to 1.00, and the wetting-drying tolerance in AdH
is set to 0.1 m. There is no wind or atmospheric pressure in the AdH model.
The time steps in AdH and GSSHA are set to 300 s and 0.5 s, respectively, and
the coupled simulations are run for 5 hours.
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Figures 7.8a and 7.8b show the depth and 𝑥-velocity in the AdH model
in the middle of the AdH-GSSHA interface, whereas Figures 7.9a and 7.9b
show the GSSHA outflow and approximate AdH inflow hydrographs. The
mass conservation behavior given in Table 7.3 is confirmed yet again since the
outflow and inflow hydrographs match well. The flow turns supercritical in




9.81 × 3.25 =
1.06. The Froude number is even higher for the wetting-drying elements which
have a lower depth. This is the likely reason why reducing the Smagorinsky
coefficient causes AdH to become unstable in this case without oscillations
at the AdH-GSSHA interface. The key focus in this test case, however, is
that wetting-drying close to the AdH-GSSHA interface (and not at it) works
without problems related to coupling at least. Another important thing to
note is that although the outflow hydrographs remain unchanged between the
previous and current test cases, as observed by comparing Figures 7.7 and 7.9,
the results of the depth and 𝑥-velocity shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.8 are seen to
be significantly different. It shows, as expected, that the cross-section modeled
in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface may significantly change the results in
the coupled models, at least at the AdH-GSSHA interface. It remains to be
seen if the results are also different far away from the AdH-GSSHA interface,
or if the effects diminish away from it.
This concludes the verification of the weakly coupled shallow water and
diffusive wave models used herein. The next section presents an application of








































(b) 𝑥-velocity in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface
Figure 7.8: Depth and 𝑥-velocity in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface in all









































(b) Approximate inflow hydrograph obtained from AdH solution
Figure 7.9: Hydrographs at the AdH-GSSHA interface in all four types of
coupling for a relatively large AdH time step size of 300 s.
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to ensure that the data from NAM output files were being read into AdH and
GSSHA correctly; these tests are not presented herein since one-way coupling
from atmospheric models is already common, and no new information is gained
in verifying NAM-AdH and NAM-GSSHA coupling.
7.5 Application: Flooding due to Hurricane Harvey
Hurricane Harvey caused record amounts of precipitation and flooding
from 25th to 30th of August 2017, in south-east Texas, United States. Harvey
dropped between 26 to 47 inches of rainfall across Harris County over a period
of 4 days [53]. In particular, in the Brays Bayou watershed located in south-
west Harris County, the rainfall at different locations during that time was
between 29 to 35 inches [53]. Figure 7.10 shows the various watersheds located
within Harris County. Figure 7.11 shows the Brays Bayou watershed, including
its various streams and waterways. The watershed is important because it
is located close to downtown Houston. It covers an area of approximately
329 km2. Brays Bayou flows eastward to meet the Houston Ship Channel,
which is connected to Galveston Bay further in the east. An ad hoc application
involving a GSSHA model of the Brays Bayou watershed coupled to an AdH
Galveston Bay model, with both being driven by atmospheric forcing from
NAM is presented to simulate the flooding due to Hurricane Harvey.
A preliminary, uncalibrated GSSHA model of the watershed is used,
shown in Figure 7.12. Overbank flow physics is turned off. The initial condi-
tions on the channels are water at rest, with a flat water surface such that the
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Figure 7.10: Harris County watersheds [29].
Figure 7.11: Brays Bayou watershed [27].
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depth at the watershed outlet is 3 m, chosen arbitrarily. Most of the channels
are dry. The 2D overland region is also initially dry. The NAM grid is approx-
imated locally as a Cartesian grid about the latitude-longitude, (29.687646N,
264.486509E), before supplying GSSHA with rainfall data. The rainfall from
NAM gets interpolated onto 9 regions over the watershed, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.13. These regions have approximately square boundaries, which result
from using nearest-neighbor interpolation for distributing the rainfall from
NAM onto the GSSHA watershed. Figure 7.14a shows the accumulated rain-
fall contained in the NAM output files over these 9 regions, ordered from top
to bottom, left to right. In comparison, the observed accumulated rainfall data
obtained from the Harris County Flood Warning System (HCFWS) [28] are
shown in Figure 7.14b. From the figures, it is clear that NAM underestimated
the accumulated rainfall over the watershed by about 10 inches, which is 30%
of the observed rainfall of 29 to 35 inches [28, 53]. With such a high level of
discrepancy, it would be impossible to accurately simulate the flooding during
this event using the rainfall from NAM, no matter how good the models are.
However, it is important to note that HCFWS data are observations that are
only available after the event has passed, and therefore cannot be used for
quick turn-around forecasts before the event when the need for them is max-
imum. Forecast data from atmospheric models are the only option available
for use in predicting flooding before a hurricane makes landfall.
The AdH full-2D Galveston Bay model from section 6.2 is used as the



















Figure 7.13: Voronoi cells resulting from nearest-neighbor interpolation of



























































HCFWS: Observed accumulated rainfall over the Brays Bayou watershed
(b) Observed accumulated rainfall over 16 locations in the Brays Bayou watershed [28].
Figure 7.14: Accumulated rainfall: Comparison with NAM output files over
actual observations [28] in the Brays Bayou watershed. Time 𝑡 = 0 corresponds
to August 23, 2017, 0000 hours UTC.
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bed friction coefficient is set to 0.025, and wetting-drying tolerance is set to
0.2 m. Initial conditions on the model are water at rest with a flat water
surface. Boundary conditions are no-normal-flow across the entire boundary
except for two portions, one coupled with GSSHA, and the other in the deep
ocean. The observed mean sea level at the Galveston Bay entrance, North
Jetty, TX, Station ID #8771341, from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Tides and Currents website, is used [66] as a water
surface elevation boundary condition on the south-eastern deep sea boundary.
The observed and predicted elevation data for the duration of the simulation
are shown in Figure 7.15. In a real-world hurricane scenario, the entire Gulf of
Mexico must be modeled instead of just Galveston Bay to accurately forecast
water surface elevations close to it; observations are not available for use before
the event. In order to save modeling and computational time, however, only
a model of the bay is used herein with the observed water surface elevation as
forcing. The winds in AdH are read in from the NAM output files. Figure 7.16
shows the spatially varying wind from NAM over Galveston Bay. The snapshot
corresponds to day 7 of the simulation. The roughly square divisions seen are
a result of nearest-neighbor interpolation of the NAM data onto the shallow
water grid.
There are about 20 miles of waterway between the GSSHA model out-
let cell at the intersection of Brays Bayou and Martin Luther King (MLK) Jr.
Boulevard shown in Figure 7.12, and the coupled AdH boundary at the Hous-





















Galveston Bay Entrance, North Jetty, TX, Station ID: #8771341 [66]
Predicted
Observed
Figure 7.15: Mean sea level at Galveston Bay Entrance, North Jetty, TX,







Figure 7.16: Snapshot of wind over the Galveston Bay domain supplied by
NAM on day 7 of the simulation.
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been modeled. The GSSHA watershed outlet cell is coupled to two connected
boundary edges of the AdH model formed by three nodes numbered 37547,
37577, and 37608 in the model, with initial depths of 14.78 m, 5.23 m, and
3.61 m, respectively. Each edge is 265.5 m in length, so that the initial cross-
section area on the AdH side of the interface is 3830 m2. On the GSSHA side,
at the coupled 1D stream outlet cell, the cross-section is trapezoidal, having
a bottom width of 22.86 m and a side-slope of ∆width : ∆height = 4 : 1, so
that its area is given by (22.86ℎ + 4ℎ2) in this case, where ℎ is the depth in
the outlet cell. At the beginning of the simulation, the GSSHA outlet cross-
section area is 104.6 m2, which is much smaller than the 3830 m2 area on the
AdH side. This difference is used for some sanity checks later.
The simulation ending time is set to 9 days, starting from August 23,
0000 hours to September 1, 0000 hours, UTC. The time steps of the GSSHA
and AdH models are set to 0.25 s and 0.5 hours, respectively. Two sets of
multiple simulations are run. One set uses rainfall supplied by NAM shown
in Figure 7.14a, and the other uses the observed rainfall data from HCFWS
shown in Figure 7.14b. In both the cases, the winds in AdH are read in from
NAM. Each set of simulations contains four different runs,
1. A GSSHA-only run with a hydraulic slope of 0.001 specified on the 1D
stream outlet cell as a boundary condition,
2. A GSSHA-only run with a constant water depth of 3 m specified as a
boundary condition on the 1D stream outlet cell,
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3. A one-way coupled adg run, with the AdH model forcing the water
surface elevation in the GSSHA outlet cell, ignoring the outflow from
GSSHA, and using a no-normal-flow boundary condition on its coupled
boundary instead, and
4. A two-way coupled gdadg run.
Figures 7.17 and 7.18 respectively show the surface elevation and ve-
locity magnitude in AdH at the AdH-GSSHA interface in adg and gdadg
coupling simulations. The top and bottom subfigures respectively show the
results of runs using NAM and HCFWS rainfall. Given the substantial differ-
ences in the rainfall inputs to GSSHA, the results of NAM and HCFWS rainfall
simulations also differ. Figure 7.17 additionally shows the water surface eleva-
tion at the GSSHA watershed outlet cell. Except for small differences seen due
to different output time resolutions, it is verified that the surface elevations in
GSSHA and AdH match at the interface. It is also seen that the water surface
elevations in the adg and gdadg runs start to differ after about 3.5 days,
seen as a departure between solid and dashed lines. This is when the outflow
from GSSHA starts to affect the AdH solution at the interface in gdadg sim-
ulations, whereas that outflow is ignored in one-way adg runs. Much lower
velocities are seen at the interface nodes in the adg mode than in the gdadg
mode in Figure 7.18 due to the same reason.
Next, the GSSHA outflow hydrographs in all the simulations are com-























































(b) Simulations using HCFWS rainfall
Figure 7.17: Temporal variation of water surface elevation at the coupled





















































(b) Simulations using HCFWS rainfall
Figure 7.18: Temporal variation of velocity magnitude at the coupled interface
in simulations using NAM and HCFWS rainfall input.
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Brays Bayou at MLK Jr. Boulevard, Houston, TX [83]. Figure 7.19 shows a
comparison of the hydrographs obtained in the two sets of simulations. As ex-
pected, the hydrographs of simulations using NAM and HCFWS rainfall are
significantly different from each other given the substantially different inputs.
The results of simulations using the rainfall data from NAM are seen to be in-
accurate, which is expected given the large errors in them compared to actual
observations. Using the rainfall observations from HCFWS gives significantly
better results. In that case, the hydrographs of the adg and gdadg simu-
lations as well as the GSSHA-only run with a constant depth BC reasonably
match the observed outflow at the USGS gauge, except for an overestimation
of the peak outflow by about 20% between the fourth and fifth days. The
GSSHA-only run with a hydraulic slope BC is only able to capture the gen-
eral trend of the hydrographs but remains inaccurate. For a given rainfall
input, NAM or HCFWS, the hydrographs of adg and gdadg simulations are
observed to be similar to each other as well as to that of the GSSHA-only sim-
ulation with a constant depth BC, indicating that the flooding in Brays Bayou
was possibly not a compound flooding event. However, it may be misleading
to conclude that from the hydrographs alone. Field observations [53] point
to significant backwater flooding in many of the tributaries of Brays Bayou
due to high flows in the bayou. Also, according to USGS gauge measure-
ments [83], the water level in Brays Bayou at MLK Jr. Boulevard rose by over
9 m, whereas the water level is seen to have risen by a mere 1 m in Figure 7.17.
Therefore, although the effects of storm surge were possibly not directly felt in
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the watershed, backwater effects due to downstream flooding were significant.
It is possible that including other physics such as overbank flow or ground-
water may give better results. Modeling the correct cross-section in AdH at
the interface and the 20 miles of waterways between the watershed outlet and
Galveston Bay that were avoided herein may also be important. This is seen in
the verification tests in the previous two sections which show how the surface
elevations at the AdH-GSSHA interface are different for different AdH mod-
els even though the GSSHA model remains the same. Therefore, modeling
the correct cross-section is likely crucial to get the water levels at the inter-
face right. Overall, the key takeaway as far as NAM-AdH-GSSHA coupling
is concerned is that if the precipitation data from NAM were accurate and
comparable to the actual observations, then the coupled models would have
been able to predict at least the outflow hydrographs relatively well.
One might question the need of two-way coupled models in this case
given that the adg simulation and the GSSHA-only run with a constant depth
BC appear to do well. However, it is important to note that a two-way coupled
model accounts for the outflow from the diffusive wave model into the shallow
water domain, which is otherwise unavailable in a hurricane storm surge sim-
ulation using only a shallow water model. For example, noting that the adg
run would give the same results in the AdH domain as an AdH-only simula-
tion would, it is seen in Figure 7.18 that the adg runs cannot account for the
inflow from GSSHA whereas gdadg simulations can. On the other hand, if
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(b) Simulations using rainfall from HCFWS
Figure 7.19: Brays Bayou at MLK Jr. Boulevard: Comparison of obtained
outflow hydrographs in different simulations against observations [83].
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in the first verification test given in section 7.4.1, then GSSHA-only or gda
simulations would not be able to capture the compound flooding effect whereas
two-way coupled simulations would do so. Therefore, two-way coupled mod-
els do hold importance, although it may not be obvious from the hydrograph
results alone.
Having confirmed from Figure 7.17 that the surface elevations are con-
tinuous across the AdH-GSSHA interface in adg and gdadg coupling, the
final step is a sanity check to confirm that mass is being conserved across the
interface in the two-way coupled simulations. Figure 7.20 zooms into the Hous-
ton Ship Channel in Galveston Bay to show the water velocity in AdH resulting
from the outflow from GSSHA. The image corresponds to the fifth day of the
gdadg simulation with HCFWS rainfall as input. As seen in Figure 7.19b,
the outflow from GSSHA at that time is 1059 m3/s. The interface cross-
section area in AdH at that time, with depths calculated from Figure 7.17b,
is ((14.78 + 0.83) + 2 × (5.23 + 0.82) + (3.61 + 0.87)) × 265.5/2 ≈ 4273 m2.
For conserving mass, the average speed of water flowing into AdH at that
time should therefore be (1059 m3/s)/(4273 m2) ≈ 0.248 m/s. Although from
Figure 7.20, it looks as though the velocity at the AdH-GSSHA interface is
about 0.55 m/s, that value is only close to and not at the interface. The av-
erage inflow speed at the interface should be calculated from Figure 7.18b as
(0.05 + 2 × 0.36 + 0.22)/4 = 0.248 m/s, which is the same as the expected
value. Therefore, the velocities seen in Figures 7.18 and 7.20 make sense, and
mass is conserved across the AdH-GSSHA interface in the gdadg simulations
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Figure 7.20: Velocity in the Houston Ship Channel close to the AdH-GSSHA




This dissertation focused on coupling different computational models
to enable simulations that capture physics which the individual models are
otherwise incapable of handling on their own. The major focus of this work was
strong coupling between 2D and 3D shallow water and transport finite element
models for enabling computationally cheaper 3D models and simulation of
scenarios involving baroclinicity as well as wetting-drying. The second part of
the work presented multi-software weak coupling between atmospheric, shallow
water, and diffusive wave models to enable quick turn-around forecasts during
extreme events such as hurricanes. A summary of the work, discussion of
results, and conclusions are given in the following sections.
8.1 Coupled shallow water models
Strong coupling of 2D and 3D shallow water and transport models
under a conformity requirement was seen to be a generalization of the usual
finite element method, in the sense that analogous 2D-2D and 3D-3D strongly
coupled models were observed to be exactly the same as usual full-2D and
full-3D models. The conformity requirement imposed in coupling 2D and 3D
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models indicated a particular choice of trial and test spaces during spatial
discretization that naturally led to a monolithic system of equations being
solved once at each time step. Conformity was shown to guarantee continuity
of solution and conservation of mass and momentum across the 2D-3D coupling
interface at all locations and at all times. A vertical velocity stage for 2D
models was newly added to enable coupling of 2D and 3D vertical velocity
calculations as well, improving past work which gave insufficient treatment to
the same. The coupled shallow water models were verified and validated, and
applications were presented to demonstrate their capabilities. In most cases,
the coupled models were compared to full-2D and full-3D/3D-only models.
Four verification test cases were first presented, viz., the small- and
large-amplitude slosh, baroclinic flume, and lock-exchange. Conservation of
mass across the 2D-3D interface was verified in the small-amplitude slosh test
case by checking that the sum of total volumes of water in the 2D and 3D
domains was nearly constant throughout the duration of one of the simula-
tions. For the small-amplitude slosh test case using second order implicit
time-stepping, the 𝐿2 error temporal convergence rates of full-2D, 2D-3D cou-
pled, and full-3D models were verified to be second order. The 𝐿2 error spa-
tial convergence rates of all the models with SUPG terms excluded were also
observed to be optimal at second order. For simulations with SUPG terms
included, the spatial convergence rates for all the models were observed to be
slightly lower. The error norms of the 2D-3D coupled models were observed
to lie between those of full-2D and full-3D models for most of the time steps
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in all the meshes for the small-amplitude slosh test case. Things were differ-
ent, however, for the advection-dominated large-amplitude slosh test case, for
which suboptimal spatial convergence rates between 1.25 to 1.5 were obtained
for all the models, which is not unusual for SUPG [4, 48, 65]. Moreover, for
this test case, it is likely that vertical mesh refinements, which were not done,
would also be required to obtain a better convergence rate in the full-3D and
2D-3D coupled models. Overall, it was observed from the slosh test cases that:
1. The 𝐿2 error convergence rates of 2D-3D strongly coupled models were
no worse than the lower rate of convergence between full-2D and full-3D
coupled models, and
2. Temporally, the 𝐿2 error norms of the coupled models were either be-
tween or comparable to those of the full-2D and full-3D models.
On satisfactory verification with the slosh test case, the limits of 2D-3D
coupled models were tested in baroclinic scenarios violating the base recom-
mendation of placing the 2D-3D interface far away from baroclinicity; this
was done since practical scenarios may force the placement of the interface in
a baroclinic region. In the baroclinic flume test case, 2D-3D and 3D-2D cou-
pled models were compared with full-2D and full-3D models. It was observed
as expected that the 2D and 3D subdomains in the coupled models respectively
behaved like the full-2D and full-3D models in the initial and final stages of the
2D-3D and 3D-2D coupled simulations when the salinity front was far away
from the 2D-3D interface. The coupled models were in a state of transition
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when the front was crossing the interface. The salinity front was seen to pass
smoothly across the interface into the 3D region from the 2D subdomain in
the 2D-3D coupled model. However, temporary velocity oscillations were seen
in the 3D-2D coupled model, in which the stratified salinity front passing from
the 3D domain into the 2D domain could no longer remain stratified due to
the nature of coupling. It is possible that the temporary oscillations are an un-
avoidable trade-off for violating the 2D-3D interface location recommendation.
Next, an extreme scenario of a lock-exchange test case was used to compare
the results of a 2D-3D-2D coupled model against those of full-2D and full-3D
models. Unlike in the full-3D and 2D-3D-2D coupled models, the solution in
the full-2D model remained almost the same as the specified initial conditions
throughout the simulation since 2D models cannot handle baroclinic mixing.
As was the case with the baroclinic flume test case, the behavior of the 2D-3D-
2D coupled model was initially similar to that of the full-3D model when the
salinity and velocity shocks were far away from the 2D-3D interfaces. Unlike
the baroclinic flume case, however, the shocks in lock-exchange test did not
pass through the 2D-3D interfaces and were reflected back as if the interfaces
were walls. The results of the coupled model were still better than the full-2D
model.
Strongly coupled 2D-3D models were then validated against experimen-
tal data of the spur dike and partial-breach dam-break tests, giving acceptable
results. These test cases were more of a validation of full-2D and full-3D models
than of 2D-3D coupled models. Given the verification and validation results,
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however, the following are expected to hold.
1. In test cases where 2D and 3D models are both successfully validated,
2D-3D coupled models would give acceptable results as well.
2. In tests where exactly one of the 2D or 3D models fails validation and the
other succeeds, such as the lock-exchange test case, it would be possible
to construct coupled models that would either pass or fail depending on
the region of interest, location of the interface, and arrangement of the
submodels.
3. In test cases where the shallow water equations are applicable but both
2D and 3D shallow water models fail validation, such as wetting-drying
in a baroclinic scenario, 2D-3D coupled models would do better.
The first two points above can be concluded from all the presented tests. The
only way to decisively draw the third conclusion is to perform actual validation
in a scenario in which the shallow water equations are applicable but the 2D
and 3D shallow water models are both inadequate. However, it is difficult to
find small scale experimental data that can be used validate that case. It is also
hard to compare results for the last scenario against real world measurements,
since creating a model, gathering data, and tuning model parameters for large
scale test cases is time-consuming and not a focus of this work. In order to lay
the groundwork for rigorous validation of the third scenario in the future, two
applications involving wetting-drying as well as baroclinicity were presented.
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The first application was an idealized estuary test case, and the second
one was a Galveston Bay test. In both the test cases, the solutions of the 2D-
3D coupled models were seen to be similar yet different compared to those of
the full-2D and 3D-only models. The coupled models were seen to be able to
capture baroclinic mixing as well as wetting-drying, whereas the full-2D and
3D-only models could not handle at least one of them. In the idealized estuary
case, the water surface elevations in the models close to the wetting-drying
coastline and at the 2D-3D interface were observed to be in good agreement
with each other. The surface salinity, and the surface and bed 𝑥-velocities in
the coupled model were seen to be similar to those in the full-2D and 3D-only
models in the relevant regions. In the Galveston Bay test case, the overall
behavior of the solutions in the 2D-3D coupled model were observed to be
qualitatively like those of the full-2D and 3D-only models in the respective
regions.
In summary, the results of all the test cases show that strongly cou-
pled 2D-3D shallow water and transport models are accurate, stable, and
conserve mass and momentum across the 2D-3D interface at all times and
at all locations along the interface. They are a viable alternative to imple-
menting wetting-drying in 3D models, can capture baroclinicity as well as
wetting-drying, and can reduce the computational cost of 3D models by al-
lowing replacement of unimportant regions with 2D subdomains. Future work
in 2D-3D coupled shallow water models can be to validate them rigorously,
and to explore the possibility of allowing the solutions to vary within coupled
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node columns instead of having to force them to remain constant. Coupling
between 3D and multi-layer 2D shallow water models can also be explored.
8.2 Coupled atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and hydrologic
models
Preliminary coupling between atmospheric, shallow water, and diffu-
sive wave models was presented to simulate compound flooding events such as
those during hurricanes. The atmospheric model solving the primitive equa-
tions was NAM, the hydrodynamic model solving the 2D shallow water equa-
tions was AdH, and the hydrologic model solving the 2D/1D coupled diffusive
wave equations was GSSHA. The 1D stream outlet cell of a GSSHA watershed
was weakly coupled to a portion of the AdH 2D shallow water domain bound-
ary, enabling one/two-way exchange of flux and water surface elevation data
between them. NAM was coupled one-way to the models through its GRIB2
format output files to drive precipitation over GSSHA watersheds and winds
over AdH domains. The AdH and GSSHA models were solved in Gauss-Seidel
format without any iterations, requiring them to be solved one after the other,
once within each time step. The latest available solutions were utilized to
modify the interface boundary conditions. Four types of coupling were imple-
mented, gda, adg, gdadg, and adgda, with the former two being one-way
and the remaining ones being two-way. Iterations were avoided since they
involved having to backtrack solutions, which would potentially mean deal-
ing with resetting thousands of variables in GSSHA. Backtracking solutions
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within a time-step is non-trivial for users not involved in the development of
the software being coupled, unless the functionality to do so is already built-in.
Three verification test cases and one application were presented. The
first test case was for checking continuity of water surface elevation and con-
servation of mass across the AdH-GSSHA coupling interface in accordance
with the information given in Table 7.3. The results confirmed that the water
surface elevation was continuous in adg coupling and mass was conserved in
gda coupling; mass was not conserved in adg coupling and the water surface
elevation was discontinuous in gda coupling, as expected. In two-way gdadg
and adgda coupling modes, the water surface elevation was continuous, and
mass was conserved across the AdH-GSSHA interface, with one of them un-
avoidably being time-lagged. This hypothetical test case also happened to act
as a compound flooding event that only the two-way coupled models were able
to capture. This was evident from the following two factors.
1. The water surface elevation in the AdH domain rose significantly in gda
and two-way coupled simulations, but the backwater effects of that on
the watershed were only captured in gdadg and adgda coupling.
2. The total outflow volume from the GSSHA watershed was significantly
reduced in the two-way coupled simulations, which meant that the wa-
tershed remained flooded.
The next verification test case focused on stability problems encoun-
tered in two-way coupled simulations. Using smaller time steps in AdH re-
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sulted in temporary oscillations in two-way coupled models in this test case.
Using either a larger AdH time step size or a larger value of the Smagorinsky
coefficient removed the oscillations. It was observed that during periods of rel-
atively stable watershed outflow rates, the models gave increasing feedback to
each other in quick succession, leading to oscillations. These oscillations were
temporary in this test case, but in some other tests not presented herein, the
time steps of the models got adaptively reduced to prohibitively small values,
or the depth at the interface dropped to zero. There could be many possible
reasons why the instabilities are seen, such as not using multiple Gauss-Seidel
iterations, not modeling matching cross-sections on the AdH and GSSHA sides,
or the diffusive wave equations being invalid at the location of the interface so
that the approximation of neglecting the acceleration terms in the momentum
equation becomes inappropriate. More work is needed to find the root cause
of the oscillations.
The third verification test case ensured that wetting-drying in the vicin-
ity of the coupling interface was not a problem. More importantly, this and the
previous test cases showed how modeling different cross-sections on the AdH
side of the interface led to different depth and velocity solutions there. The
outflow hydrographs between the two test cases, however, appeared to remain
unchanged in spite of that, indicating that the AdH model in these two test
cases did not cause backwater flooding effects that would otherwise alter the
hydrographs as well. More work needs to be done to determine how important
it is to model matching cross-sections in the models at the interface, and how
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it affects that solutions at and away from the interface.
Next, an application of NAM-AdH-GSSHA coupling to simulate flood-
ing due to Hurricane Harvey of August 2017 was presented. A GSSHA model
of the Brays Bayou watershed was coupled to an AdH Galveston Bay model.
The models were not calibrated and had little resemblance to the real-world
scenario due to numerous factors. The first reason was that the watershed
and the bay are physically separated by about 20 miles of land and waterway
that were not modeled in this application. The second reason was that the
area of the coupled cross-section on the AdH side was over 35 times larger
than that on the GSSHA side, causing a significant reduction in the water
level rise and the velocity at the interface. The last and the most important
factor was that NAM underestimated the rainfall by about 30% compared
to the observations, leading to inaccurate results in the NAM-AdH-GSSHA
coupled simulations. However, the hydrograph results in runs using observed
rainfall data from HCFWS instead of precipitation from NAM were in good
agreement with USGS gauge data. Although the results of the coupled atmo-
spheric/hydrodynamic/hydrologic framework appeared to be unsatisfactory,
the problem was clearly the precipitation input from NAM and not the cou-
pling methodology, at least as far as the hydrograph was concerned. More-
over, given that observations cannot be used before an event has passed since
they are only available during or after the event, only forecasts such as those
from NAM that are available prior to such events can be used in emergency
planning. Therefore, the application showed that given a reasonably accurate
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forecast from an atmospheric model, the coupled models would have produced
a match on the hydrograph, demonstrating their ability in producing quick
turn-around forecasts.
The NAM-AdH-GSSHA coupling presented herein needs more work,
testing and validation before being used. In particular, lateral flooding effects
from 2D overland flow model boundaries must also be added to the coupling
options. The stability of the models and the effects of modeling different cross-
sections on either side of the interface must be thoroughly investigated in the
future. In spite of shortcomings, however, this work demonstrates the capa-
bility of weakly coupled atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and hydrologic models
in producing forecasts of compound flooding events.
8.3 Conclusion
The overall conclusion of this work is that coupling existing, well-tested
and validated models is the key to capturing physics that the individual models
cannot in general. This is seen in 2D and 3D shallow water and transport
coupling, wherein 2D and 3D models cannot handle baroclinicity and wetting-
drying respectively, but 2D-3D coupled models can when used sensibly. This
is also observed in case of coupled shallow water and diffusive wave models,
which are able to capture the interaction of floods downstream and upstream
of the coupled interface. When coupled with an atmospheric model that gives
accurate wind and precipitation forecasts, the coupled models would be able to
capture compound flooding effects during hurricanes, which most models are
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currently incapable of doing. Thus, coupled atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and
hydrologic models hold importance in being able to simulate complex physical
phenomena that the individual models may be incapable of.
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